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P R E F A C E .  

l 

I IN those days when  readers of books were  confined to the 

1 people  was the exception, not the rule, a.s it is now-when, also, 

I 

I 

I wealthy  and well-to-do  classes-when education  amongst the 

I the material  for bringing out a book  was much  more  costly ; 
and  when,  consequently, the price of a book when  produced was 
much higher t h  at  the present day ; authors were  compelled 
to seek a patron-a sort of literary accoucher-to  assist them 
in bringing into  the world their offppring, and very frequently 
the price  paid  for  such  patronage and assistance was a 

dedication,” yuched in terms of the most  fulsome  flattery. 

I 

I 

I “ - that which melteth  fools ; I mean  sweet word& 
Low crooked  cnrt‘sies, and base spaniel fawning.” 

Even eminent authors, for such accommodation,  would  descend 
to  write,  and great statesmen not have the fortitude to reject, 
these  nauseous  addresses ; and Swift wrote- 

“ ’Tis an old  maxim in the schools, 
That flattery’s the food of fools, 
Yet now and then your men  of wit 
Will condescend ta take a bit” 

Now, however,  when the peat  mass of the people c m  read- 
and,  from the s m a l l  cost of  books, are enabled to purchase them 
-the above cqstom and its necessi* have  happily become 
ahnot; obsolete. 

The r e h g  of the prehes,)’ IC dedications,” and IC introducl 
tions ” which  were in vogue a few short years agone, might be 
likened to the ceremony  of unrolling a mummy: a tedious 
process to perform  before coming to the body, and  when that 
was  reached, it was frequently found to be B very dry subject ! 

Nearly all my (c charaders ” we drawn from life. Their 
cc ¿lodgings and  doings ” are from notes taken, m well m from 
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Cc the tablet of my  memory : " how I discovered  them-how I 
came to be admitted  behind the scenes-matters not to the 
reader ; sufilce it to say, that from  my  business bringing me in 
contact with these people almost daily for the last dozen years, 
I have  been  enabled to write that which will, probably, to many 
persons,  be instructive,  and possibly  afford  some  amusement. 

If it should  be thought that I have  been  too hard upon  some 
of these itinerants-that I have not "forgot their vioes in . 
their woe "-it is bemuse I knew the woe  was  assumed ; take, 
for instance, the tale of Jack Smith, at page 108, or the mis- 
fortunes of that hardly-used  individual, who felt it his duty to 
advertise to the world that he had " Nothing to fry ! " 

But, although most of those of  whom I write are not proper 
objeots  for  ;sympathy, I should regret if, from anything I have 
said, the reader  should treat a l l  alike. !here are many old 
pemns, and persons  incapacitated  for  labour through bodily 
aflliction,  who just manage to live  by  hawking some trifling 
articles, who  would  otherwise have to retire  to the workhouse, 
and if the lazy, lusty,  impostor is enabled to luxuriate on the 
popular  credulity, there surely  should  be some consideration 
shown  for such as those whom  Goldsmith so beautifully describes, 
the- '' - wretched  matron,  forc'd in age, for  bread, 

To  strip the brook with mantlhg cresses  spread" 
If I should be charged with indulging too  extravagantly in 

quotation, I must  add to the enormiw of the -offence  by quoting 
Dr. Johnson in my defence. Mr. Wilkes having  oensured it as 
pedantry,  Johnson said, cc No, sir, it is a good thing ; there is a 
community of mind in it." 

It will be found in this work that eaoh division of the United. 
Kingdom  has its representatives ; that, like the celebrated 
picture of cc Three engaged in one cause," English, Irish, and 
Scotch  appear in it. Therefore, 1 hope no person, troubled with 
an excitable  temperament, will suppose that I have sekcted his 
countrymen for exposure. 

'1 mm;s many a shaft at  random sent, ' 
Finds mark the  archer little mWd." 

That I have  not conked -myself to country or  oolour, I refer 
the reader to  the account Öf Cc Pummy and his mader." It will 
there be found in black  and  white ! " 

PREFACE. v i i  

The reader will see that I have  devoted the longest chpter to 
" Quackery."  To  me it is perfectly  astounding, that qumkery I should  be  allowed, in these  enlightened days, to go on without 
receiving a single  check  from  those whose duty it is, at least, to I protect the licensed practitioner. That the government of the I country should allow ignorant impostors to tamper with the 

be  seen,  from  my chapter on the subject, that  the qmking 
I impostors  did not always practise their impositions with 

impunity ; then why, I ask,  should they be  allowed to do so 
now,  when the properly taught and  scientific practitioner has 
added to his knowledge of disease  probably  a hundredfold? 

Milk " and Solar Rays," for  instance.  Elephant's Mïlk and 
Sohr Rays ! cc Think of that, Master Brook." Yet there are 
some  now daily  advertised quite as absurd-quite as useless. 
O fempora. 

And now  one  word to the critic-professional or amateur-in 
behalf of what  must, at least,  be  considered  a  very desultoriow 
production. Authorship is not my  vocation;  indeed,  a  pro- 
fessional author wóuld have  found much dif6culty in ac@iring 
the information whioh these pages  convey. Young says- 

I health and  lives of the people, is still more  astonishing. It will 

I 

I 

I Some  of the nostrums of which I speak have  died  out,  ccEleph&nt)s 

'' Some  write confmed by physic ; some by debt ; 
Some for 'tie Sunday ; some  becanse 'tis wet ; 
Another  writes  because his father writ, 
And proves himself a bastard by his w k "  

I shall certainly give none of these  reasons for writing, and if 
I dord  the reader either amusement  or instruction, I may 
probably  be  excused if I give no reason at all. 

I must now  conclude,  or the reader of my h g t h g  preface and 
mal2 book, will exclaim with Prince Hal, 

S&" 

" O monalroue,  but one halfpenny worth of bread to thia intolerable deal of 



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION. 

ENCOURAGED by the rapid sale of the  fist edition of this little 
work, a second ia now  launched,  which, I have no doubt, from 
thé many orders  already  received, will go  off  swimmingly. 

Some of the metropolitan, a d  many of the provincial  news- 
papers,  have  reviewed the book, and in every  instance  favourably. 

Charles  Dickens, in his preface to “ Nicholas  Nickleby,” says, 
that during the progress o€ the work,  more than one Yorkshire 

schoolmaster laid claim to  the original of Mi. Squeers.” The 
quacks have  done  precisely the same thing with some of the 
characters  sketched in this book, thus adding their testimony to 
the truthfulness of the drawing. I reply t o  these  harpies in 
two lines  from  Shakespeare- 

&‘ Amongst the crowd many cape are thrown, 
The one that fits yon is your own.” 

I f  proof  ,were wanting of the correctness of my remarks in 
relation to  quackery, it could  be abundantly afforded, m, since 
the first  edition was published,several  communioations  have  been 
received  from  persons  who  have  been v i c m  of the system-but 
it would  be  useless to publish  them, for ah w o  &ce onvnes ! 

CHAPTER I.-~TRODUCTORY. 
SYNOPSIS. 

$N OLD SAYING -NAPOLEON’S OPINION OF Us- 
GENERALITY OF HAWKERS-L o N D o N C R I E S- 

1 NATIVES AND SETTLERS-A COCKNEY ASTONISHED- 
SHAKING A BEAR IN THE STREET -&-ERS’ 
LICENSES-ERRONEOUS IDEA OF PENSIONXRS - 
EXEMPTIONS UNDER THE PEDLARS’ ACT-EXEMP- 
TIONS BY ROYAL CWTER-THE YORK CELARTER- 
THE LEICESTER CHARTER-HAWKERS wersus SHOP- 

INVENTION-DRESS OF ITINERANTS-MAKE - UPS- 
DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE’S GROOM--“ QUIET JOSEPH ”- 
A STRANGE BEDFELLOW-THE POLITICS OF ~ T I N E -  
RANTS-DOGS AS BEASTS OF ‘ BURDEN ”-MR. 
BERHELEY’S ‘ OPINION -DOGS * erersus - DON~EYS- 
BOBBERY AND MURDER-G~M~LXNG-UNDER AND 
OVER-“ PLANTING ’EM  AND SIGHTING ’EM ”-No 
HONOUR AMONG THIEVES-THE FORTUNE-BLLER- 
PROSTITUTION - MENDICANCY -h OLD HAND- 
“ No WORK ” AND NOTHING - TO FRY ”-MICHAEL 
DOHERTY AND HIS ORANGES-ELÄWKERS versus Mmu- 
FACTURERS-“ HANDY DANDY,” h., &c., &c. 

’ KEEPERS-PATENT  COFFEE BERRIES- A sT17ELTA MOB 

Admire,  exult-deBpise-hugh,  weep-for here 
There is such matter for all feeling :-Nan ! 

BYRON. 
I 

IT iEi an old saying, and therefore worthy of being believed, 
%hat “one half of thci world knows not how the other half 
lives ; ” and  the writer certainly is not going to attempt  the 
gigantic task of giving that ‘‘ one half the worId ’’ the 
rmyaterioup, information, for many reaaons ; the fint and  the 

l3 



10 HAWKERS, STREET DEALERS, 

only one  likely to be  required being-that  he  does not know 
himself; but being in a  poritionwhich enables him to inform 
one portion of the community  how another s t r i v ~  to live, 
and of the pains it takes to cheat and deceive the public at  
large in its dealings; to expose  .some  of the  trich and 
G dodges ” of the itinerant and street dealem ; and to point 
out,  probably,  how  individuals  may  save  themselves from 
being  cheated, he will not, he trusts, be  accused  of welessly 
indulging in a cacoedhes scràhendà. Although, if it is true  that 

L the pleasme is aa great 
In being cheated as to  oheat,” 

he may possibly be condemned by the cheated for wttmptbg 
to interfere with their ‘ I  pka~ura,” whilst he is sure to pro- _ _  ~ 

voke the ire of the cheat. 
Napoleon  called as ‘c a nation of shopkeepm.” The re- 

mark would  have  been infinitely more degrading if he had 
called UB a nation of hawkers,  but certaidy quite true, for- 
there B not one portion or spot of this íäland but B overrun. 
with them, and one  would have to pawe and consider what 
article of either food, raiment, or domatic use, could not be 
purchased at  the door or in the open street.  Nay,  even 
specimens of the ~e arts are hawked.  You can have your- 
portrait painted in five minutes for sixpence, m a s t e d  
correct.” Heralm is hawked; ypu can have your crest 
engraved in the street in an increihbly  short space of time. 
And music, and the drama P ‘  surely  these are not hawked,” 
you  say. I€ I thought you  doubted it for one  moment, I 
should at once refer you to  that s w d y  brigand-loohg 
fellow from 1\11Cilan, who is grinding out the MameïUaise 
Hymn ” from hk organ at the next corner, and to that well- 
known and facetious  genaeman, known to evq one as 
L‘ Mister Punch.” 

But it is not my intention, in thme  pages, t Q  treat of 
hawkers  generally, but to notice  those only who Mest the 
manufacturing tom and vïllages of the north and north- 
west of England, and more eapeciaUy Mancham, and these 
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may be taken m a pretty fair specimen of the whole. I do 
not mean the whole  body of the hawkers of England, for 
there ie a  very wide merence between  those who keep to 
one district or town, and those  who  prowl the country over ; 
neither is there much similarity between the hawkers of 
Lancashire and those of London, in this one feature  amongst 
many others-the  London  hawkers  almost invariably cry ” 
their merchandise,  whilst  those of Lancashire seldom do, but 
go from door to door. London cries ! Who has not either 
heard  or  read of London crim? They  have  formed the aub- 
jmt of many a nursery book,  both in prose and rhyme, and 
have  engaged the attention of some of our most popula~ 
miters, one of whom has written an excellent account of 
them in a  popular  magazine, and given hterpreiatiom, with- 
out which  few  persons in Lancashire would understand what 
was meant by the original.  Indeed Londonem themselves 
would  be  sorely puzzled to understand  what is meant, in 
many cases, did they not see the wares  which  accompany the 

cry.” How many, for instance, would  imagine, if they 
heard, for the k t  time, the long  drawn  cat-like ‘6M-e-W 7’ 

of the milk girl, that  that much  abused  beverage  was  meant, 
if they did not see the cans  which contain it? Again,  two 
lettem  only are used to announce an article of food for sale, 
which is in great request in London-I  mean  eels-the  word, 
although shorn of its fair proportions by one  half of the let- 
ters composing it, is invariably  drawn out to an extraordinary 
length, as ‘6 E-0.” 

I 

I 

But the LLnativm l’ of L a n d r e  are neither ‘ L a & m i s h e d 7 7  

nor  puzzled  by these things, as crying is seldom  practised 
there;  the articlm  carried  about for d e ,  as before stated, 
being  generally taken from door to door. A ‘‘ settler ” may 
certainly be 6 6  astonished,” occ~onal ly ,  by the W of a  pro- 
vincialism, such, for instance, as a fellow roaring out a$ the 
door, Missus, wiU you buy  a bear,”* meaning  a  door-mat, 
but probably it is the h t  time the person addressed has 

* In Lancashire a door-mat ìa mlled a bear. 

B 2  



12 HAWKERS, STREET DEALERS, 

heard the word  used in that sense, and,  therefore,  hurriedly 
shuts the door, to prevent the intrusion of a  four-footed 
animal, wondering  why  such musual “ goods ” should be 
hawked ! 

The following  anecdote  was  related to me  by a gentleman 
some time  ago, who said he could  vouch for ib truth :-A 
London  tradesman  came to Manchester to open a  shop ; he -~ 

had scarcely  got settled in it, ’ when  one  morning  a  man 
dressed in chocolate-coloured  clothes, with scarlet braid and 
very official  looking gilt buttom thereon, walked in and 
addraed the astonished  cockney in these  words, “I’ve come 
to summon you to the Town Hall, sir.’1 ‘‘ What for, pray ? ” 
“For shaking  a  bear in the street.” “ A what 3 ” ‘ L  For 
shaking a  bear in  the sheet,” repeated the official. (‘ God 
bless me, I never did anything of the kind.” ‘I O no, not 
you, but your semant, I seed -her.” This assurance  only 
served to add to the astonishment of the shopkeepei,  who 
said, ‘ L  I don’t  believe it ; but I’ll call  her.” The servant 
was called, and addedstill further toher master’s astonishment 
by  owning the soft  impeachment,” but she soon removed 
both his doubts and wonder by explainhg  that  the bear 
which  she had so courageously shaken in the street was the 
door-mat ! 

I shall not stop here to enter into a learned disquisition 
respecting the word “ hawk ” h o w  it was  derived, &c. -but 
leave that to the indefatigable  editor of Notes and Queries, 
contenting myself with observing that W a l h  says,  firstly, 
A L  A bird of prey, used to catch  other birds ; ” secon$@, L‘ t o  
sell  wares  by  proclaiming  them in the streets.” Now, from 
what I know  of hawking in the  latter Beme, I conclude that 
it is derived from the former,  for there is very great &ty 
in the practice of each; in one  case it is birds that are caught, 
in the other it is bipeds without feathers ! 
The term iaZling seems to be of very  ancient origin. St. 

Paul, in his first epistle to the Corintbiass (7 chap., 20 v.), 
says, 6‘ Let every  man  abide in the same cdling wherein he 
was   al le d.^' Although the term is applied t o  trada and 
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professiom, in no case is it so aptly used as when applied to 
hawkers,  for in every  case the hawker  either calls out his 
go&, or calk at the houses. 

There are more “hawkers, hucksters, and pedlms ’I’ ín ?$ 
Lancashire,  according to  the census of 1841, than any other 
county, the number  being  1862,  which is 265  more than in I 
the metropolitan county of Mïddlesex, and three times the 1 
number returned for the whole of Wales and ixlands in the 
Britißh Seas. Yorhhirestanda next to Middlesex, with 1849. 
LancaFlhire and Yorkshire  supply to the census very nearly a I 
fourth of the hawkers of England. T& is not so much to 
be  wondered at, when  we  consider that, within a  radius of 14 
miles of Manchester, there iFJ a  population of 1,044,000. In . 
1801 the population only numbered 311,000, showing an . 
inmeage fiom that time up to 1851 more rapid than any 
part of the Queen’s dominions, including even the metropolis. 
l have not the means at hand to show the number  of 

hawkers’ licenaes taken out in a year, and if I had such a re- . 
turn it would  be no criterion for computing the total number 
of hawkers ; but whatever the number of  persone may be 
that take out licenses, I think we  may fairly add four times 
11s many who do not ; indeed, I think the proportion is still 
greater.” It &I not th0 hawker who  keeps to one  town and 
its immediate  environs,  who takes out a  license, but those 
who travel from  town to town, horn county to county ; and 
it is a  subject  for  consideration  whether  a  considerable item 
of revenue is not lost to government by a class of persons 
escaping the payment of this tax, who are able in many cmes 
to pay it ; for, be it remembered,  they  escape all the other 
taxes, but local and general, which the shopkeeper  has to pay, 
and to my o m  knowledge there aremany hawkers who entirely 
elude the taxgatherer, and at the aame time carry on a more 
extensive  business than many dlopkeepem, for whom there is 
no chance of exemption. But I must, at the same h e ,  state 

* Since the above was written, the details of the c&sne. of 1851 
have been pabhhed, and from them I learn that the total number f J 

of “hawkers  and  pedlars ” returned for Great Britain is 30,653. 
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that there are many hundreds of hawkers  who cannot afford 
to pay for a license, and it would  be  exceedingly difficult to 
draw the line between  those  who can, and those who cannot 
afford to pay ; and as the indiscriminate  imposition, or rather 
collection of the tax would  be tantamount to  taking the bread 
out of the mouths of many hundreds of  our fellow-creatures, 
and driving  them to seek  relief fkom the poor law guardians, 
perhaps the laxity of the revenue officers is the lwer evil of 
the two. For I have  seen quite enough of hawkers to know 
that, whilst many of them earn money  enough  by  imposition 

% and fraud, combined with industry, and, what the Americans 
call the cuteness of the ’coon,” to live well, and spend a 
great deal of money in intemperance and dimipation, there 
are many  more  who jwt manage,  by hawking a few trifling 
articles  from  door to door, to keep  themselves, and sometimes 
their families out of the workhouse. And it is for this reason 
that I cannot  agree with the waSng cry of certain.  shop- 
keepers,  who are continually grumbbg and lamenting that 
these persons  should  be  allowed to hawk, or stand with stalls 
in the streets, selling occasionally the same  description of 
goods or wares as they do themelves, who are so heavily 
taxed ” (this is the stereotyped phase), for they seem to 
think it no tax on this class of people to be  compelled to 
h v e l  with a heavy  load  many  miles a day under a burning 
sun, or to di at a stall all day, enduring the bitter, biting 
blast of winter, to get saturated with the driving  storm, and 
then to retake at night to a cold and badly  furnished  habi- 
tation, where no steaming  kettle,  warm  slippers, or change of 
raiment  await  them, or seek the scanty  comforts of an over- 
crowded  lodging-house, with only a very  few  pence as the 
reward of the day’e misery, patience, and toil. 

‘‘Oh ye who, sunk in beds of dowr;, 
Feel not a want but what yourselves create ; t 
Whom  &iendp, and fortune quite disown ! ” 

Think for a moment on his wretched fate, 

There an idea prevdent amongst  pwsioners,  both of the 
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army and the navy, that they have acquired a legal right, by 
having served their country, to hawk  without  license, and 
also to sell in any market they choose, without  paying toll; 
but, although this belief is quite general  throughout the 
figdom, I am unable to discover that it h any proper 
foundation. And, although I have known many that have 
amerted theh supposed right to exemption, I never  knew  one 
that could exhibit any docum+ that confmed it, or one 
that escaped the payment of the usual tolls on this plea. 

I think there can  be no doubt  whatever, that this erroneous 
idea originated in the misconstruction of m act of parliament 
p ~ e d  June the twenty-second, 1816, entitled An Act to 
enable such ofiicers, mariners, and soldiers, as have  been in 
the Land M Sea  Service, or in the Marines, or in the Militia, 

-.or any C~pptr of Fencible  men,  since the forty-second  year  of 
his praent Majesty’s reign, to exercise Trades ” (56, George 
III., cap. 67). But this act certainly does not exempt  them 
from any &ES, tolls, or taxes, either local or general ; and it 
would  have  saved the pensioners a very great deal of trouble 
if the framepa of the bill had taken the precaution to have 
added to the title, ‘‘ Upon payment of the usual tob ,  &c. 
%c:” So tenacious,  however, are the old boys ” a b u t  this 
supposed right-notwithstanding they can never  enforce ît- 
that persuasion is useleas, “you cannot come  over an old 
.soldier ; ” and if you were to talk to Jack ’’ about it, he 
would at once  advise you to “tell that tale to the m i n e s  ; 
but it would be  useless to follow it, for on this point, at least, 
even the marines you  would find sceptical. 

The only permm exempted, by The Pedks’ Act” passed 
in 1810, €rom the hawkers’. license, are  those who sell only 
auch a r t i c l ~  of wmes of which they are the sole  makers, 
.‘‘sellers of fi&, fruit, and  vegetables, and of eatables and 
drinkables.2v 

The only persons  otherwise legally exempted fiom pay- 
ment of market tolls, &c., are the freemen of some  of our 
ancient cities and boroughs, the ppipilege  having  be&  given 
by the monarch on the throne at the time, for Mme  service 

I 
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rendered. The city of York had  one of these charters con- 
ferred  upon it by  Richard  Cœur-de-Lion, for what “ con- 
sideration ” I am not aware ; but, as it wm granted in the 
first year of his re ib ,  when he was so eager to set out on his 
“ Clrusade to Palestine,” and for  which  purpose he was so 
anxious to raise funds, that he sold his superiority over the 
kingdom of Scotland for a  trifle, it is not unlikely that the 
L ‘ Yorkem  ’’-hasing to provide  a  portion of the sai& funds- 
with their proverbial ‘‘ eye to business,”  extorted this immu- 
nity for  themselves and their posterity; but,, the injmtice 
of a  monarch  legislating  for,  posterity ; or, in other words, 
anticipating, even to remote  ages, that to which he could 
have no just right, is so very  palpable, that the wonder is, 
that corporations  or other bodies applying to parliament for 
a “ Market Act,” do not insert a clause to abolish  these char- 
ters as far as their (the applicant’s) jurisdiction extends. 

It is preposterous to think that a  corporation  should  build 
a  market-house and h d  the requisite accommodation,’ and 
whilst it, very  properly, posse~rjes  power to  tax i& own towns- 
people to pay-for such  accommodation, that strangers should 
come and appropriate such  convenience gratis, by the mere 
exhibition of a bit of parchment. 

The following is a copy of a certificate granted under the 
York charter :- 

c ‘ Gt7J Of YOTP, 
to Tit. 1 These are t o  certify, t o  all whom it may 

concern? thas our late Lord, King Richard the First, by charter, 
under the great seal of England,  bearing date  the tw3pty-seventh 
day of November, in  the first year of his reign, did grant unto 
the  Free Citizens of the City of York, to be qnit and heed of 
and from the payment of dl or any manner of Tolls, Lasbge, 
Wreck,  Portage,  Passage, Hurage, Anchorage,  Terage, and Tres- 
passes, and of all other Customs throughout England,  Normandy, 
Aquetain, Anjou, and Picardy, and throaghont all Ports and sea- 
coasts  thereof,  which said chaxter has since been  wnErmed by his 
several successors, Kings and Queens of England, and by his pre- 
sent Majesty  King  George the Third, that now is, And I do further 
certify that  the bearer here04 Joseph Mortimer, of the said City p f  ‘$ 

I’ 
I 
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York, Saddler, is a free citizen of the said City of York and he- 
having occasion to  travel with his crtrriages and horses to  the several 
Fairs and Markeh, and other places ; and also to  Elsil and navigate 
with ships and vessels to  several Ports and sea coasts with in  this 
Realm, to  trade  and deal in merchandize, hath, for his more  freedom 

1 therein, desired t& my certi6cate, in true testimony whereof I, 
the Right Honourable William  Hotham, Esquire (second  time), 
Lord Mayor of the said City of York, have hereunto set my hand, 
and the seal of my office of Mayoralty, the nineteenth day of Nay, 
in the  Bty-ninth year of the reign of our said sovereign  Lord, 
George the Third, by grace of  God,  of the United Kingdom  of 
Great Britain and Ireland, Eng, Defender of th0 Faith, &c. &c., 
and in the year of our Lord,  one thousand eight hundred and 
nineteen. 

[City Seal.] 
WILLIAN HOTHAN, 

‘‘ Lord  Mayor.” 
The  “Joseph Mortimer,” mentioned in this certificate, 

was taken into custody, or had his goo&  levied on, by the 
o authorities of Horncastle,  Lincoln,  Beverly,  Colne, and other 

places, for refusing to pay toll, but he  always  defdated  them ; 
this fact, however, codìrms the legality of the immumity, 
rather than establiähea it8 justice. 

King John, the brother and successor  of Richard, granted 
a similar charter to “the tenants and inhabitanb of Lei- 
cester.” what he received in return, I am not aware ; pro- 
bably notbing, as he was not very particular what he  gave 
away,  seeing that he  made Pope Jnnocént  a  present of nothing 
l a s  than the Kingdom of England, and all other  preroga- 
tives of the crown ! ” But, with all his kindness, he did not 
go so farm his brother Richard, who,-according to the words 
of the York Charter, actually forgave the inhabitanta of that 
favoured city their ‘6 trespasses ! ” 

The following is a  (álightly condensed) copy of a  certificate 
taken out under the Leicester  Charter :- 
“ To all to  whom these Presents may come, I John Briggs, Esquire, 

Mayor of the Town or Borough of Leicester, and of all  the community 
of the said town, send  greeting.  Whereas, from the time whereof, %he 
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memory of man is not t o  the contrary ; the  tenants and inhabitants 
,of the said town of Leicester, then in writings called ‘ Communitas 
Lodoustre,’  being of the ancient demesne as by the writings and 
memorandum of our Zady the, Queen, in  her Treasury more fully is 
-contained.  And,  whereas, afterwards by the Charter of the Most 
Jllmizions prince John, formerly ?Gig of England, s d d  with the 
&eat Seal of England, h t e d  the twenky-sixth day of  December, 
in the  first gear of hie reign, and  BO by the  authority of divers 
Charters, and Grants of divers other Kings of England,  made and 
granted to dl and s inguh the  tenants of the Nanor of Leicester, 
and also to the Burgesses, and  Inhabitants of the said town of 
Leicester,  divers liberties and privileges  were granted, satisfied, and 
confirmed t o  the BurgesseB and  Inhabitants of the same town ; and 
amongst other things, that  the said Burgesses and  their successors, 
being  burgesges, tenants, or inhabitants of the town of Leicester  afore- 
said, should be  for ever qu$  of  ’Tolls, Pwsages, Panage,  Lastage, 
Stallage, Prisage, &G., &c., $c., and gf all other contributions for 
passing within and through  all  the Kihgdom of England. * * 
I do hereby require of you and every of you to  wbom these letters 
shall come, that you do not molest or disturb, or a u s e  t o  be  molested 
or disturbed the said A. B., in  going and returning with his cattle, 
mattere, goods,  wares, and merchandises t o  or  €rom Fairs, IULarkets, 
or places in England, or in standing therewith in my such Fairs, 
Yarkets, or placeEl, and that you do not hinder or distrain upon, or 
otherwise  molest or disturb ’him for or on account of any of the 
premises  aforesaid, to the prejudice or damage of the liberties and 
franchises .of the Town or Borough of Leicester aforesaid, or of the 
Burgeeses or Inhabimts there06 or of the community of the same, 
but that you permit, &c., &c.,  %c.” 

Some of the terms used in this Franchirre  have  become 
obsolete, so much so, &a€ I have  much  doubt if the fort;unate 
possessors of the privileges  named in it, know exactly from 
what they me  exempt ; it is true they pay no toll, but by 
virtue of the wort% ( L  Prisage ” and ‘‘ Panag?‘’ I think we 
may conclude they are not now favoured  more than the rest 
*of the community, and it would be interesting to h o w ,  
whether, by the word Lastage,” they have escaped the 
dutch of the Liverpudlians of Town Dues ” notoriety ! 

I cannot say much for the Forah of the hawkers and 
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itherant dealers as a body, for I believe the great majority of 
them are addicted to vices of almost  every  description ; 

* certainly very nearly all of them consider cheatery  only as a, 

qualification €or their busineas, whilst amongst the minority 
i there are many  who use no more  &Xce than many shop- 

may refer  more  particularly to thoge  shopkeepers  who  have 
reoently been HO jmtly exposed by the analytical  labours of 
27ie Lancet, and by the Inland Revenue  Commiscrioners. 
In  a very great number of small  parcels of ground “ coffee ” 
purchased at as many  shops, only three were found to be 
genuine, the remainder  being adulterated with trash of 
various sorts, some to the extent of seventy-five per cent. ; 
and be it remembered that the sufferers h m  this abominable 
practice  are, in nearly  every case, the poorest persons, ax all 

- who can dord  it provide themselves with the only remedy 
against th imposition-a coffee-mill-and purchase their 
coffee in the berry. Trmury minutes  being sytematicaIly 
evaded, let us hope that the penalties  inflicted by the Com- 
missioners will be more effectual.” 

I have  said there are hawkers and itinwant dealers  who do 
no more than this. I also say, and, am  enabled to do so with 
the greatest confidence, from what I have ~ e e n  and know of 
ihem, that there are many who would not descend to such 
consummate roguery. 

In  &W, there ig  not much  difference  between the lower 
class, of hawkers and the lower classa g e n d y ,  but the 
greater part heated of here, dress in a mer most suited to 

* since the above was written, a gedeman of Liverpool has 
invented and brought to  perfection a machine f o r  movrvLcfactu&ag 
imitation coffee 6err ies .  It is said that this machine turna them ont 
so perfect that they cannot  be distinguished from thegennine berry7 
and that  the Government have granted the gentlemm a patent for 
his machine ! The writer once aaw exhibited t o  the jury, during 
a trial at the Old  Bailey, what appeared to be a splendid ring. It 
contained a sharp crescent-formed  blade,  which  opened with a 
spring, and was invented by a gentleman of the awell mob t o  cut 
pockets open with ! He did not hear that  the instrument w a ~  
Patented, but surely there would  have been no difTioulty abont that ! 

I keeFs  who consider  themselves rwpectable  tradesmen. I 
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assist  them iu their Bnavery-such, for instance, as the 
‘L Turnpike Sailor ” or ‘6 Duffer,”  who dom the blue  jacket 
and trowsm, and the glazed hat, in imitation of the genuine 

Tar.” The &tressed mechanic,  who sells ‘‘ a few articles 
of his own make,” in hirj white  apron and paper  cap. The 1 
smock-fiock  men ‘6 fiom the fens,” with wild  fowl, or the 
Quack  Doctor,  who  parades  a  black surtout and other 
garments to match, and who very frequently wems grem . 
spectacles ! Now,  whilst 1 can  perfectly  understand evev 
article .of .the  make  up,” as far as the apparel of  these 
6‘ charactcm ” is concerned,  from the crown of the hat to the 
sole  of the boot, I must confess the green  spectacles  some- 
what puzzle  me. That they are not worn for their legitimate 
use I am  perfectly certain ; they then must be part of the 

make  up ; ” but is the copy true to the origind ? h e  th 
faculty generalIy  weak-sighted?  Observation  answem, no ! 
Then what are the spectaclk for? They  certainly  cannot  be 
for the purpose  of  asaisting the wearer to discover  victims, 
for by their use $ut and sharp must  appear &e green ! 
That they are worn for some  purpose I am confident, or, 

. from  what I have  seen of this chsa of wearers, I know they 
would be instantly discarded. We are told of a  man U in 
one of the States,’’  who put a pair on his ass to induce it to 
eat shavings for greenmeat ; but  the quack is no MS : he 
partakes more  of the nature of the fox. Having come to the 
conclusion that the green spectacles  are not to assist the 
sight that is behind them, I am inclined to believe that they 
are for the eyes that look a t  them  from the  othy side,  andl 
to give the wearer, in these  eyes, a  respectable,  venerable, 
and learned  appearance,  well  knowing that he requires all 
the artificial  aid  he  can get for that purpose ! And this was 
understood  even in Addison’s  time, for he wrote, Ordinary 
quacks and charlabs are thoroughly sensible  how n e c e s k  
it i~ to support themselves  by  these collaterd wi&nces.” 

Among the many “ make-ups ’? that have  been s u c c d y  
practised may be  mentioned the following. At Salford  horae 
and cattle fair, a few  years  ago, a  fine, showy, spanking horse 
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was  walked up and down by a man dressed in the Duke of 
Devonshire’s  livery. A tradesman of the neighbourhood,  who 
had  gone into the fair merely to look at  the stock, WEN ac- 
costed  by a well-dressed man with a  whip in his hand,  who, 
after  begging to be  excused for the liberty of speaking to him, 
asked him to walkinto a neighbouring  tavern, as he  wanted 
to speak to him on businees. They  went in, when the man 
with the whip, calling the trad&mm to the window,  said, 

You  see the Duke of Devonshire’s  head  groom there, do 
you not? ” Yes.” “ Well,  he is on the most  valuable 
horse in the fair, and I want to buy him, but having  offended 
the Duke-who is a neighbour of mine-and although I of- 
fered him his own price  for the horse, he would not let me 
have  him-even at any price. Now I know he can be bought 
för forty-five pounds, but I’ll give  anybody Gfty for him- 
for have him I *-but the groom dare not sell him to me. 
I have  been  recommended to mk you, by a  friend of yours. 
I think I can trust you, sir; will  you  buy him for me? Here 
is a cheque on Heywood’s bank for pouna, which I will 
hand over to you m soon ils you  have  bought the horse ; it 
Wiu be a good day’s work  for  you, and it wilz greatly oblige 
me.” The foolish tradesman went to fi áhop  for the money 
and purchased the horse. The Duke’s  groom said “ he  would 
go to the stable and fetch the horse’s  clothing-the Duke 
always  gave the clothing when  he  sold a horse ; ” but he  for- 
got to cgme  back, nor did the e-ntleman with the whip make 
hirJ appearance in the appointed  place ; so the purchaser  was 
the pofsessor of a horse, for  forty-five pounds, not worth more 
than forty shillings. This sort of trick is so well known, and 
has so hequently been  exposed in the newspapers, that I 
should not have  mentioned it here but for the novelty- of 
“ the Duke’s liverf’ haxing been introduced, and that-the 
victim  afterwards  declared-wM ‘‘ the very thing that did the 
businem” 

“Ah! that deceit should a h 1  such gentle shape, 
And with IL virtuous vizor hide deep vice.” 
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Some  of the victimizers  described  here,  when they dress in 
an independent  manner, that is, when  they are not imitating 
any particular class, trame, or profession,  dress in a very f h h y  
style, and almost invariably in very  bad taste-swh, for 
instance, as the “ Mock Auction ” men; they are much 
addicted to blue &in vesta and wear a profusion  of  ‘‘Brum- 
magem  jewellery.” I have  seen them with four or five rings 
on their fingers,  diamond ” studs in their fion@ much too 
large to be  good, and with a vwy mamive-looking gilt chain 
dangling  outaide the waistcoat. But some are to be met  with, 
amongst the humbler class of itinerants, who dress neat, and 
are very  cleanly in their persons. I well  remember  one, a 
worm-powder merchant, who regularly attended the market 
towns of Lancadire, and waa well-known by the sobriquefi 
of L C  Quiet Jo~eph.~’ He was particularly neat and c ledy  
in his person. He seldom came to his stall without a clean 
‘6  dicky” and collar, his hat and coat  cleanly,bmshed, and 
his boot#  nicely  polished; yet withal “Joseph’y was an exceed- 
ing heavy  drinker. It is generally comideredthat drunken- 
ness and slovenhem axe united in the same  pezson ; but 
then Joseph ” boasted that he  was  never  seen drunk in his 
life ! He was not one of those  who go rolliekjng and reeling 
about, but one  of those--and there are many of &em-who 
continually  tipple from morning till night, and m h o s t  as 
steady in their gait and behaviour when they go to bed at  
night, as when they rise in the morning. It wm  understood. 
that “ Joseph ” had seen better dags ; he certainly M re- 
ceived a  tolerable  education, and he was a bit of a wit, h k -  
ing him, one day, how he was getting on, he replid, Very 
poorly; the tim= are very hard, my  expenses are very heavy, 
my  lodgings and wading cost  me a good  deal ; you would 
scarcely believe it, but thk (touching his shirt fiont) ie 
4 %CM the Third’ week.” The poor  fellow  waa- 
according to his own account-constantly troubled with a 
pain in his  inside,  which  nothing but whisky was  ever known 
to deviate, and he must  have drunk an enoFous quantity of 
this spirit in hiB time, for on &tmdays, ans  any  other  days 
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a a t  he could get it, he  &-a&, it was said, fiom twelve to 

’ fifteen glassa4 a day ; yet he  was  never in the hands  of the 
police, or ever  known to give  offence to anyone. He died 
very suddenly, but up to the last he  was tidy and neat, and, 
Eke Lamm Blanchard’s ‘i Mi. Swansdown,” ‘‘ he even drank 
his liquors neat! ” 

Thme 23 one thing which  hm very  much  surprimd me, 
and that is the extemive knowledge  almost all regular 
‘L travellers ” have  of -each other, and their whereabouts. 
They will tell you, and almat invariably comectly, that 
Bill A., is working  a stall in Vicar’s Croft, Leeds ; that 
Tom B. h left the quack trade and bought  a natural 
curiosity  concern in Whitechapel ; that George C. is win- 
tering at Liverpool, at a ‘< Hanky-panky Lumber ’’ (a  place 
in which  conjuring and sleight-of-hand t r icks are performed) 
that Ben D. (no dusion“,o an ex-chancellor of the exche- 
quer) ie  now a pa.rtner in a CheapJohn ” concern, and is 
working the York circuit, &c. &c. &e. It is also surprising 
how quickly and quietly these  men + u m  their hands  from 
one ‘‘ dodge ” to mother, and how  much they seem at home 
at  all of them, but Quacking seems to be the most telling 
game at present, apecidy with those who have  a talent for 

pattering.” 
It is said that “ Poverty makes uf3 acquainted with strange 

bedfellows.” I know of an extraor- instance of the 
truth of this ; the  bedfekw being-I am sure my readers 
will  never guess whai-a crocodile ! Start not, hasty reader, 
do not naturalints say that 4‘ Crocodiles wiU not attack man 
unkm they are hungry? Well, this specimen n was. 
stufled! The poor  fellow,  whose poverty compelled him 
t o  havh  such an unmual bedfellow, was proprietor of a * 

which  contained a very large a d  well-preserved 
specimen of the above reptile : in fact, he was a showman. 
The body of the vehiC;le was formed of two bats,  one turned 
over on the top of the other, and joined  together on om aide 
with hinm. When he  exhibited, the top one WM partly 
raised and propm up. m k  stradge carriage was &awn 

! 
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upon four wheels. Its occupant, with its g h s  eyes, gaping 
jaws, and formidable teeth, looked terribly natural. The 
proprietor told me he was doing very badly, that  he had to 
keep his family on the Crocodile, that his wife  wm a t  home, 
in London, and  that two of his bop travelled with bim. 
“But we can’t get enough to buy wittles and pay  for 
lodgings now,” he said, so we are hobbligated to sleep in 
there, on straw, a-side of the hanimal.” In answer to my 
question, L C  Can you  sleep comfortably? ”he answered, Well, 
we should, only for the c d d  boys ; they’ve found out we 
sleeps in the carrawan, and  they comes a-flinging stones a t  
it, after we’ve turned in ; I got  out  and chased the young 
wagabonds three times last night. And one night some 
drunken men  came and  tried to pitch us over, but I hollered 
out so loud for the police that they bolted ; but now the bop 
has begun on UIS we can’t stop here, and how to  get away the , 
Lord knows, for I don’t ; 17ve no horse now, my poor old’ 
pony died a-coming &om Liverpool, he was regularly starved 
to death, and so we drawed the wan ; to be sure it ain’t heavy, 
but I want to get home to London, and we can’t draw it all 
that ways. I’d sell the conmrn, but people offers next to 
Bothing for it ; if it wasn’t for the  bit of washing the old 
woman  geta at home, Bhe would be hasd up too, poor old‘ 
cretur, for I ain’t had nothing to send 7~er lately.” 

How true it is that “ one half the world knows not how 
the other half -lives,” and after hearing the above narrative, 
I think we may add, nor how it sleeps.” 

Of all classes of persons in this country the  itineranb  are 
the most ignorant of politics ; they know nothing whatever 
about politicd questions. The position of these people in the 

S social scale debars the great majority from the posssession of 
the franchise; but then, we know that the une&mchised 
generally are  not ignorant of politicd questions. It ie the 
wandering nature of their busineH, in a @at measure, that 
causes it ; they do not stop  long enough in one place either 
to obtain the fianchise (were they otherwise qualised), or to 
imbibe political prejudicea either on one side or the t other ; 
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the hm appertaining to their business,  also, are so  few and 
SO seldom interfered with, that legislation and legislators give 
them very  little trouble. There is only one law, in particular, 
IVhich touches  ùpon them ’as a body, and  that is, ’‘ The 
Pedlam’ Act,” the principal clause in which sets forth7 that 

persom hawking SU pay a  license of four pounds per 
year,” and this clause they endeavour to evade as much as 
possible. If any L L honourable member ” were to propose the 
abolition of the hawker’s  license, he would, no doubt, be voted 
by them U a jolly cock,” “ a regular brick,” or ” an out-and- 
out trump,”without  their stopping to inquire whether he was 
whig, tory, or radical. But even the abolition of the  tax 
would so little affect the,great majority, that they would care 
very little about it. The  act of legislation which  most  affected 
a number of these people, W% that which prevented them 
using dogs as “beasts of burden ; ” and those who  were 
affected by  the measure, gave very free vent to their opinions, 
both of the measure and i& promoters. Bnd they were not 
the only persons  who  considered that  the  act was uncalled 
for, either on the score of humanity or anything else. The 
Hon. Mr. Berkeley, who has almost made horm and dogs 
the study of his life, says, “ That it wag a piece  of wanton 
meddling and interference on the  part of certain humanity- 
mongers, for the sake of popularity.” He also produces, in 
a sporting work  which he h published, some very convincing 
proof4 that dogs are fit animals for drawing. I have seen 
them at work many times myself, and certainly the cheerful- 
ness with which they commence and continue their labour, 
when it is not too prolonged, would almost induce me to  take 

I Mr. Berkeley’s  view  of the case. I have seen them, generally 
thme abreast, drawing the hawker’s long barrow to and fiom 
fmne fair, with the hawker, and occasionally ”$is wife, riding, 
on the top of it, and travelling, on a good level road or down 
hill, at the  rate of nine or ten miles an hour ! 

Five  and twenty years ago, when the coaches on the 
Brighton road were so w d  horsed and h a n d l e d , ,  the wn of  a 
London trademan, who &o had a shop a t  Brighton, used h 

C 
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csve four dogs regularly  between the +wo places. Er: had a 
vehicle built in the s@le of .a stage c o d ,   hi^ dogs were 
hammed pretty much în the same manner as horaes, -and he 
sat m the box driving fm4n-hand ; and a rattling pace 
they went. Z have known him keep up with the  fast noaches 
on that road for many mila, and I never h e w ,  W heard of 
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by, to see that the dogs were not chated. Ira the change of 
places,  however, khe dop always got h worst @of it, for the 
men g e n e d y  rde-$he never ! 

Since the  act w a  Made genesal, ! h e  majoriby -of persons 
who travel Ion. dktmces with stcalls, firn &ir to fair, from 
race-course to race-wme, make me of the sailway? as much 
*W they are enabled $o do. 

Hawking and streat dealing is, in a great .many cases, only 
-carried on m a cover for vicious aad W o n e ~ ~ t  practices. 
There are fellows ammg them, who sn& bato back yards 
and m , ,  with a dozen or two of clothes-pegs,  or  two or 
three pennyworths of stnallwmes, not so much for the purpose 
.of making  a d e ,  as to &.teal mythg v h b l e  they may see 
lying about, or to t&e obeervationa to assist themselves or 
$heir confederates in making a nocturnal visit to the prcmkes. 
That they are fiquently thievm themelves there are plenty 
afprooli. A daring robbery took place at a jeweller’s shop 
in Manchester, in &e middle of the .&y, some time ago. AB 
order was given to the police,  by the authorities, to arrcst all 
the k.nown thieves in the town ; about &ty o f  them werc 
qprehended and taken to  the Town HLU, where she &ter 
saw them, and recogukd three as regular harrowmen who 
visited the Lancashire fairs. 

P any “jibbing ’’ in his +earn. 
But to  r e tm to the hawkers. There WL a pretty hubbub 

when the a d  came .in force. It brought death to the dogs 
and ruination to many of their orne3113 ; some had handles  pu t 
to  .their barrows.and became ‘:beash of burden ” themselves, 
swearing, at  the same time, that  the rJwells wouldn’t let a 
dog be w v d  %ha% way.” Others had M t s  made and ‘ 

replaced the dogs with donkeys. But kcy the difference 
between travelling eight or ten miles an hour with dogs, and 
eight or ten horn a mile with d d e p  ! The omsequence 
was, that  the impatient traveller,’ embittered at the injdy 
inflicted on ’him by the lawmakers, and annoyed  by the 
,(s)locomoCion of &he d, f r q m t l y  brought his cudgel 
in contad with theTibe, or the raw,” of the htter, declaring, 
that if the former  were there, he would “ let them  have it a 
d-d sight worser ! ’’ 

The using af dogs as  beasts of busden ’’ was pmbibitd 
in the me-Lvopoolirj and for twelve mila ont of it, mne ;time 
bdore  the act became general thougLout %he kingdom, and 
those travellers ” who used ,dogs, and whose “ rounds ” lay 
wiihin %he  cirele,  were mmfld $0 get lid-of them at once 
.and use donkep; the price of +he hWr in ~omequence 
became at once doable8 ; but those LLtr&vdhm” who, iming . 
from London and gobg long-distances into the eoudq, kept 
their bogs and drew their harrows *hmselvm, %he dogs 
running loose tU +hey  Game ta the im&h mile-Fsbone, 
adopting the same plan when t h y  returned lm %own. A 
gentleman who resiaed oppotsilte the twelfth d m e  m 
one of the muthem roa&, i d o m d  me,%hat he .’had ’been 
.often amwed at wibeafing the change of places betwm the 
men andtheir ~ u ~ t ~ e ~ a l p o ~ c e ~ ~ ~ . ~ c a s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~ ~  

t 
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numbers  a  knife OP some fancy toy is placed, and to these 
numbers  a  penny is staked ; the h g e r  is then made to turn, 

. and wherever the point of it makes a stand, the number of 
that section wins the prize,  should there be any penny on it. 
Now, as there are generally about a dozen sectiom in the 
circle, and the prize o%% each is worth &om threepence to 
sixpence, it follows, that this must be a  very  profitable game. 
Strange as it may appear, this description, as well m every 
other, of gambling,  always  meets with plenty of patronage 
at fairs, not only  from the young, but .from  grown-up  persons, 
who,  one  would think, would at  once  see the one-sidedness of 
the business. 

I have  before  observed that these  men  carried other instru- 
ments of gaming. The game I have just described,  however, 
was the one  openly  carried on in Manchester, as playing for 
goods  was not formerly  considered to come under the term 

gambling.” But now it is entirely suppressed, it having 
been found that the winner  was  allowed the option of taking 
his prize in money in the place of “ goo&.” Consequently, 
playing  for “ goods”  was only a cover for  playing for money. 

The other  implements used for  gambling,  wherever and 
whenever an opportunity occurred,  were  a  box and dice, the- 
prizes in such  case being invariably money, and this being 
genuine, d d t e r a t e d  gambling,  a great degree of caution 
W= always necessary to save its.practisers from the police: 
For this pu$ose, dl parties who practised the game had a 
preconcerted  signal to give on the approach of an officer, o r  
other suspicious looking  person, and eaeh party had also a 
man on fhe look-out.  One would have thought that  the 

turning board ” should  have satidied these gentry, mpecidy 
as there was a  degree  of safety about it, and the profits so 
good ; the dice,  however, were  found to possesf3  more .attrac- 
tion, as well as being even  more profitable. Many a poor 
lad has been induced to try his luck with these fellows, 
commencing by staking a penny or twopence, and then,. 
being  fascinated with the game, hm continued until he has 
lost the last penny of a week’s hard earnings. The reader 
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may  imagine the remorse,  misery, and privation, that must 
hquenay follow this imprudence ; the young  gambler 
bimself, in many cases, not being the only  sufferer  by it, 
What makes this gambling much  worse than it would  be,  if 

i it were  simply  a  game of chance, is, that there is no chance 
about it. The money is as sure to get into the atall-keeper’s 
pockets m it is staked. By what means I will here demibe. 
The proprietor of the stall, table, or long-barrow, has a piece 
of oil  baize marked thus I O 1 7 I D I and a box containing 
two dice,  which are marked with spots, or numbers,  from  one 
to six. The average  number of the two  being  seven, that 
number b very frequently uppermost, and when it is so, all 
the money staked goes to  the table-keeper. If the throw is 
over  seven,  those playing on O ” get double the amount 
staked, and vice versu. Now, m both sides cannot win at 
the same time, the one  pa@ for the other, and the table- 
keeper m s  no risk ; that is, if the backers of “ O ” stake the 
same amount as the backers  of U ; ” but, if all the money 
was staked on one  side, the table-keeper would run the risk 
of loshg considerably  occasionally ; but he  takes  care to  run 
no such  risk,  for, if he sees there is no money or very little 
on one  side, he maka  the numbers come as auit8 his purpose. 
This is done  by only putting one  dice in the box and holding 
the other secretly  between l.& fingers, and placing it down 
when the other i s  thrown, and so exp&ly is this trick 
performed by  some, that few  persons, not previously aware 
of it, would  discover it ! 

There is also another way  very frequently practised, which 
1 wiU permit one of the profession ta describe in his own 
elegant  language. He  wed  to carry it on a few years  ago 
in the bird-market, and on Victoria  Bridge,  Manchester. 

There’s no chance  for us coves  now-the  bobbies  (police) 
have got too d o m  on us. The bird-market on a Saturday 
night used to be a stulllling place ; I’ve taken above two 
pound in a night there, all in copper, and not only there but 
in other parts. But  the pleece is a  deal sharper now nor 
they used to be. Factory lads ia fond of  birds-they used 
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t o  come there ; many  a time I’+e  seen  ’em take cfttt a five- 
shiEt’ paper of copper and spm€ every meg of i%; the lads is. 
more awake t h n  they used to be, too-they won% stand it . 
half so well as t h q  used to do. I don’t c m  whm I get €he 
mrintw mer, and the races and fairs b@s, then I’ll be off ; 
there’s  races and him mery week after Aprir begins, and  the 
yokels ain’t haIf m fly ax the chap in t m  ; Che&= races 
is d w a p  a stunning place, but they’ve put  the crab on $here 
now. Some of the yokels h v e  got down to fingerhg on ’em 
now (hoMing the dice smetIy between the fhge~%, as before 
described),  buk  they’ve not tumbled Bo @ecome aware of) 
planting ’m yet. What I n& know +t p h t i n g  on ’em 
is ? I thought you‘ h m ’ d  ewrythhk I We€€, I don% mind 
telling you. We has big  dice and a box m just holds ’em 
without room to t- over ; we t2lres care how we puts ’em in, 
and then we know how thefn come o&. But we are sonle- 
times  very  much  troubled with dgh€ae. Nat know what 
sighters is? why, chapa m clevw as m d v a  ; thq’n bok 
in the box  if we don%  keep m hand over it, and gght the 
&ce,  see  which way they lay, and then stake &&I? money 
according-ly, and h come wins and preved m from 
wking .  But these ain’t yokels, they me tra~ellm, 
ourselves,  sometimes tat (dice)  shakers, f i e  ourselvw, but 
nnknowns to  m ; but I never stands it twice with thesecons; 
the moment I bowls ’em ont, I or my paU calls out, líere 
comes the pleeck-collars the box and dice and hush it to 
another  spot ; if they fouers us they sometimes gets the worst 
on it ; a lot on us once give two on ’em an hawful toweling.” 

So, then, according to tllirs stahement, there is not honour 
among  thieves, but who-notwithstanding what the ald and 
hackneyed  proverb sawer thought there was ? 

It will, perhaps,  be  observed, in reference to what is here 
stated concerning  gambling and gamblm, ‘‘ What haa alF 
this to do with hawkers and street dedm ?”  When I state 
that  the villains I bave described always keep on their tabIes. 
or bmom a few rttrb, c h ,  or toys,  which they profexs to  
%U, as B blind for their illegal and infamom proceedin@, it 

- will pmbably be allawed that I have not digcassed SO mu& 
from mg subject ; sad\ if ChlEF. exposure5 &all mm only one 
poor lad from being robbed. of  hi^ week’s‘mgee, SW% it will 
be admitted that i* h not been miibn dhg* in vain. 

-h I have said! that hm&ing% bquently profemd asa cover 
forr dishmest pqoses. Th$ p e ~ t  to society, that greatest 
of enemies the mvank girl hagx to conkend. wikh-the 
fortune tdZer-a,lwap makes his or her ht appearance in a 
dishi& as a hawker of some trifbg wares ;- and, if a chance 
doeE not occur o$ speaking to the servant, a card is genmlly 
.dropped  where it li-kdy to be founct by her, m which is set 
forth where the owner m y  be  consulted. How many poor 

have been thrown into prison, or turned, adrift in th 
world with a ruined character, through these wretches ‘r 
Young girls, fresh fiom the country, are the surest v i c t k .  
The fortane teller, taking adgantage of the poor girls’ simpli- 
city and confiding nature, tempts them to  gipe upmmething 
which is not their own, and having once got them into their 
power, inducep, them to rob their -tern and mistresses, to, 
sometimes, aa dmo& incredible  extent. The records of the 
poliue ccmrts show nnmbm of instanca of thb kind, and 
there are a great number constantly occurring, &h are not 
made public. 

Prostitution is ala0 carried on, in our lmge manuthturing 
towns, under the cloak of hawking. Good-looking young 
girls, coquettishly dressed, carry a  bmket of Mt, generally 
mangea,  when in season, and call a.$ public-hmes a d  other 
places during the day, and at night they visit the vicinities 
of theatres and casinoes. 

Mendicancy  has very  fiequenkly  a flimsy cover thrown over 
it, in the shape of a few trifling articles carried in the hand, 
rmt so much for sale, as a  protection against thevagrant act. 
A few bcms of  matches, a dozen  laces, or black  lead  pencils, 
are found t o  answer the purpose. When it is supposed to be 
safe to do SO, these things are stowed away in the pocket, of 
the beggar, but they can be  produced at a moment’s  notice, 
to  refute the scandabus imputations of any beadle or police 
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man, on the look out for a case ; ” and the possession of p 

them is found to be indispensably necessq  in some towns 
and villages  where  genuine  begging is strictly prohibited. e 

But in Manchester,  where the professional beggm do not 
stand in such  awe of the law; all sorts of “ characters ” are 

made up ” and presented to the charitable  public in  the 
great thoroughfares,  especially on Saturday evenings- It 
would  be out of place  here to enumerate, and lay bare, the 
‘‘ dodges ” of these  impostors ; therefore I shall not further 
allude to them,  except to guard the public  against the artifices 
of  one great lazy,  rawboned  vagabond,  who  is  always  dressed 
as a ‘‘ navvy,” and has re,darly travelled through these 
districts for  many years, with half-a-dozen  black  lead  pencils 
in hk possession,  which he  holds in his hand Fvhilst he 
addresses  you  somewhat in this style : “I say, gov’ner 
(or butty), can  you  help a poor divvy that’s out o’ work ; I’ve 
a wife and children to keep, and cannot get no work to do ; 
I. should  be  obliged to you, if  it’s  only a,Me.” Under these 
circumstances, it will readily be  imagined, that his stock-in- 
trade lasts him a long  time. This “ celebrated  actor ” made 
his appearance in Shudehill,  Manchester, a short time since, 
holding  before him a rusty spade, and looking  imploringly at 
the passers  by. On the spade  was written, with chak, 

No work.”  Subsequently he appeared in Oldham-stré&, 
holding  before  him  an  old frying pan, on which  were thee  
words, written ih chalk,  conveying to  the public at larga the 
melancholy  information, that  the bearer  had “ Nothing to 

It is very singular, and no less true, that many of the 
‘i lower orders ” prefer  purchasing what they want-if they 
can so purchase i t -ou t  of doors, that is t o  say, at st& in 
the streets, or of the hawkers who call  upon  them. They 
Seem to dislike  going to a respectable  shop ; doubtless they 
consider that they get what they want much  cheaper by so 
doing.  They  seem not to  consider, or not to  care, that about 
five  times out of six, they get a much inferior article, and 
which is really, di things considered,  much the dearest in the 

fry ! ” 
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end. The most ignorant of the population are the best 

lcustomer~  to the itinerant dealers, and, consequently, the 
most eady imposed  upon. That they are imposed  upon in 
almost  every tramaction, I have not the slightest doubt. 
There  scarcely an article sold at the stalls in the streets, 
or  from  badcets at the doors, that is not attended by  some 
art, or mystery on the part of the vendor,  peculiar to  the 

,article dealt in, and which I scarcely  need  say, is always 
practised to the disadvantage of the purchaser. The oranges 
that are so temptingly  displayed in the hawkerb  basket, and 
which are sold to yoa as “ rale St. Michael‘s,” are indebted 
more to  art than nature €or their luscious  appearance. They 
me generally the cheapest  kind that can be  purchased, and 
have  undergone the process  of scalding and polishing. Even 
bitter oranges,  when they are plentiful and cheap, are 
‘ l  cooked” and sold for St.  hchael’s.q9 

An old  man used to  stand with a basket of this h i t  oppo- 
site the Manchester lihnary, who had the art  to cheat+ 
not only the public-but the saint and Satan at  the same 
.time, for no matter what sort of oranges  he  was  selling,  he 
always  gave his customers this solemn verbal warranty, On 
my sowl, they are Michael’s.” It W= true, for the name of 
this genius  was Michael Doherty ! 

Nany articles of  food that are hawked, are ‘Ldoctored” for 
khe  purpose of deceiving the eye ; amongst.  them I may  men- 
tion fish. Different sorh of &h are purchased in the market 
when they become stale, and hawked,  principally in the 
poorest districts and suburbs.  Most  housekeepers judge the 
freshness of fish,  by the red or  bloody appearance of, and 
.under the giUs, and this is really an excellent test, providing 
the fish have not been tampered with ; but  the vendor- 
knowing  well  how the article is usually  judged-either ob- 
tains blood  from a slaughter house, or some  place, or calls at 

- a druggist’s  shop and purchases  some vermilon, and rubs it 
in and about the gills, and so givea it the appearance it 
would have if it were fresh. A druggist at the north-east 
paxi d Manchester,  informed  me that he had sold hrudreds 

P 
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of halfpenny-wortb and penny--wodts d colouring matter 
for this purpose, and t h e   c d d  be RO miFlt&e about what it 
was for, a0 it was generally used in his shop? before his eyes: 

But no matter w h t  the d c l e  is, the vendor h great 
taet in making it appear better than it really is. Quality or 
quantity i& nearly always wanting-fiequentb bo#. But in 
justice to  the p w n s  selling, I mus0 admit, that %he prices 
nsually paid ’for their articles jus-ki€y (if anything can justi~ 
wrong-doing) the deception  pracl3sed. If people will have 
things at a le= price than they can be pmchased forgmutae, 
they ought not  to complain if they find theaselms imposed 
upon. 

How mny thousands of our fellow-cre&ures am their 
daily bread by cheating the eye? How that organ is imposed 
upon ! h d  by none more thaz certain  manufadurers, who 
practise deceptions with impunity-ridiag off on the plea 
that it is  the custom of the trade ”-whilsG they would 
indignantly eondemn the shortcomings of the itinerant dealer. 
Take, for imtance, the manufacturer of sewing cottons, who 
minds three hxndred garde on a thick spool, and labels;- it 
‘! one thousand yards,’’ Is he more hone& than the hawker 
who  sella ten ounces for sixteen? Yet it is not impossible 
that  the former might some day find himself-by the des 
of the fickle goddeeinvested with the dig&y of a M & e r -  
ing justice to the  latter ! A painfully-perplexing predicament 
truly, reminding one of Shakspeare’s “ Handy4andy, which 
is justice and which L thief ? ” 

“He who the sword of Heaven will bear, 
Should  be as holy as severe : 
Pattern  in himself to know 
Grace t o  stand, and virtue go ; 
More nor less t o  others paying, 
‘Phan by self  offences weighing. 
Shame on him, whose cruel striking, 
Kills for fadts of his own liking ! ” 

CHAPTER II. 

TREATS OF QUACK DOCTORS AND QUACKERY- 

SYNOPSIS. 
ORIGIN OF THE Worn QUACK”-ORIGIN OF THE 

TERM MERRY AXDREW”-QUACES m LARGE HOUSES 
-QUACES OF ~ r n  BACK STREETS-QUACKS WHO- 
STAND m THE STREETS-HIGH CHARGES OF THE 

TINIONY OB A BRITISE NOBLEMAE-A ~UGGESTION- 
DUTY ON PATENT MEDICXNES-COBBETT-POPE- 
HERBALISTB~PECIEXIEN OF QUACK ORATORY-BRIEF 

OF THE S m ,  BY F. F.--AN hm SURGEON-A 
SCOTCH DENTIST-TAPE WORMS-A EUCE WORM, 

AGED 45 YEARS”-WORX POWDERB v. RUM- 
TROPHIES OF SIJCCESS--A WORM DOCTOR 130 YEARS 
AGO-“ JAXES GL~GNN,’~ A LURCHLR-A LUECHER 
IX SURREY-OLD MORISON, THE HYGEIST”-YORK- 
S ~ E  BITES’’ BITTEN-A QUACK’S CASE BOOIE 
--TREATMEET OF HIS PATIENTS-EIS CXLXRGES- 

WZEKLY DISPATCH-MONEIY MADE BY QUACK 
MEDW~ES-CHARLXS DICKENS ON QUACK D~EDI- 
CIX~S-QUACK ~ U L S  m THE &REETS-QUACKS m 
VEHICLES--Lc PUMMY ” m HM MASTER-A QUACK’S 
 DRESS--'^ A SHOVE m THE MOUT~”-~UMMP 
“ HAD-UP,’’ MASSA DITTO--&  POLITE POETICAL. 
QUACX-DR. A B E R ~ T H P ~ B  RECIPE-“ DRUNK a m  
~CAPABLI~?- ,~DISON ON QUACKERY-GOOD PILLS. 

FACULTY-PILLS, POWDERS, AND PLASTERS-TES- 

HISTORY OF A QUACK, B Y  EIBMELF-RRIEF &STORY 

H O W  QUACKS WERE ‘IIREATED FORMERLY-THE 
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FOR AN E~RTHQUARE-PYTHAGORAS’ CAUTION- 

GAZETTE OF HEALTH-~~ELEPHANT’S BY, 
ADDISON’S RECIFE-STERNE ON QUACKERY-%E 

P. CAMPBELL ”-MILKING THE ELEPHA~‘TS--(~ SOLAR 
‘ICIXCTURE,” A WONDERFUL DIBCOVIERY-~ALY- 
8-4TION AND EXPOSURE, DR. REECE, &G. &C. &C. 

Knew many an amulet and  charm, 
That  would d o  neither good nor harm. 

BWLIR. 
-- 

Bold in the practice of mistaken d e s ,  
Prescribe,  apply,  and call their  masters fools. 

POPE. -- 
IN particularising  a few of the street dealers, I need not 
apologise  for introducing those  who  come under the denomi- 
nation used in the heading of this chapter. The fact of 
their vending  pills and mixtures in the streets, and hawking 
the same  from  door to door, justly entitles them to  a  place 
in a  work  professing to treat of street dealers and hawkers ; 
and, as I consider that questions  concerning the health of the 
peqle should  be  considered  before  those  simply  affecting the 
pockeh of the people, I give them precedence. And are they 
not entitled to it? Do they not call themselves U the pro- 
fession ? ” And  surely professional  gentlemen  should stand 
before  mere  dealers ! 

The appellation of quack arose from quacksalher, the 
German  name for quicksilver, and was &t applied to persons 
who med that article as a medicine. It is now,  however, ’ 

generally  applied to any person  who  professes to  cc  doctor ” 
;the  human  body, that has not received  proper education and 
instruction in the art. 

Formerly, itinerent vendors of medicine  were  accompanied 
by buffoons,  who  were  called Merry hdrevm. They derived 
&he  appellation from h d r e w  Borde, of Pevensey, in Sussex, 

I 
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I first physician to Henry Vm. He travelled  over the 
I greatat  part of Europe and Africa. On his return, he 

I ‘  
! quack  doctor makes pretensions to  the sem’ous, and endea- 

l 

delighted to  frequent fairs, where  he  used to harangue the 1 people in a quaint and jocose style, and was, i n ’  consequence, 
called Merry Andrew. h the present day, however, the 

POUM to imitate, both in dress and addrem, the members 
of that profession  which, he never  hesitates to say, be 
belongs to. 
In treating of these  “medicine ” vendors, I intend my 

remarks to apply principally to those quacks who sell in the 
streets ; but I hope I may  be  excused  if I so far digress aß 
to speak  incidentally of other quacks, certainly the most 
baneful of the whole fraterniQ ; I allude to thoge  fellows  who 
live in high-rented houses, and insert long deluive advertise- 
ments in the newspapers,  professing to cure any and all dis- 
eases ‘‘ that flesh is heir to,” in less time,  frequently, than it 
would take a  properly  educated  member of the faculty to 
understand the disorder ; and also to those  fellows  who  live 
in dirty back streets, and disgrace  every  wall in  the town 
with their Elthy-worded bills. 

But let us conidex for a moment,  whether the immense 
success  which  some  of these impostors  enjoy, is not owing as 
much to  the high  charges of the legitimate professors, as it is 
to  the ignorance and gullibility of the people. Few of the 
working c h e s  are able to comult, or to pay if they do con- 
sult, a phygcian. They must obtain a consultation through 
a charitable institution, or go without it. If they employ a 
mgeon, his charges are so high that they cannot, in num- 
bers  of caseä, continue under his w e  aa long as it i~ neces- 
sary. They know this ; and either the fear of not being  able 
to pay on the one  side, or the fear of not being  paid  on the 
other,  ause es doctor sand patient to p& too soon. The 
patient then prohbly has recourse to quacks, who, with fair 
Promisa, great pretemions, and more  moderate charges, 
“prescribe,  apply, and call the doctors  fools. Or it may 
be, that  the patient sees in print an account of a disease 

I 

I 
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similar to his own, how it ww effectdy curd by taking 
only so many .boxes of @h, numbered  .and sugased I or by 
rubbing in so many pots af Hopaway’s ointment, and &might- 
way goes or sends for the same -thing, in the delmive hope 
that he will very Boon have  his  name  added to thedongating 
“ list of persons cured ! ” 

One can scarcely imn a street corner nom-a-days, without 
seeing  flaming phards announcing the discovery of some 
wonderful  nostrum ; one can scarcely take up  a nempaper, 
either  metropolitan or provincial, withont seeing @, pow- 
ders, and phtm, printed prominently and catching fi eye 
on every  side. They me  advertisled at  prie= to suit the 
means of all claaElesl of persons, and as being CM remedies 
for all known and unknown &eases ; not only are they 
stated to be  certain  cures, but .thsy .are o&ifLed to be such 
under ‘ I  the hand and seal ” of persom whom  nobody  ever 
had the honour of being  acquainted with-of  pemons  who 
never had any existace, and &o, in one cme at least, by the 
highly valuable and indkputable .testimony of a British 
nobleman, ta whom,  however, n o  me thirïks of referring, for 
the simple  reason that he has long been .out of %he reach of 
all human inquiry, his sojourn on earth, pobablg;, not being 
one houx prolonged by his .q&& h d f  to give  .the 
‘! testimanid,” if he ever did give it. 

But, it slay be asked, why do not  the po r ,  i€ they cannot 
pay for medicine and adviue, d e  w e  of those htitutiom 
so liberally provided for $hem 3 Wd,  -they .do , s o  bo almost, 
or quite, as great an extent as can be  .afforded  them ; but in 
all populous towm-~o matter h number ?Lpd extent of 
free hoq$.&k-there .are always ~ m s  who will not-at 
least do nokmake use of them, and $be= m e  ihe persons 
who suppm3 guaokery. Nowg w d d  itso$ be a g’kt b l d g  
if &ase persons could be sqp$ed w 3 h  medicine .and attend- 
ance, by m w b m  of the me&d g r d e d q a i  a charge wbich 
they d a  pay? There are m y  ;aoble md well-supported 
chasitim in Manch&er, but, I- ]mow of th+ I think 
would dn more good, t h  the one that would ,devote ib 
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funds to the past payiEwlt of doctor’s bib,  especially if it 
p were uD&r t h e  same magement as-and oomected eth- 
the Boyal bfirmaq. Suppow, under such a charity,  a 
number of mpectable mgeons were appinbed, in every pad 
of the  ,&y, to be moderatdy paid, p d y  hy the recipient of 
tihe medicime, and p&ly by the dwity. Respectable Bhop- 
keepers -in ZLU the main streeks to be  supplied with printed 
f o m ,  to be  cautiously Wed up, signed, and given to poor 
and deserving  applicants,  by  them to be taken to the surgeon, 
who  should  demand &om them one half hk charge, and $le 
the “ recommendations,” to be  produced as vouchers with bis 
quasterly accounb. 

Now, if such  a plan as this were  practicable, it would have 
man3 dvmtagerj ; it would  save many p o r  persons fiom 
the cheating and humbug of quackery ; surgeons  would 
always be near their casa, and probably wme Eves might be 
saved that me now lost through the time taken up in getting 
proper  &tance. !l?his, o€ course, is not a digested plan, 
but merely  a hint $brown out to active and wealthy philan- 

Some pemm pretend to ascertain the amount uf quackery 
By the duty paid to government on patent medicines ; but 
m y  caladabion founded on that basis  must  prove  fällacious, 
far whïhi there are many valuable medicines .mmpunded 
and patented by members of dhe faculty, there are tons of 
drugs and trash of .a11 descriptions sold as medicines, which 
are aat patented, such, €or  &fance, as those sold by ;the 
atreet and tmwelling quaeh, for $hey  never  sell any patent 
medicines, Bherefore  such a calcuhtion T o d d  be  even more 
fiilse t h  &hat Q!€ ascertaining the number of hawkers &om 
the issw~afhwkm’ licenses. 

The duky @$m patent rnedicheg, for ;Elze ten years from 
1835 .t0 1.849, W% 2301,888, being a tax of hen per cent. 

thropists. 

.O11 T-E W,ILfiIOXS, T%IR.EE H m m D  AND TWENTY 
mOUSAZGl3, 8mgX .!EUNXXRD &ND BlXW-JEIKWI! PIS-, 
being upwmdsaf THREE ~mmm m u m  P O ~ D S  A 
m~xt @dl%x~patmt mdcinea -ahne! I hape no xneztu 
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at hand to show what money has been spent in purchasing 
patent medicines  since the  latter date, but from the many’ 7 

“ valuable  discoveries ” since then, as  advertised in  the news- 
papers, the s u m  must  have greatly increased-probably, 
nearly doubled. Although, &S I have  already  said, the above I 

figures will not show the enormous extent of quackery, s t a ,  
they will, I think, say  something  for the credulity of the 
public. 

i 

“But think not t o  physic qmck’ry’s  confined, 
All the world is B stage, and the quacks  are  mankind. 
There’s trade, law, and state quacks, nay, would we but search, 
We should find, heaven  bless ua, some quacks in the ohurch.” 

Cobbett says, U This nation is fond of quackery of all so& ; ” , 

and I fear the observation is too true, especially as regards 
physic,  from the numbers of impudent  impbstors to be  seen 
every Saturday night in al l  our mansdacturhg towns. Pope 
asks-“ What drop or Inostram can this plague  remove? ” I 
answer the question, as applied to quackery,  educate the 
people : educate,  educate,  educate, and then, those who are 
not naturally weak-minded, will avoid th4 vampires of 
quackery of every  description. 

You will see these  quacks in medicine standing on a  stool 
or  chair  behind  a stall in the streets, holding in their hands 
a box  of pills, and t e lhg  you they will cure any and all dis- 
eases, They hang around their stalls a quantity of dried 
herbs, and tell you their pills are made &om the juice of 
these  herbs. m y ,  the slightest  consideration muFJt convince 
you to  the contrary. They have no means of extracting 
the virtues of the herbs ; and if they had, their knowledge cd 
medical  herbs is so very limited, that they would not know 
how to use it. Their pills are made from cheap drugs, and 
have no connection  whatever with the herbs they pretend to 
know so much  about. It must  be  borne in mind, that I am 
now speaking of the quack doctor ; not the herbalist. Lan- 
cashire long been famous for  herbalists, in the proper 
sense of the term ; but they do not come into  the streets and 
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impose upon the public with their scientific  knowledge. 
Some  of the quacks make up decoctions fiom herbs ; but, 
owing to their ignorance of botany, caes which they take in 
hand occmionally terminate fatally ; and then it is disco- 
vered, through the instmmentality of the coroner, that  the 
defunct patient has been improperly treated, or, what is  still 
worse,  poisoned. 
As a proof that  the street quacks are not “ well up ” in 

anatomy, I may mention tht a friend  of  mine put this 
question to about twenty of  them. “ Is the liver in the 
cheat or  abdomen? ” About  a dozen said, “ the chest ; ” 
several  replied ‘ I  neither ; ” some  were candid  enough to 
say they did not know ; one  pettishly  amwered, “ devil  a 
matther where it is, these pills ull get to ut.” And three 
or four-by accident, I believe-pitched  upon the abdomen ! 
Pet  the liver-be it remembered-is,  more particularly,  a 
part of the body which these men take under their scientific 
care ! 

I WU now  give a specimen  of the oratory (called  by the 
profekon ” patter) of  one  of  these learned men ; time, 

seven  o’clock on the evening of the twenty-second of April ; 
. place, near the Shambles in Swan-street,  Manchester. The 

speaker was a young man  about the age of twenty or twenty- 
one ; and, 1 believe, a  German. He stood on a large box, 
behind  a stall, which  was  covered with green  baize, and on 
vhich were  placed about a dozen  such bottlm as apothecaries 
use  for their tinctures; some contajned powders, others, mys- 
terious-looking liquids-and one contained capltor oil. The 
f o k v k g  is the “ patter ” that wm  listened to by Hty or 
sixty individuah tht stood  gaping  around :- 
‘‘ Zhentlemen ! I do not stan’  here to tell you a pack o’ 

&s. No, I am well known to towzans in dis town, who I hab 
an’  dey  come here an’ say dey are cure,  an’  dey are 

tankful, 8.n’ how wasl I do it ? I do it, zhentlemen,  by  dese 
P a  What I hold in my han’, dae  pills, I say ( & h g  a 
box of pills  which he h&  up). I am no humbug,  dese pilla 
me  genuine,  dey are m a d e 1  am not afraid to tell you how 

D 
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dey  are d e - d e y  are made  from  de roots an’  de  herbs  an’ 
oder  tinga  combine,  de  whole mix up mid de best  castor oil 
can be  purchase ! I am no humbug,  dese  pi& can be  analyse 
by any  druggist in de town-dere i~ one  over de way, not 
twenty yards. 

Dese  pills,  zhentlemen, will  cure  pains in de back,  pains 
in de  belly,  pains in de  limbs,  an’  pains in de  head, no matter 
where  de  pains are, dese pills will cure.  Some  of you know 
how dese  pains are,  dey  are as good as a  hydrometer or wed- 
der glvs, dey  always  come  when dere is a  change o’ wedder. 
You all hab dese pains sometimes.  You know you hab dem, 
but you  don’t know what is de  cause. I +ill tell you what 
is de  cause. De cause is,  zhentlemen, troo  de  mercury you 
hab taken in your  goot! Now, take dese  pills,  dey are only 
tuppence  a box-I only charge  tuppence  a  box-take  dese 
pills,  an’  when  you get home take two,  an’ in two or tree 
hour after, take off your shirt or your flannel, or whatever 
you  wear nex to de skin, an’  shake it ober  someting dat is 
black, an’ you  will see a quantity o f  white  powder come ouf, 
dat  is de  mercury  you hab taken in your  yoot, an’ dey are only 
tuppeme a box ! ! ’’ 

The ( L  doctor ” seemed to take it for granted that all hk 
heazers had taken mercury, and to want to p e r s d e  them 
that-not only did all rheumatic painà proceed from it-but 
that he could  visibly  expel it from the por- of the skin ! 
Now, shall I be  believed  when I state, that several working 
peoplewomen as  well as men-who  Btood with open 
mouths,  eyes, and eam, and  heard the ridiculous a;nd uncon- 
scionable lies of this impudent  impostor,  took  out their two- 
Dences and handed  them to the knave for boxes  of  his-worse 

_ _  

L 

than-trash ? 
On another  evening, and in the same  place, this worthy 

was giving his audience  a bit of his bistoq : he  said, “ 1 
was  born in Hungary, an’  serve my time to de h t  doctors 
in dat country. I was  den  go into de asmy, an’  serve  as a 
doctor in de  army  under  Kossuth. when he  was drive 
R.WA,V. I escape (what  a  pity). 1 w a ~  walk many hunders of 
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miles bare-foot (poor fellow). I was tree weeks in de  black 
forest ; at lwt, zhentlemen, I reach dis country, dis great an’ 
free comtzy, where  every one can carry on his profession 
unmolest ! ” 

He  did not say whether his illustrious jkiend, Kossuth, 
called  upon hirn on his late visit t o  Manchester. 

I will now  give the reader  a  scrap of this gentleman’s his- 
tory, which, if not quite so romantic, will possess the merit 
of being  a great deal  nearer the truth. 

About  four  years  previous to  wappearance in Swam-street, 
he was carrying sponges, or rhubarb, I forget which; and 
wag, as most  of that class of merchants  generally  are, in the 
lowest depths of  poverty. He then got an engagement to 
go to Bolton with a quack doctor. m e n  he had stopped 
long enough to learn the “ profession,” and L b  pitch the pat- 
ter,” he left hk master, and commencing  business on hk own 
account,  took  a  professional tour of the manuhcturing towns; 
and, arriving in Manchester-I  have introduced the gen- 
tleman to you. 

Therefore the vulgar did about him flocke, 
And cluster thick unto his leasings  vaine, 

(Like foolish flies  about m honey crocke), 
h hope by him great benefite to  gaine.” 

One  fellow,  besides having  a stall in the street, has opened 
what  he calls a  Medical D k p e w , ”  and dubbs W e l f  an 
‘L Army Surgeon.” It is true, he  was in the army, but he 
served up to the time of hia discharge, as-a groom ! 

I have already  said,  most of these  men  go fiom  town to 
town ; the greater part, however, mho honour  Manchester, 
seldom go farther than the neighbouring t o m ,  but some 
travel all over the CoUlltTy. I recollect  a Scotchman-who 
wed to visit Manchester, and who codbed hk practice to  
the teeth-nce  showed  me a book, in which  he  had entered, 
for nearly twenty years,  every  place  he  had  visited ; how. 
many bottles  for the cure of the toothache  he had sold ; how 
many teeth he  had drawn ; the sum of  money  he bad re- 
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ceived each day ; together with many  other  particulars. By 
this, he said, he  knew  which  were the best  places-the  best 
payers-the market days, &c. &c. I hoped to have  been 
able to have  given  some extracts from this book, as the owner 
promised to  lend it me ; and no doubt they would  have  been 
interesting. AS this man has not visited the town for some 
time, I fancy the ‘‘ grim warrior ” has mowed him down- 
for  even  quack  doctors are not invulnerable. 

In come of a  conversation I held with one  of the pro- 
fession ” in Manchmter, some time  ago, I put the question, 
‘‘ h e  these worms  you have in bottles  here  genuine ? ” He 
amwered--“  Yes, these are ; but sometimes  I’ve gamoned ‘I 

the flats with fake ones-hickem’ guts, and things of that 
kind; but, lor bless yer, there is no occasion to Bhow any- 
thing else but genuine ones, when you have been any time in 
a place; but sometimes it so happens, that we are quite 
without, and then we has to get some, which  we can soon 
do, by going to a daughter-house, and getting them from 
lambs’ or sheep’s gub; they nearly  always haa ’em, and . 
nobody  cart tell ’em from them m comm from Christians. 
No, not even  doctors. But, lor bless  yer ! talk about 
’stonisbing the people! I’U’ tell you  what I did once in 
Wales. I had  been drinking, and got regularly hard up. I 
wanted  something  fieah to take the people’s attention, so I 
got a black leather shoe-Eace, suspended it in water in one of 
them there transparent bottla, and labelled it-‘ This 
BLACK WORM was  passed from  a man’s stomach  yesterday- 
aged 45 years 1 ’ Crikey ! didn’t it take ? a black  ’un had 
never  been  heard tell on before ; I believe half the poor  peo- 
ple in  that part of the country carne to  see it, not one on ’em 
ever  knowed but what it was a worn. I took  good  care to  
have the bottle sealed up, and I know I never lased out a 
ha’penny better in my lift?, it gave me a good start up 
again.” 

A ‘g black  worm ” no doubt was a  novelty, and aged 45 
years 1’ too ! old  enough,  one  would think, to have  been 
gray ! 

/ 

A great number of quacks follow no other branch of “ the 
profession ” than expelling worms, and probably they are 
more succed l  in this practice than in any other, as it is 
much  easier to get  rid of worm8 than almost any dirJease. 
Although it is true, no doubt, that they sometimes destroy 
the worms  very  effectually  by  also  destroying the patient 
But such  cases are rare, for they aim at erring on the right 
Bide, giving that which is harmless and uselerxl, in preference 
to  that which, if properly  administered, would be powerful 
and good for the purpose, but  in ignorant hands exceedingly 
dangerous.  Some  of them,  however,  possew  a  recipe for a 
good, safe, and effectual  vermifuge. 

Worms, whilst they have  troubled the intestines of thou- 
sands of the human race,  have also  been instrumental in Elling 
the bellies of as many with food, and a goodly share of drink, 
too. I knew one old  fellow  who formerly  stood in Shude- 
hill, Manchester, on market days, who spent a great deal of 
money in drink ; he kept a stall for the sale of worm pow- 
ders, and the very  &st money he  received  went for a glas6 
of rum, ‘‘ for  luck.” If businem  was brisk, so many more 
ghses of rum were  consumed ; he nearly always  contrived, 
however, to reach that climax known as “ beastly  drunk,’’ 
and to endeavour to amive at  that b M l  state in as short 
a time as  porasible, he seemed to consider his &st duty. 
When  he became unable to  manage his &tall, his wife 
attended to  it, and then, I believe, the receipts  were  appro- 
priated to a more rational purpose. The stall of the old man 
was nearly covered  over with transparent bottles, containing 
not only worms, as trophies of his success, but also small 
reptiles of almost  every  description ; and, a t  one time, he 
h d  a full grown viper,  which  he  exhibited to his wondering 
aU*ences having been  expelled from the human  stomach: 
by the agency of his powders ! And, not content with giving 
his medicine credit  for  removing all ankate bodies, he 
showd-isuapended in a bottle-a lump of cotton fibres, 
about the size and shape of a  cricket  ball, which  he said his 
Powders had passed fiom the chest of a factory hand, 
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adding, “ and everybody that works in a  factory has them, 
and that is what kills ’em,  if they are not removed.” The 
“ specimen ” was  shown, and the remarks made on it, gene- 
rally, when factory people  were about the stall ; but the lump 
of cotton  did not have  a  long run, on what account I am not 
aware, d m  that it was too much for the people to swallow! 
This branch of quackery mxtns to have  been in vogue m y  

years. It is recorded that about 130 years ago, a Hr. John 
Moore, of Abchurch  Lane,  London,  made an immepse 
fortune by the eale  of worn powders, and his celebrity was 
greatly increased  by Pope, the distinguished  poet, writing a 
poem about him. The truth contained in the following verse 
from that poem,  must-in the course of natue-have  long 
since been rdsed- 

‘,O, learned friend of Abchurch Lane, 
Who sett’st o m  entrails free ; 

Vain is thy axt, thy powder  vain, 
Since worms shd eat e’en thee.” 

Those  quacks,  who go calling fiom house to house, are . 
called  Lurchem.” One of these is an aged and very 
illiterate Irishman, who carries with him  a  board  covered 
with a  sheet of paper, on which is written- 

L‘ James Glymn warrents to cure Rupture eppilepsey Deliris 
palsy  Scurvy  Dropsy  cancers disme of the eyes  Ulcers Piles 
Deafness  &c  Rumetizm cured in a day and night Corng and . 
toothach cured  without  extraction.” 

The majority of Lurchers, however, dress very respectably. 
They call at the houses of the working classes in towns, and 
at farm-houses and cottages in the comtq;   a t  the latter they 
frequently represent themselves as agents for  some infirmmy, 
dispenmq, or hospital, and are successful to an extraor- 
dinary extent, in imposing upon the ignorant. Women arc . 
generally the victims ; a clever Lurcher seldom  fails in per- 
suading them that either  themselves or their children, if there 
be any, are troubled with something  which  he  can  cure. If 
persuasion  fails, and the opportunity s m e s ,  fear is used. I 
remember  when I was about ten years  old, I was stopping a 
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day or two at the cottage of a poor woman in a lonely pmt of 
Surrey, and one  of these fellows  called ; he walked into the 
house, shut the door after  him, and said  he  had  been  advised 
to call and see Mrs. -, as he had some  medicine  which 
would  ‘do her a great deal of good ; he tñen €elt her pulse, 
and immediately  began to mix some  coloured liquids in a 
four-ounce  bottle. At this stage of the business, Ghe poor 
woman, having partly recovered her surprise, told the LLdoc- 
tor ” she did not want any medicine-nothing  ailed  her. 

O, but I’ll make you have it now I’ve &ed it,” he said. 
&LEIOW much is it?” the woman  asked. I L  Hak€-a-crown,”  said 
the scoundrel, and upon the poor woman demurring,  he 
became quite violent in his language, and frightened both 
the poor  woman and myself ; doubtless, he knew there was no 
.one near to assist us ; through fear the poor woman paid the 
money,  although, at the time, I do not think she  possessed 
%en ibilhgj in the world. The spot  where this occurred is 
21 O miles fiom where I am now sitting, but I would freely 
travel it on foot to be present at a repetition of the ViUany. 

One of the most  successful quacks that ever  preyed  upon 
that portion of the public that has more pains than brains, , 

was the late Morison, “the hygeist.”  Although it is not 
generdy known, he was, at the commencement  of his career, 
a street quack. He began in a vety small way, and stood 
behind  a st$  which  was generally  pitched in the market- 
place of some  town. As an itinerant, he was  most  successful 
in Yorkshire, and this fact will. upset the generally-believed 
idea, that Yorkshiremen are not eady taken in, and &o 
grove that if they can bite they can also swallow 1 They 

. were  certainly not too far north ” for  old Morison. Hia 
atall was hung around and almost covered  over with herbs, 
both dried and green, the  virtue^ of which,  he arrsured his 
hearers, were  combined in his pas, and also that he  had 
scienti& men  employed on the bills and in  the valleys 
U culling simplm 1’ for him. But it cannot for a  moment  be 
doubted that the culling,  or rather the gJling of simples, was 
Iconfined to his own practice at his BU. Morison, it i~ said, 
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was the inventor OP the style of quack oratory or patter, 
which is used at the present  time  by bis successors in the art, 

There is an old, but vulgar,  proverb, which says ‘‘ Liars 
should  have  good  memories,” and with no clam  of liars i a 
good  memory so requisite aa that  to which the quack  doctor 
belongs. When a patient consults  them, the dieease must 
be  very  simple and common  indeed  if they know what it is, 
and this may not happen  once in twenty cases ; but a  quack 
never  confesses his  ignorance of either the disease or its 
treatment, but  at once  names the disease and produces the 
remedy. When the patient again  applies, or is visited, the 
quack, if he has not a good  memory, iF1 just as likely m not 
to give the disease a dserent name, and apply a Merent 
remedy. To avoid this dXculty, however, the confusion it 
would create and exposure it would  sometimes  lead to, some 
of them keep a case  book, and the cae  book  of a well known 
‘L lurching”  quack,  by some  means or other, got into the 
han& of Dr. Burnett, of London. The following,  which 

. shows the scientific  knowledge and learning of its owner, are 
extracts from it :- 

nes, stich in the sid,  age 48. Bisnes, dressmaker. F i s i k ?  

6 bottles of Stuff and 2 box@  of  pills ; for  which  she ped 
mee 23 shillins. Mind to call next week an mak hm tak 
mor.” 

No. 72.--‘c Peter Muckomuch, a nirish hodman, 7, - 
street, sicknes, a digg in the ribs,  age 46. Fisik, a bottle of 
lamp  hoil, and 2  bottles of salts and water colored pink ; ped 
me 9 shillins and owes  me the rest, 6 shillins.” 

No. 73.-LL Lisa  Poley,  a nold ladi on her  incume.  Sick- 
nw, * lites,  age 72.  Firjik, a quart bottle of my green 
mixture ; ped  me  seven-an-sikspenoe, and owes  me a gins if 
she gets well.’’ 

No. 74.--‘l  Tom  Dicken, a clark in a  brury, - street 
Sicknes, rotten liver,  age 56 ; a blue  drench an a box of 
pills ; ped  me 9 ahillins out.” 
No. 75.-‘-‘ T. Macgtermn, a publicin, - street. Sick- 

No. 71 .-L‘ November 6 : Mary Stubbs, - street, sick- * 
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nes, a scurvy red face, told him it was the scrufle an venrd 
mixt, age  43. Fisik, 6 bottles of my  yell0 wah, and bid 
him drink his likers mixt and not nate ; ped  me, altogether, 

No. 76.--‘; Sakery Moses, one  of our tribe.  Sicknes, 
bad  ies, age 57. Fkïk, a bottle of  my red drops ; ped  me 
1 shillin, for he  wouldn’t  pay any more ; for wich reson 1 
med it strong enough to blind im.” 

No. 77.-lL Jem Tomson,Iayuth, 2, -coart,-sbeet : 
nmvw weeknes an was ni kild  by D-, age 18. W, 
3 bottles of  my narvus cordial.” 

No. Jane Sikes,  a w a n t ,  out of place, - Row. 
Siknes, swellin in  the lines an vamiten,  age 19 ; 2  bottles of 
the blue mixtur ; ped  me 3 shiUim.” 

No. 79.--‘(  November 7 : Tom Parker, a musiahaner, - 
street. Siknes, grumblin in the guts, age 25. fiik, a 
large plaatw of  cobblers’ wax to the  pit of the stummïk and 
2 bottles of the blue  drench ; ped  me 6 shill& and 2 shillins 
a week till well. Will be a good incum  if it lasts. ” 

No. 80.--“ MArget Darren, Crw-street. Siknes, the 
hard gripes on gall dropi, age 47. Fisik, a box of pumpin 
pills to bring down the water an 3 bottles of red drops.” 

No. 81.-“ Ellornur Skinner, milkwoman, - lane. 
Siknes,  bellyake an water weaknes, age  28.  F’isik,  22 broun 
powders an to drink her own milk ; ped  me, by 2 scores, 8 
shillin.” 

No. 82.-‘-‘  Simon Crab, hater. Shes,  kernalp, in  the 
gullet, age 29. Fi&, cut open the swellinrs an rubd blue 
vitrul on it, 3 bottles of blu  wash ; mind and cal every 
week.” 

No. 83.--“ Wjllm. Jones, -- ditch ; sicknw and diery, 
age 39. Fisik, pounded garlick an pigins  blud mixd up with 
penniroial an mgar ; ped  me, altogether, 11 shïUins. This 
is a fbe  case, an sure to last the winter.” 

It appears, no matter what t-he  complaint,  whether it be 
a “ stitch in the side,”  a dig in the ribs,” -‘-‘ d r y ,  lites,” or 
‘-‘ Sore  eyes,’’ all come under the comprehensive term of 

2 ginys.” 
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sichem, and all articles that are dispensed,  from  cobblers’ 
wax to lamp oil, are called  physic ! 

Poor Peter McCormack, unfortunate enough to get a 
dig in the ribs,” but still more so in being made to swallow 
a bottle of lamp oil! 

And Bakery Moses. How  speedily his meanness  was 
punished ; he  would  only  pay a s h ï l l i n g ~ o  poor Sakery’s 
eye  water wm  made strong enough to blind him. May not 
this transaction, on both sides, be comidered  somewhat 
characteristic ? 

Case 79 introduces us to Tom Parker, a “ musishaner,” 
who sadlyataicted with a ‘‘ grumbling in the guts,” caught 
probably  from his instrument. Whatever came the “ guts ” 
may have  had to “grumble ” before this treatment, there 
certainly would  be  sufEcient after it, and, most likely,  even- 
t d y ,  the lips  would  become  audibly  affected! The worthy 
doctor  adds, in a note appended to  the case, that ‘ I  it will be 
a good  case if it lasts! ” whether poor Tom’s complaint 

. would lagt or not, there cannot be a doubt but  the appli- 
cation would stick to him for  some  time. 

The next case but one  reveals the ailings of a poor milk- 
woman,  which  were  bellyache and water weakness.” The 
latter most probably was not codned to herself, but extended 
to the article she de& in ; but whatever the quality of the 
milk,, the quack took eight shillings’ worth of it for twenty- 
two brown  powders ; and there is no doubt the milkwoman 
was “ done brown ” in  the transaction. But what think you, 
reader, of  case 82, where Simon Crab has his gullet cut 
open, and blue vitriol rubbed into the wound? !I’his must 
indeed  have  been L‘ fisik ” for  poor  Simon ! 

In the last entry, we  discover that Mr. Jones, the patient 
a n d  all these  customers  must  have been patient indeed- 
kept a diary, which, in his sich=, WS attended to by the 
scientific  gentleman who kept the case  book from which I 
have been quoting. 

The orthography of the learned  doctor  cannot but be  much 
admired ; but, in fact, the street quacks are not remarkable 
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for the elegance or correctness of their language,  either 
written or oral. There is  one quack who, at  the present 
time, is travelling through the manufacturing districts in a 
gig, from which  he  delivers his pills and his patter, who will 
imist upon  calling the bile, boil, and the diaphragm dia- 
phrame.. But as he  worked all the early part of his life in a 
cotton factory,  he is most  likely to know more about the 
spinning fiame than  the human  fiame. This very morning, 
.I saw in the window of a dirty cottage in a small  obscure 
street in Manchester, on a bill,  half-hidden with bunch= of 
dried  herbs, the following  announcement :- 

( l  All sorts of herbcr for Purging, 
Female Pills, 

ma 
9 Hair Oil.” 

The wares  were all exposed in the window. The last-rnen- 
iioned was undoubtedly the most  harmless as well as the 
most  useful  of the three ; the pius,  which  were  contained in 
an old tea caddy without lid, were, I suppose, the “females,’ 
but, fiom their external appearance, I should not be  able to 
assign any sex to them. 

All Incurable Diseases Cured,” 
was  once  placed  upon the sign board of a quack, but he must 
have  been a Milesian ! 

It appears  quack  doctors did not always  practice their 
impositions with the impunity they now  enjoy. I n  Edward 
the Sixth’s r e i p  one Grig, a poulterer, in Surrey, was set in 
the pillory at Croydon, and again in  the borough of South- 
wark, during  the time of the fair, for cheating people out of 
$heir  maney,  by  pretending to cure them. 

In the reign of James the First, the council  despatched a 
warrant to the magistrates of the city of London, to appre- 
hend all quacks and bring them !before the doctors  of the 
college, to examine  how  properly  qualified they were to be 
trusted with the limbs or lives of his Majesty’s  subjects. On 
that occasion several  mountebanks,  water cwters, ague 
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charmers, and nostrum-mongers were hed, imprisoned, and 
banished. Amongst the persons banished was  a  most noted 
quack, calling himself U Doctor Lamb,” who had acquired B 
very large  fortune by his pretended medicines. He was 
obliged to confess he knew nothing whatever of physic. Two ‘ 

other quacks, Read and Woodhouse, brought to justice at 
the same time, also confessed their ignorance. 
h Stowe’s Chronicle we meet with an account of a water 

caster ” being set on horseback (bis face to  the home’s tail, 
which he was made to hold in his hand), with a collar of 
&nah about his neck, led by the hangman through the city, 
whipped, branded, and then banished. 

In William the Third’s time, it was, found necessary to1 
again set the law in motion against the quacks. Upon ex- 
amination, many were found unable toJgead or  write ; many 
who had received large suma for attempting to p r o k e  abor- ’ 

tion, some  who  coupled the profession of fortune-telling with 
that of quackery, and several who had been  mixed up in 
frauds on the public, of almost every description. 

doing great damage to  several people by some SM d e d  by 
him, rLAqua Celatis.” Another, of the name of h tony ,  
was punished with him for a similar offence. The name of 
his nostrum was Aurum Potabile.” 

One Arthur Dee waa sent to prison for advertising medicines, 
which he gave out would cure  people of all  diseases, just as 
the quacks advertise now, and in the very same  words ! 
Foster, for selling a  powder for the green sicknees; Tenant, 

who  sold his pills for six pounds each; Aires, who sold I 
purging sugarplums (a game recently revived in Manchester) ; ‘ 

Hunt, for putting up bills in the streets,  advertising quaGR 
medicines ; Philip, for selling his strong waters, with direc- 
tions what complaints they were  good for ; John Nott, for 
killing sundry persons with dangerous h@ ; and Thomasine 
ScarIett, and two other women, for tampering with mer- 
curial medicines,  were sent to prison in this reign. 

In the reign of  Queen h n e ,  a shoemaker, of the name of 

One, of the name of Fairfax, w u  fined and imprisoned, for . 
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Trigg, left off mending sola, which he doubtless did under- 
stand,  and commenced the profeasion  of curing bodies, of 
which he knew nothing. However, he soon camed the death 
of several persons, for which he was  prosecuted and trans- I 

ported ! 
In this reign, also, one William Forrester was ~ v e r e l y  

punished for selling the  bitter apple, for the cure of scurvy ; 
and one Simon Foreman, for administering the wild cucum- 
ber for the cureof dropsy. Neitherof t h a e  scientSc gentle- 
men could read or write, and they confeased that d they 
knew about the virtues of the &cles they administered, was 
what  they $ad  been told by an old woman. 

Evans, a priest, about the same time, was punished for 
I L  lurching ” with antimony, and killing people with it. 

Thus, it will be seen, that  the government formerly prose- 
cuted gwks with proper vigour, and protected the health of 
the convlmunity from the onslaughts of theseimpostom And 
why should it not be so now, when the curse has increased a 
thousand fold? A few such prosecutions and punishments 
as I have mentioned, would soon check the evil. Probably, 
the law in this enlightened age would not again mnction the 
pillory, or allow the exbibition of quacks on horseback, with 
their fhces towards the animal’s tad, and their necks orna- 
mented with the utensils of their vocation ; but,  there are 
more ways than one to kill a cat.” 

One h only to take up a weekly provinca newspaper, to 
see,  also,  how it would suffer, if its quack mhmtisers were 
gervd ag the before-mentioned “ Arthur Dee.” And a €ew 
L‘ Hunt prosecutions would soon give the walls  of every 
town a more respectable àppearance, and be far more dee- 
tive than &e mual and desa notice - Bill-stickers 
Beware .F ’’ 

Dickens, in the second  volume of “ Household Words,” thus 
speaks of quack m&~ines:-~‘ In no other country in the 
worId but in th= dominions, except the United States of 
America, are articles of t h i ~  description allowed to be vended, 
much lm are they sanctioned for the sake of a paltry 
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revenue ; on the contrary, individuals who are discovered 
selling  such things on the continent are serioudy  punished ;, 
even  newspapers  who  advertise  them are fined.” And it 
would  doubtlem  be very  much to  the advantage of the public, 
and the medical profkon, if the same regulations  prevailed 
with us. 

There has probably been  more  money  made out of quack 
medicines than  any other thing.* 
:.-*Most of the nostrums that have greatest sale are mixed in,, 

and Bent forth from London  (of  course, I allude to those that 
are sold by  agency, in shops, for the street quacks  either mix, 
their own, or procure  them from a druggist in the locality 
they happen to be in). The extensive  demand  for  them is 
created  by  continually and extensively  advertising the won- 
derful  properties they are said to possess, the astonishing 
effects” they produce, and ah0 by giving a long list of persons 
who have  been  completely  cured.” I know of no public 
journal of the present day, except the Weekly  Dispatch, that 
has had the spirit to expose these  frauds. Proprietors of 
newspapers  do not choose to run the risk of having to 
defend  actions for libel, brought by theBe rich nostrum- 
mongers, out of  revenge,  for they, the quacks,  can  very 
much  harass them with processes  of  law, although certain 
ultimate defeat stared .them in the face. 

*The following little bit of  information,  given a short  time 
since in the We&@ DispatcA, will in some  measure  substantiate this 

i assertion. “Passing by  Professor  Holloway’s shop the other  day, 
I and seeing many workmen  making  wagon-loads apparently of p a  
t -enough,  indeed, in a day,  one  would thing, to dose all Europe  for 
:. a year-we  were  induced to  make  a  few  inquiries in reference to 
I quack  medicines ; and we  ascertained that Morison pays &20,000 a 
i year  for  government  stamps  alone for his pill-boxes. This gives 
i 3,200,000 boxes  of pills at a  clear Is. each, equal to  $160,000. 
i Deduct 75 per  cent. for agency  commission,  advertising, prime cost , ’ of material, &c., and it is evident that the net income  could  not  be 
;less than &40,000 a  year. As government  gives  large  deductions 
on large  quantities of  stamps,  and  many  boxes of pills were 2s. 3d.. 
and 4a. 6d., the red income must  be  quite L!50,000 a year.” ’ 
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That a great deal  of’money is received, also, by the street 
quacks, I am quite certain. The most  money is taken by 
those  who  have a large showy stall, which is well lighted u p  
at night, covered with bottles, jars, pots, boxes, roots, and 
herbs, and which irJ placed in or near a market, to which the [ working class resort, and behind which stan& one or more 
who is clever at U pitching the patter.” There are generally 

1 two or three assistants employed to ‘‘ work ” a good stall ; 
they are always  chosen, not so much for their acquaintance 
with the uses of roots and herbs, nor for their knowledge  of 
medicine, nor for their respectability or moral character, for I they are, necessarily, the most unprincipled  vagabonds, but 
because they possem the gift of the gab.” Thee men 

I receive  good  wages-from twenty to  thirty shillings a week, 

I during the week. The proprietor  has also to keep a porter, 
~ who is frequently a black  man,  clothed in gaudy  second- 

hand  livery. Now, when  we  come to consida the money 
’ required to maintain such an establishment as this, we must 

at once  corne to  the conclusion that a great amount of money 
must  be  received. I ‘how for a fact, that from ten to four- 
teen pounds have been taken  regulurly  at one stall, on $ne 
Suturday evenings, in Manchester ; and I have known one of 
these  stall-keepers  give a powerful rival twelve pounds to leave 
the  town; but  the recipient of this premium  was, and ia, 
considered by the whole army of quacb, to be the top- 
sawyer.” 

Many of the quacks are in possession  of a vehicle,  some- 
1 times a gig, but more frequently a “ whitechapel.” They 
I stand in  the vehicle and harangue the mob,  which ìs sure to 

’ in possession of a very showy ‘‘ turnout ; he &=ed in a 
- veq  flashy: style himself, and behind him, in his vehicle, sat a 

black man, his servant. The man  was  decked out with scarlet 
P h h  breeches, bright yellow  waistcoat, and a drab coat with 
scarlet  Gcings. The ebony knob” of this Guy wm SW- 

, mounted with a high-crowned hat, upon  which  was a broad 

i I and for U working,”  probably, only two or three evenings 

I gather about  them. I knew  one-who  was,  some time back, 
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gilt band, and side  cords, the aforesaid “ knob” being 
propped up with a stiff white  choker ! ” A more  ludicrous 
figure I never  beheld. The functions of this figure  were 
two,  one  active, the other passiveto deliver out boxes of 
pills, and to cause attraction, and he succeeded in both! 
The quack was a pretty fair “ patterer ;” to hear him deliver 
one of his addresses on the diseases  of the human  body,  you 
would  say, This is a man  of  education,’’ and a clever 
speaker  he was,  when he conftned  himself to that which  he 
had been  specially taught to say,  for  he  had  rehearsed two or 
three speeches befitting his “profession ” that had been set 
‘down  for him by  a  broken-down  schoolmaster,  who had be- 
come assistant to a travelling quack ; but if  you  had  heard 
him speak in ordinary conversation,  a  very  few  words  would 
have  convinced  you that he was both vulgar and ignorant. 
The listener would often be  amused by the one step from 
the sublime to the ridiculous ” performed by this man. 
During the delivery  of  one  of his set speeches he would in- 
dulge in a  number of  parentheses, or “ asides,” to his man, 
or let fly a volley of chaff,’’ in the choicest slang, at a 
rival, who  was  endeavouring to “ crab hie pitch,”  by  drawing 
the people  away from him. Here is an instance. 

( L  Having described to you,  gentlemen, the position of the 
liver, its functions, ,and the uses for which a kind and be- 
nevolent Creator has  given us the bile, and the various 
disorders to  which that organ is subject, I say, gentlemel1 
(what the h 4 1  are you  going to do without coppers, 
Pummy ?), I have  found  by many yeam of patient study, 
the very best-indeed I may with confidence  =&the 
only remedy is that which I now offer YOU in these  pills, 
if you take (fetch the naphtha, Pummy, and light up) 
thae  pills as directed. (Bring some  coppers at the mme 
time,  Pummy.) I know, gentlemen, there ex%& a pre- 
judice  against  purchasing  medicine in  the streets, and why 
is it ? It is, gentlemen,  because  you  have  been  gulled  by 
impudent and ignorant quacks. Fdlom who  have no 
education or profeond knowledge  whatever, who  can 

I 
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i chatter, but know no more about medicine than a magpie. 
(Here  Pummy returns, suspends the lighted lamp, and re- 
eshbhheg himself in the hinder part of the whitechapel.) 
But if it pleases Providence,  gentlemen, I shall stop long 

, enough in this town, not only to expose these ignorant 
I quacks-who would tamper, for the sake of a little dirQ 
~ lucre,  with the health of the community-not only to make 
, my brethren of the medical faculty heartily ashamed of their 
; extravagant charges, but to make you all bless the day I 

came  amongst  yon. My servant will now  Supply  you whilst 
I retire for  a momen€. v o w ,  Pummy, go to work ; yon- 

No doubt my readers wi l l  suppose,  from the last remark 
of the learned  doctor, that he was, for some reason or other, 
going to inflict an argumentum baculinum on one  of his 

. audience, .but they will be  wrong ; he was not about so to 
degrade the profession ;” on the contrary, his visit wzls 
one of benevolence, and whilst ‘ l  Pummy ” ia dispensing  pills, 
showing his teeth, ’and  receiving  coppers  innumerable, with 
a  frequently recurring ‘ l  tankee, sir,” I will explain the rm- 
son of his master’s temporaryretirement. He has recognised 
amongst the crowd a  fellow-“ traveller ” ‘ l  out of luck,” and, 
with the kindnem  which these men usually show each  othm, i\ he  has t&en him into a spirit vault over the way to give him 
lC a shove in the mouth.” H the reader should still think it 
a s i n e  way of showing kindnem, or  improving the poor 
fellow’s ‘ I  luck,” I will tell him that “ a shove in the mouth 7’ 

means, in the language of these men, a glass of p i r i t s i  
which,  by the way,  seldam with them reqyire much 
“ shoving.’’ 

Pummy’s  master having made a considerable = o u t  of 
money at ‘L quacking,” wtered into another line of business. 
P u m q  .*self I met not h g  ago selling cards of the 
running homes.” Perhaps “ iine feathem -do make h e  
bir& ;” poor Pummy was not looking well, the brilliancy of 
hh plumage had departed, hk condition he communicated in 
those  two  expremive  words, ‘ l  hard up.” f i r  wishing hhn 

’ der’s a fellow I want to give a shove in the mouth!) ” 

E 
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better luck, and when I had got some twenty yards h m  
h, he bawled out, Old massu hard up too.” 

The Hungarian doctor,  previously  alluded to, h a  already 
arrived at the dignity of a  whitechapel,” a d  also so fax 
improved in his “ patter,” a8 to be  considered  by the fellows 
in his line very clever ; he has alna  pndeavoured to imitate 
Pummy’s master, but falls ik short of him, both in his 
6‘ turnout ” and patter.’’ 

Decidedly the wittiest, most  polite, and mast  scholarly of 
the peripatetic gentry I ever  knew  was  one who used to  
travel through the district of which Mamhmter is the cen- 
tre, and whom I last saw in Shudehill, abaut seven years 
ago. Re was L pillmonger, and the  partieuh part of the 
body at which he aimed his medicamental bulleb wm the 
liver. whether the target was  ever hit, or the ammunition 
merely  pawed by without  causing  either  good or ill effect, I: 
cannot tell, neither did it much matter to him, I believe, so 
long as anybody  would present ” himself for him to 
L‘ charge.” He carried his stock in a  well  polished  mahogany 
box, slung to bia side with a patent leather strap, but when. 
at work ” he had a few boxes of his pius laid on a  small 
tray, on which he handed  them tu bis cwtomers, .with a 
dignified  bend of the body, and in the most polite mamer 
imaginable,  always  accompanying the service with I thank 
you.”, The style in which he  did this wm a model for any 
waiter of either  Boyal,”  Albion,” or Queen’s.” He 
was  also quite a Caleb Quotern,” and had an inh i te  
variety of short and pithy anecdotes,  which  he W% constantly 
telling to prme fi scient@ a r ~ m m t ~  or illustrate some 
point. He had a  knack, too, of pwsuading  every one that 
was ailing, and a, great many tha$ ‘were not, if they would 
o i l y  listen to him, that their ’livers were disordered. His 
U patter I’ ,wm in$erspersed with quotatioa and niquotations 
horn the, poeta ; be frequently altered  a  line ta mit hia pur- 
pose,  with;aut datroybg the rh$me. Here i~ a specimen of 

, IL Ny good pmpple 1 th+ pills  wh$h I now.in+rqdme t o  YOU 
hiB ( L  pgbtter.” I 
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are compounded by myself,  from a  recipe  which I procured 
in the East India ; it is a  secret to every  person in this 
country, except  myself. By many  years of patient study, I 
;have  perfectly satidied myself that all disorders arise fiom 
diseased liver, and that  the only medicine to be  depended 
upon, for effecting a  cure, is that which I now offer you. It 
contains an ingredient which regulates the bowels at  the 
same time,  without  which, a indeed, it wodcl be uncertain in 
its effectE on the liver.  These  pïUs I am now selling at 
threepence  a box. Do not jump t b  the concluaioa, my good 
people, that, because they are cheap,  they’ cannot be good, 
for I fearlessly aser t ,  that ,X you paid three shiZZings a  box 
you could not get them elsewhere. It iq mential, my good 
people, that you  should  keep the liver  healthy, and my pilk 
axe preventive as well as curative. And what blessing is 
there to  be  compared ta health ? As Pope says :- 

LReason’s whole  pleasure, all the joys of sense 
Lie in thee words-health,  peace, and competence.’ 

The first I now  place within your  reach, the second I leave 
-to your own  conscience, and the third to p* own industry, 
or -my way that you like to procure i€, rind  have no doubt, 
from what I have  heard of this community, that you WU 
reabe it. I advise  you,  my  good  people, as a fiend,  to lay 
in as large a  stock of these  pi& as you c m  afford-it WU 
be twelve  months before I am here again-and not be com- 
pelled to  ruri to  the doctors  before I again arrive amongst 
you. The doctors are exorbitant, ancl what do they do for 
you ? 

c You tell your doctor that you’re q 
And  what  does  he,  but  make I bill ? 
Of which you need  not  read a letter, 
The worse the scrawl, the dose no better.’ 

For the small s m  of threepence, ‘mg g o d  people, you c m  
avoid or get rid of Ithe  bodily  paãm you are now e n d e ,  
a d  with which the mind ’so much ~ympa+hke~. Yes, 1 

a 2  
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know  exactly  how  you  feex;  you  almost  despair, yon feel a 
continual gloom, as Tommy Moore has expresaed it :- 

L No eye t o  mingle sorrow‘s tersr, 
No lips to mingle pleasure’s breath, 

’Tis gloomy, and yon wish for death.’ 
No pills to take thepai.rvfiom herre (tynching his chest) ; 

But you must wish for death no longer, and it’s your own 
fault if it comes prematurely  upon  you,  against your wish. 
Purchase my  pills, be  healthy,  be  cheerful,  for  as  old Peter- 
Pindar very wisely remarked :- 

L C m  to our CO& adds a nail no doubt, 
And every grin BO merry draws one out.’ 

I thank you,  ma’am. I thank you, sir. Help yourself, sir- 
I thank you. Directions? O yes, sir, @ the boxes  have 
directionB  for  doses  legibly written on them ; and let me add, 
my  good  people, that you must use them only as directed. 
I have known the most  melancholy results arise  from  not 
obeying  directions in taking physic,  one instance in particular, 
A man called at a patent medicine  shop,  for a family m e  of 
pills, and shortly afterwards  had occasion to take some of  
them himself. He looked at  the ‘ bill of general directions,’ 
and found that the dose for his particular mue  was two of 
number  twelve,’ but in the confiwion of hiEi mind,  which, as 
I previously told you,  always largely  sympathises with the 
body, he had the *fortune to take twelve of g number  two.’ 
The conaequence  was, that he very soon had to visit the rear 
of the premises, and to repeat the journey many times, with- 
very short i n t e d o m .  The poor  fellow  was seen when 
making hb twelfth journey  (every  shot  took  effect it ap- 
pears), and not making his appearance  for some hours, his 
friends  sought  for him, but, shocking to relste, so effectually 
had the medicine  done its work, that the unfortunate fellow’s 
body had  completely dissolved I Yes, my good friends, the- 
pills had actually annihilated him ; and the dreadfal fact 
would  never  have  been dimvered,, only he  happened to be a 
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member of the Society of Friends, and his hat having an 
dxpansive brim, had caught und remained across the aperture 
through  which  his  body had melted ! So you see, my g o d  
people,  how mential it is that medical directions should be‘ 
obeyed ! ” 
If my readem are not already tired of  these  reminiscences 

of quacks, I will introduce one  more.  Some years ago,  a 
venerable  looking  old  man  might  be  seen on any Tuesday or 
Saturday, standing by the curbstone in Shudehill, Män- 
chester,  selling  cough  pills, out of a japanned tin box,  which 
wm  swpended fiom his neck by a strap, so that the lid 
opened  outwards, and upon  which  was  exposed for sale 
-small packeh of  pills. The  figure of this man  always 
attracted notioe. He was  upwards  of six feet in height, and 
as strait 88 an arrow. He was  always dressed in a  decent 
suit of black, and wore a  white  cravat, and, if seen without 
his box,  would certainly  have  been  taken  for  a  preacher. His 

that generally  employed in ordinary  conversation : in this as 
well a~ other things he  was unFe  the generality of quacks ; 

I neither  did  he  ever,  like most of  them,  elevate himself upon 
anything in order to be  seen, and create LL a  pitch.” His 
pills  were not put up in boxes, but in d sealed  packages, 
and were introduced and recommended to his customers in 
very nearly  these  words :- 

L‘ The recipe  from  which  these  pills are made,  my friends, 
was  obtained from the late celebrated Dr. Abernethy. They 
are introduced to you as a never failing remedy for coughs 
and colds, and I sell  them,  my &%ads, at the low  charge  of 
a penny  a  packet.  One  dose will give  you  almost instant 
relief,  and  two  or three packeh wdl certainly  cure the most 
-obstinate cough.  Therefore I say,  my  friends, try them,  for 
as a remedy for coughs and colds, I say they are invaluable.” 

Whether it was his venerable and respectable  appearance, 
his address, or the virtues of his pills, that caused the people 
t o  become his patrons, I know not, but he  certainly sold a 
great many. I am inclined to think, however, that his grati- 

> patter was  of the quiet order,  spoken in a tone no louder than 



tude was due to the extreme  gullibility of the lower ordm, 
who,  although they can the least afford it, are almost invmialjly 
supporters of wbreet  impmtms. T h  .man was,  Like  most of 
his “ craft,” when  $hey can get the means, a great drunkard: 
he seldom went home  sober on the days that he practised.” i 
He so t  only got drunk, but helpldy so, ynd, as L‘ a drunk r 

and incapable,”  he  was  well known to  the police, by whom he 
was frequently assided home. When he became incspable of 
waking,  he had a great desire for talking, and then always 
supposed that he was standing by the wayside with his pills. 
This propemiq sometimes  caused  much laughter amongst 
the peopleabout him, an instance of which  was related to me 
by an inspector of  police. The old  man,  who had got intQ 
“ the old  condition,”  was  found by a policeman at .eleven 
o’clock at night, on his back in  the street. In tumbling 
abou&  he  had cut his  face in two or three places,  and-although 
a  horizontal  position is  not mually chosen for  delivering an 
addrem--l‘ihe  doctor,” thinking, no doubt, thatl he was 
perpendicularly stationed at  his  wonted pitch,” was calling 
upon his “friends” to  try one  packet ! The policeman 
having turned his bulbeye upon the face of the prostrate 
form, recogniaed it as  belonging to  the old doctor,” and 
called  a brother constable  from over the way to his assistance. 

Here’s his box,”  said  comtable  number  one. “ Obtained 
at an immense  expense from thelateDoctor-Ab-er- 
nethy,” groaned out the quack. “And here’s his spectacles,” 
said  constable  number  two. For coughs and colds they- 
are-in-valu-a-ble,” ww the response. “ Blew  me,” 
cried  a  bystander, ‘1 he  has geveral cuts about his face.” “For 
which,”  groaned the pillmonger, I only  charge the low 
price of a  penny  a  packet ! ” 

The L‘ doctor ’’ has long since taken his final departure, 
resumed ‘ I  for ever and for “aye ” the position in which he 
was  &covered  by the policeman. a The people,” I suppose, 
like the monarch,  never  die, and I really do not think they 
cough  more now than when the doctor and his ‘‘ n e v e r - f a g  
remedy ” was amongst ihem ! 
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Addison had  a  very amwing paper in the Tatler on 
Quacks of the Time,” and although it was written nearly a 

century and a hau ago, I consider it so applicable to  the 
present  day, that I am induced to transcribe ilie following 
portion from it :- 

‘‘ About twenty years ago it - was  impomible to walk the 
streets without haxing an advertisement thrust into youp 
hand, of a  doctor ‘ who had arrived at the knowledge  of the 
green and red  dragon, and discovered the female fern seed.’ 
Nobody  ever  knew what this meant, but the green and red 
dragon so amused the people, that the doctor  lived very com- 
fortably upon  them.  About the same  time there was  posted 
a very hard word  upon  every  corner of the streets. This, to 
the best  of  my  remembrance,  was 

TETEACHYMAGOGON, 
which drew great shoals of spectators  about it, who read the 
bill that it introduced with unspeakable  curiosity ; and when 
they were  sick,  would  have  nobody but this learned  man for 
their physician. 

I once  received an advertisement of one ‘ who had studied 
thirty years by candle light for the good of-his countrymen.’ 
Be might  have  studied  twice  as  long  by daylight, and never 
h v e  been taken notice of. There are some  who  have gained 
themselves great reputation for physic  by their birth, as ‘the 
seventh sQn of a  sepenth son,’ and others by not being  born 
at all, as the unhorn doctor, who, I hear, is lately gone the 
way of his patients, having  died worth five  hundred  pounds 
per m u m ,  though he  was not bòrn to a halfpenny. 

“ My  ingenious  %end,  Doctor  Saffold,  wcceeded  my  old 
contemporary,  Doctor Lay, in the studies both of physic and 
astrology, to whieh he added that of poetry, as was to be  seen 
both upon the sign where he lived, and in  the bills  which he 
distributed. He was  succeeded by Doctor Case,  who  erased 
the verses  of his predecessor+ut of the sign-post, and sub- 
stituted in their placetwo of his own, which  were as follow :- 

Lives Doctor Case.’ 
, t Within this place 
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He is said to have got more by this distich> than lb. Dryden 
did  by all his works. There would  be no e5d  of enumerating 
the several  imaginary  perfections, and unaccountable artSces 
by  which this tribe of  men ensnare the minds of the vulgar, 
and gain crowds of admirers. I have seen the whole front 
of a  mountebank’s  stage,  from  one en$ to the other, faced 
with patents, certificates, medals, and great seals, by which 
the several  princes of Europe have  testified their particular 
respect and esteem for the doctor. Every great man, with a 
mounding title, has been his patient. I believe I have seen 
twenty mountebanks that have  given phpic to the Czar of 
Muscovy. The great Duke of Tuscany escapes no better;  the 
Elector of Brandenberg WM likewise  a  very  good patient. 

“ This great condescension  of the doctor  draws  upon him 
much  goodwill ficm his audience ; and it is ten  to one, but 
if any of them  be  troubled  with an aching  tooth,  his  ambition 
will prompt  him to get it drawn  by  a  person  who has had so 
many  princes, kings, and emperors under his hands. 

Q * Q * * Q 

‘‘ I remember  when our whole island was  shaken with an 
earthquake, some years  ago, there was an impudent  mounte- 
bank, who  sold  pills,  which, as he told the country people, 
were L very good against an earthquake.’ It may,  perhaps, 
be thought as absurd to prescribe  a diet for the allaying 
popular commotions and national  ferments, but I am verily 
persuaded, that if in such  a  case  a  whole  people  were to enter 
into a course of abstinence, and eat nothing but water gruel 
for  a fortnight, it would abate the rage and animosity of 
parties, and not a little contribute to the cure of distracted 
nation. Such  a fast would  have a natural tendency to the 
procuring of those  ends  for  which  a fast is usuauy  procGmed. 
If any m has a mind to  enter on such a voluntary absti- 
nence, it might not be  improper to give him the caution of 
Pythagoras in particular-abstine h abstain from 
beans,’ that is, say the interpreters, ‘ meddle not with elec- 
tions,’ beans having been  made  use  of  by the voters among 
the Athenians in the choice  of  magistrates.” 
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‘ l  In &os+, my  recipe is, take nothing,”  wrote Addison. 
But whilst it would undoubtedly be  unsafe to adopt this 
advice on all occdom, and not very wise to “ throw physic 
to the dogs,” it certainly behoves  one to pause  before  swallow- 
ing the much-lauded nostrum of the advertising  quacks, and 
t o  refuse  altogether to be gulled  by the  igsorant patterem of 
the Istreets. It may here  be  remarked, that scarcely any of 
our great writers have thought quackery  a  subject  unworthy 
of their notice. Sterne made it the subject of one of his 
.sermons. He said, ‘‘ So great axe the djf6culties of tracing 
out the hidden causes  of the evils to which this frame of ours  is 
subject, that the most candid of the profession  have  even 
allowed and lamented, how unavoidable they are in the dark, 
so that the best medicines, administered  by the wisest  heads, 
shall often  do the mischief they were  intended to prevent. 
These are misfortunes to which  we are subject in this state of 
darkness; but when  men, without skill, without  education, 
without knowledge either of the distemper  or  even  of what ‘ 

they sell,  make  merchandise of the miserable, and from  a  dis- 
honest  principle trifte with the pains of the unfortunate, too 
often with their lives, and &om the mere  motive of dishonest 
gain,  every  such  instance of a  person  bereft of  life by the 
hand of ignorance,  can  be  considered in no other light than a 
branch of the same  root. It is murder, in the true sense, 
which, though not cognisable’ by  our  laws,  by the laws of 
sight, in every  man’s  own mind and conscience, must  appear 
equally  black and detestable. In doing  what is mong, we 
stand chargeable with all the bad consequences  which arise 
fiom the act-ion,  whether  foreseen or not ; and as the principal 
view  of the empiric in those cases is not what  he  always  pre- 
kends-the  good  of the public, but the good  of  himself, it 
m a h  the action what it is.” 

Some  years  ago, a  medical  work,  published in Londou, 
.called ‘ L  The Gazette of,Health,” and edited  by Dr. Richard 
Reece,  Member of the Royal College  of Surgeons, used to 
mbmit all the ‘C new  discoveries ” to analysation, and gave 
&he result, in  the same  way as the Lancet has recently done 
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with articles of  food ; and as there is little doubt that a similar 
course with the wonderful  discoveries ” of our day would 
show  precisely similar results, I cannot do better, perhaps, 
than close this chapter with an extract or two from that work. 
Recollect  shopkeepers, and even  newspaper  publishers,  occa- 
sionally  become the agents for vending  such  nostrums as the 
following ; and if persons with a local,habitation and a 
name ” wil l  make themelves instmental in thus gulling the 
public, what may  we not expect from those  who  have neither 
name,  character, nor standing in society-the street ancl 
travelling quacks ? 

l‘ Elephant’s Mï&, under the caveat of government, an 
effectual  cure  for debmy, faded  complexions, gray hairs, 
nightly disturbances, spasmodic  complaints, certain diseases, 
bald  head,  noises in  the e m ,  stiffness of joint, premature 
waste, watery eyes, &c. &c., by P. Campbell.” 

Such was the head  of the advertisement. The learned and 
benevolent Dr. Campbell then goes on to state that he has 
run th0 risk o€ his life and fortune in making  two voyages to 
the desert of Africa, to insure a r e d d  supply of ‘‘ Elephants 
Ikfilk,” which  enables the above  miserable  objects to  cure 
themselves for a few shillings. , The doctor then tells us in 
bis treatise on itrJ virtues of th uncommon  dirscultry that 
existed  for  some time in procuring the Milk of the Ele- 
phant,” which led to the following stratagem :- 

“ A party of five  or  more  went into a forest  where the 
elephants most abound,  furnished with a portable windlaas, 
pdey, ropes,  axe,  saw,  squibs,  crackers, drums, &c. &c. 
They ascended the largest tree, to which the animals  resort, 
and having fixed the windlass in a proper situation, with a 
rope  hanging down, having a noose  of Q peculiar kind at its 
lower  end,  whereby they could grasp the neck of the female 
when  she  came to  the spot. The female advance with her 
young one on her  tusks, and places it against the largest 
tree €or safety,  whilst  she  herself stands by to protect it ; 
the persons  conceded  by the foliage  of the tree .then instantly 
adjust the snare, and pull up with the windlass, till her fore 
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feet are raked fkom the ground, and then 
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another noose is 
thrown romd her whici prevents any injury to the 
milker €rom that offensive  weapon ; they then descend from 
the tree, beating a drum to  Sghten away- the herd. They 
then set to  and milk the entrapped  elephant ; and having 
effected this most arduous task, ihey re-ascend the tree, and 
let  the animal loose, when  she turns round and runs imme- 
diately after the herd. 

“ The elephant’B .milk ~mpasses all other remdies. It is 
the very fountain of life. Let  the greatest invalid drink of 
it, and he &all live. 

‘‘ For the benefit of those who cannot take the milk in 
sd3icient quantity, it h been concentrated into a mass, so 
that a few pills contain a proper  dose of the milk. By 
doubly  concentrating the pills,  new  combinations are formed. 
To guard against impositions,  each bottle i~ sealed with the 
impression cd an elephant in the act of being  milked, and 
the doctor’s  initials, P. C., on the other, &c. &c.’’ 

Now let m see what The Gazette of Health ” says about 
the wonderful  discovery  of Doctor Campbell :- 

‘‘ On examining the contents of a ten shilling bottle of 
Elephant’s  Milk, containing ten ounces,  we .find it to be 
composed of spirituous  varnish (a solution of gum -tic in 
spirit of  wine) six drachms, water nine ounces two  drachmas ; 
on adding the varnish the water becomes white,  resembling 
milk ! The ten shilling bottle cost the proprietor twopence. 
The concentrated miUr is gum  mastic, and the doubly  con- 
centrated pills  c-ontain  mercury !” 

There, good, easy, but very  green  public, what think you 
of that? Having, as I expect,  opened  one of your eyes 
with “ Elephant’s Milk,’’ I will now operate on the other 
with an application of Solar Rays,” a very ,old and suc- 
caFlful  remedy  for  opening the eyes, c e r t d y  ; indeed, I 
believe it was( the firnt tried,upon Adam, but not, I dare 
say, in the form of a tincture, or he would surely  have  been 
alive  now ! Khat ! do  you doubt ? Then read the follow- 
ing advertisement :- 

l 
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“ The Re-animating  Solar Tincture, or  Pabulum of Life, 
the sanction of Royal Letters Patent, invented by the 

late Dr. Sibley, author of the L Medical Mirror,’ elucidating 
the principles  of  Life and Death, &c., but;  now prepared by 
.J. R. S., who, to prevent  impositions,  writes his own  name 
m the wrapper of each  bottle. 

“ An infallible  remedy  for Bcrofula, scurvy, and all im- 
purities of the blood and lymph,  for common maladies, tabes 
dorsab, for the restoration of  life in cases of sudden death, 
for muscular  debility and enfeebledconstitution,  for diseases 
of the brea& and lungs, asthma,  dropsy,  or  consumption, 
for  agues, convuIpjons, cholic,  bloody flux, and violent dis- 
orders of the stomach and bowels, for rheumatism,  cramp, 
joint aches,  head  ache, and all disorders  arising from 
obstructed  perspiration,  for cuts, stabs, wounds, bite of B 

mad dog,  or any venomous reptile,  for  atopping  mortification, 
and for  recent  cough ! 
L‘ This wonderful  medicine  was known in some meame to 

ancient philosophers, but from its expensive and laborious 
alchemical  preparations, has been long  lost to  mankind,  for 

-mot a single  drop  can  be  produced under many weeks’ di- 
gestion, and the elements of which it is composed are 
obtained with still greater labour and difficulty,  being 
extracted hom  the four  essential  properties  which  compose 
the Pabulum of Nature,  whence it is neither affected by 
, cl a g e  of weather nor climate, nor by heat nor cold, nor 
does it s d e r  any diminution of its strength or virtue by 
remaining open or  uncorked ! ” 

There,  is not this ‘L bottled daylight,” or “tincture,” or 
,whatever it is, a  wonderful nostrum? It will even bring 
.the  dead to life. 
lñ the fist  stage of the disorder, the learned  doctor directs 

&he patient to take a  table-spoonful of the tincture night 
and morning, in a  glass of water, but in the third Btage it 
mut be both internally and externally used to subdue the 
malady, and for the  latter purpose  only, no l es  than three 
ten  shilling  bottles wil l  be  required daily I Rather expensive, 

\ 
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but then it is such  a  wonderful  medicine. Dr. Reece,  how- 
ever,  analysed the stuff, and here is his report :- 

L‘ On subjecting t h  L expensive and laborious alchemical 
production ’ to chemical examination, we find it to be highly 
rectijed  spirit of wine,  &vowed  with the essential  oil of 
orange, and the sweet j lag  root .  It contains no mineral. 
preparation,  nor any virtue of a  vegetable, that is, of a 
stomachic or balsamic nature. The contenia of a ten 
shilling bottle cost the enlightened author of the L Medical 
Mirror ’ tenpence ; for  one half the diseasera for  which this 
pretended compound is recommended it is highly  improper, 
and for cases of recent cough,’  consumption, taba dorsalis, 
its stimulating effects on the stomach and sanguiferow 
system  must aggravate the most  distrerjsing  symptoms, and 

~ in a few days cannot fail to destroy all hopes  of  recovery, 
even  when taken in  the &t stage of the malady ; and in 
the diseaaea of debility, for it i extoUed as an idallible 
restorative,  a g- of  common gin w d l  prove  more  beneficial 
and leta injurious to the constitution. Surely the legislature 
cannot  be  aware of the serious impositions they sanction, by 
granting patents for  such dangerous compo&ions. The man 
who robs a traveller on the highway risks a  severe  punish- 
ment for his offence,  whilst he who datroys thomands by 
his nostrumEI la suffered to escape with impunity. n e  
offence  of the one la trifling  when  compared to  the other, for- 
the highwayman faces the p m n  he attach, and by threittcl- 
obtains his property, without doing him any personal in- 

. jury, whilst the other leads on his unfortunate dupe by U e -  
promises, and that, too, with the same  view  of robbing him 
of his money, L under the sanction of her Majesty’s letters 
patent,’  and, BP, some  blasphemously  aasert, L under Divine 
Providence.’ Thus, in a country profeasing to be the most 
enlightened in EuropeJ the credulous are robbed  of their 
money and health by mercenary and rapacious  impostors. 
But it is in the weakness of human nature that such quacks 
have  found  encouragement, and till the public is better ac- 
q h t e d  with the hearling art, aad the inhnous trade of; 
quackery, the imptom will flour&” 
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U CHEAP JOHNS ” D U T C H  AUCTIOX-“ CHE..@ JOHN’S ’’ 
ORATORY-A  WONDERFUL  -IFE-STATIONERY AND 
STATIONARY - AN EXTUORDINARY TELESCOPE - 
WORKING EN’S PURCHASES - CHEAP JOHN’S ” 

WIT-HÄNDSELLERS OF BOOKS-THE  SORT OF BOOKS 
HISTORIES OF IRELAND ”-(( THE WORKS OF 

OVID”-HISTOEY OF FRENCH ROBBERS,” &c. &c.- 
HKNDSELLERS OF Boons werms OLD BOOK STALLS- 
ELIJAH RIDINGS AT EIS STALL-BOOK STUS RE- 
COKAXEKDED-SELLERS OF OBSCENE BOOKS-FLAND- 
SELLERS OF WATCHBS - DESCSRIPTION OF THE 
WATCHES-TREIR V~LUE, COST, &~.-DESCRIPTIO& 
OF THE SELLERS-THEIR TRICKS, MODE OF SEUING, 
&c.-kri -ITINERANT AUCTIONEER-A  DRUTCEEN ci GEN- 
TLEMAN ” PARTING W C T H  HIS WATCH-%E 66  PLANT ” 

SPOILED, AND THE AUDIENCE INDIGNB;NT--“ MOCK 
AUCTIONS ”--How TO DISTINGUISH THEM--EXTERNAS. 
m m  I~~~ERK&-APPELWXNCE-DODGES OF THE DECOY 
DUCKS~THE ( L  BOOTS” OF AN Em BRINGS A WATCH 
TO SELI-THE AUCTIONEER  OBLIGES  HIM-TWAS A 
CON8PIRACY. 

. I  

CHEAP JOHNS.” 1 

But still his.t,onngae ran op, the l e a  
Of weight it bore, with greater ease ; 
And with ite everlasting &ck.-Bytler. 

THESE men deal in a great varie6y  of &idess m& a8 
hardwaze, c u t l q 2  m w m e s ,  firarrWJ; ~Mdlerr? and all . 

i 
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sorts of Bixmin- g o d .  I remember hearing one say 
that he  dealt in everything, U &om a bodkin to  a bush  fag- 
got,” but I did not see the latter article hanging about,  nor 
did I haz  any cusbmers inquire for it;. Cheap John ” 
invariably tzavels in a. tilted cart or van,  which frequently 
answers the double  purpose  of  warehouse a d  dwelling- 
house- 

So cont7ived a double debt t o  pay, 
A bed at night, a chest of drawers by day.” 

When not travelling, the horse istaken aut of the shafts, which 
are then supported  horizontally with leg stich.’’ Aeross 
the shafts hoards are laid, wbich form a very  convenient and 
roomy platform; the door is always in the front of the vehicle, 
opening on t o  the platform ; the wheels  being  securely blocked, 
all is firm. The name of the proprietor is painted on %he 
,right hand  side of the vehicle, together with the name of the 
town he is supposed ta come from ; generally it i a  “ Shef- 
field, Yorkske,” or Birmingham, Waxwickahire ; ” but 
frequently  these places are their nominal homes ody, for 
every  one  who owns a vehicle  of this description,  must  belong 
to  ~ o m e  place,  by Act of Parliament ; ” their real homes are 
almost anywhae in the kingdom. They are found,& almost 
every €air of note, in t r a v u  to wbich, they always “work” 
the t o m  and many of the villagm on’ the route. Agried- 
tura1 towns me said .to  be better than those of the rnmufhc- 
turing diatrich ; they &rd better pr ic~ . .  

Theae  men. d k p e  of their go& by what ìs called 
“ HandseItbg>’ or U Dutch:  Auction, ” and so evade the 
auction licme. 6’ Haadsefig. ’’ is fmmething like the 
reverse of selling by auction, for whilst the lather B perfarmed ’ 

by proceeding from la low  price ta a higher? the former k 
managed  by o d i q  out a high price and coming torna lower. 
In descending  by sum , to  the lowest price he means to 
take,  Cheap John 7’ dom, not arriver a t  the minimurn 
without dwelling; he has always ahking  $ce, and many a 
Peenhorn himbeen taken -in. by taking one .of; theBe down 
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stations to be the terminus, and closing the purchase. l i p s  

pushing off and describing his goods, l‘ John” makes  use of 
an unlimited quantity of ‘ l  chaff,” and frequently displays a 
deal  of wit. Each concern  requires  two  men to wark it, 
taking turns in ‘ I  doing the patter.” I have frequently seen 
very young lads take a turn, and on one occasion a woman. 
Women are freqwytly attached to the concern, but their- 
bminea is to stand inside and hand out  the articles as they 
are wanted, and to attend to the domestic arrangemenb of 
the vehicle. 

A few  specimens of ‘ I  Cheap John’s ” gab ” will show 
the style used  by all ; some, certainly, have  more talent for I 
their business, and show  more ready wit than others. Every 
article sold  seems to have a separate and distinct stock  piece 
of oratory for itself. 

Here is a  concern in Shudehill, Manch&er. The front 
of the van is hung round with guns,  bridles, trays, rules, 
m d n g  tapes,  braces,  belts,  hand-saw& &c. h., and h m  
the centre of the top of the doorway is suspended  a large 
magnet, to which  a  pocket-knife and a pair of sckors are 
clinging ; and L large oil  lamp is suspended fiom a short pole 
which  Bprings fiom the roof of the van. The platform is 
occupied  by a middle-aged man in a red pluah  waistcoat with 
sleeves,  corduroy  breeches, white  stockings, and high-low 
shoes. One  side of his head only is covered  by a  worsted 
cap, the peak of which has forgotten its proper office, for 
instead of shading both eyes, it is covering  one eaz. It ia, 
eight o’clock at n i g h h  Saturday night in February. In 
&ont of the vas, with the bright glare of the lamp  reflected 
on their upturned faces, stand, at least, two  hundred pemonsT 
mostly  men-there are some  women  amongst  them-and 
51 good sprinkling of la&. I am a few seconds too late to 
hear what “ John” said to cause such  a  general roar o€ 
laughter, but here is something  which I did hear. The 
speaker has in his hand an open  pocket-knife :- 

‘~NOW, this knife, remember, is one that m sent to me 
by Mister Rogers, of Bhdeld, v a spechint. He onlx 
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sent me  one, and here it is. Who’ll give  five shillin’s for i t ?  
Bemember, this is a  knife that will suit anybody  or anything. 
A blade that would do for  a  roguish debtor to cut his stick 
with, shave himself, or open his oysters, and a  smaller one 
that would stick a  clothes-horse,  bleed  a  wheelbarrow, or 
mend  a  steel  pen.  Remember, thk is a  well-bred  knife, its 
father was a razor, and ib mother  a  butcher’s  cleaver, and 
introduced to me by  Mister  Rogers. Now, I’ll not ask a 
long  price  for it, who’ll  give two-and& ? Two-eighteen- 
pence-there, d-n it, who’ll give  a  shillin’  for it ? No 
buyers? Well, none on yer cannor  have  nothin’ to cut. 
Here stop-sell I will ; eleven-ten-nine-eighheven- 
six. Who’ll give six ? sixpence and it’s yours. Now, I’ll 
ask no more, and 1’11 never take no less ; sell it or never sell 
it, buy it who will.” “ Here,”  shouted  a  man in the crowd, 
pushing his way up to  the van, with sixpence in hk hand. 
, He had no sooner got the knife, than he  began to praise it 
aloud,  said it was dirt cheap ; and, having thus performed his 
part, walked  away. The man on the platform now  held up 
another  knife like the last, exclaiming-“ Just one  more.” 
L‘ Why, I thought you said you only had  one ? ” a lad called 
out. L‘ O ,  you  foolish young  dog,”  cried  Cheap John. U I 
said, Mister Bogers  only sent me  one as a  sample ; but I, 
immediately,  ordered  twelve gross on ’em.” ‘ l  Ehe,” 
‘1 here,”  called  several in  the crowd, and the vendor  aold a 
great nuruber of them ; bawling out, at  the receipt of each 
sixpence,  Sold  again,  sold  again-I say, sold  again.” I 
examined  one of the knives and found it to be  of the de- 
scription sold -in Sheffield at  three shilings-and-sixpence a 
dozen. A pair of braces  were next offered, and were decked 
to  be “ long  enough and strong enough to tow a ship into 
harbour ; V  none  were  sold. A pair of glass  salt-cellars  came 
next, and were  recommended as being so immensely thick 
and strong, that they were  used by their present  owner for 
blocking the wheels of his van, when his horse  rested in 
ascending a hill! Sixpence  was the price of the pair, but 
very few  were  sold. A half dozen of table knives and forks 

F 
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were then held up and declared in very laudatory terms to  be , 
“ genuine,” they were started at   ihee shillings and came 
down to sixpence the half  dozen-a great many  were  sold. I 
I examined  one lot and found they were “ genuine ” cast- 
iron, very  roughly  finished, and very dear at any price,  for ’ 
the knives  could  never  be  made to cut, and the forks would 
break with a  very slight pressure.  Some articles of stationery 
were  much in demand ; each lot consisted  of a quire of 
writing paper, of the quality used for wrapping tea in, 
twenty-five envelopes,  same quality of paper, a stick o€ ’ 

sealing-wax of the quality usually  found on the top of , 
blacking  bottles, and a  small box  of steel pens,  very trashy, 
the maker having forgot to  split the nibs of  some  of  them. 
The lowat price of the lot was a shilling ; aboui a dozen lots 
were  sold. A p was the next thing tried, but it did not 
go off. A pocket-book  of the annual kind was the next 
mticle  offered ; it was introduced as follows :- 

LC I see plain  enough  there’s no sportamen  here, no gum 
are wanted, yer not them sort of people as fools yer  money 
away on guns and shooting, no that yer not, and I recorn- 
mend  yèr for it. Why I never shot a  single thing in my life 
but two-one was the  cat and the other wm the moon ! But 
that gun as I’ve just showed yer would  sell for five  pound if 
I had it in another place, for I’ll guarantee it to bring down 
an agent or a landlord at sixty yards ; but, gentlemen, as I 
said  before,  you are not a sporting people. No, you are a 
lamed people, and wants stationery and things like this here 
pocket-book. Talking of stationery, I’ve got such  a  precious 
lo t  of this ware-something  leas than a  thousand gross of 
these books to begin with-talking of stationery, I say, I’m, 
blow’d if I sha’n’t be stationary if I don’t sell a  precious 
lot of ’em, for my old  horse-bad luck to  h -g ibs  going 
up hill, and kicks  going down ; he’s just like an old ahanick: 
the longer I keep him, the less  he’s to be  depended on.” 
The speiker here trimmed his lamp with his fmgers and 
immediately  drew  them  across his &ce, making a broad  black 
mask which  seemed to cut it in two, and which added so 
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much to  the comical  look of his phiz, as t o  draw forth a roar 
of laughter. When it had  somewhat  subsided,  a lad called 
out, Master, you’ve got a dirty face.” “ Never  mind,” 
was the reply,  to-morrow% the day for washing it-I always 
washes my  face  once  a  week  whether it wants it or not. - 
Now, who’ll  give  me a  half-a-crown for the pocket-book; see 
here, it haEl a  pocket  for letters, and a  pocket  for  notes, a 
Fretts tale to please yom sweetheart, ánd a song or two to 
please yourself; here’s a column for pounds and a column 
for pence,  a  column to  put down what you  lend and a column 
to put down what  you borrow; here’s a  place to  put down 
what  you  lose, and a  place to put down whatl you steal ; 
talking of stealing they say L honesty is the best  policy ; ’ 
but I’m very  happy to say, my friends, I can live without 
it I Now,  who says two shillings-eighteen pence-twelve 
yes, one Bhilling for it 3 Recollect,  here’s a leaf for  every 
’year in the month, and every  month in the week. What !- 
no buyers? Nobody  give  a  bob for a book like this?.  But 
you s7uzZZ have  ’em, I bought ’em for nothink, and I suppose 
you want ’em for something less ; but that will not do, ‘ live 
and let live.’ I’ll split the difference with yer-who says 
six? There, d-n it, take it for six-there, that’s it-sold 
to  a literary gentleman worth a  thousand  a  year, all in copper, 
and every  penny of it is kept fiom him by. the right owners! 
Sold  again-old  again-old again ! ” 

And a great many were  sold at sixpence  each,  which  was 
the minimum price. This mticle was better worth themoney 
than any othw Cheap John ” sold in my presence. 

The pocket-books having ceased to be attractive, this 
pushing man of business next reached out a  small  telescope, 
and placing it to his eye  exclaimed, “ I’m happy to say, my 
friends, that I can  see  you’ve plenty of money left in your 
pockets ; for this is a  wonderful  telmcope, and not one ou 
yer will go away without buying one on ’em, I should think. 
 OW, my friends,  you  may  p’raps  have  heerd talk of Paddy’s 
gun that shot round the corner. Why, this little instrument 
fi enable you ta see round twenty corners, though brick 

F 2  
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walls, done walls, and wooden  walls. This instrument, on 
a clear day, will bring people that are twenty miles off, so 
near that you can  hear what they are talking about! Ha, ha, 
you  may laugh, but I’ll tell you what happened to me at 
Liverpool, I was standing on the docks  looking at a large 
ship that was about ten  hiles out, and I took out this teles- 
cope to enable  me to see  he;  more plainer, when I draw’d 
her so close to me that I was obliged to bolt for f ear  of being 
collared for running  her  aground! Ha, ha,  you  may laugh, 
but buy ’em and try ’em. But, I say,  look  here, it might be 
troublesome  for  some on yer to have  peopie too  near  yer. 
Well ! then  just turn  the instrument, put the large end t o  
your eye in this way, and by  sich means  you may keep off 
policemen and poor  relations. Have one ! I should think you 
would ; here, take two,  young man-one for each  eye. Just 
another, sold again, sold again. Hac's ‘ another of the same,’ 
as King David  says of h Psalms, sold again, sold  again.” 

Severd-probably  near a dozen-were  sold, and this is  a 
glaring instance of the way  money is got out of the pockets 
of the working people. Of what earthly me were these 
things to them, even  if the quality had been good? But, 
there are many working men,  when they get their wages in 
their pockets on a Saturday night, who  seem perfectly in- 
capable of resisting  anyone that has anything to sell ; the 
consequenceis, that frequently-after  swallowing  a  few  slices 
of tripehalf a score  of  opte-ome kied &h-a few 
pickled  musclea and cocldes, and a “baked tatur ” or two- 
they reach home with their market basket crammed with 
such  articlea as c‘ a  pair of pictures,” through which a couple 
of chalk  cherubs  have thrust their mutilated limbs in their 
desperate efforts to escape strangulation, from a few pairs of 
useless  shoe-laces. A box or two of  matches  purchased from 
as many impostors, “ out of charity.” A box  of  pills, and a 
worm  powder or two thai have  broke  loose, and come pre- 
maturely in contact with the next day,’s provisions (if pro- 
visions there be) ; together with a packet of  envelopes, and 
- it may be-one of ‘‘ Cheap John’s ” telescopes ! This is 
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not an overdrawn  picture, the reality may  be seen any Satur- 
day night, in the haunts of the working people, in the 
manufacturing districts. 

I have  given  a pretty fair specimen  of the ‘( patter” made 
use  of by ‘‘ Cheap John,” but some  of the brotherhood  use 
m,my droll sayings and show a good ded of wit, and it must 
be admitted that that which I have quoted is not altogether 
barren of either ; it containa many things calculated to make 
a mob laugh, and that is the object  sought ; for, unless the 
bptanders are kept in a good  humour, John ” knows he 
cannot push his businem. b y o n e  ponsessing the slightest 
knowledge of the human  character knows, that for  a  person 
to  be  imposed upon, or induced to concede anything, that 
person  must h t  be got into a good  temper. This failing” 
seems to be universal, and the remedy as uhivermlly under- 
stood, as well  by the child who fondes and comes its ‘{ Ma,:’ 

’ or nurse,” into a good temper to confer  some favour, as by 
“ Cheap John,” who  ticklea and gammons the factory hand 
in Manchester or the clodhopper  of  some agricultural f i g e ,  
into buying  something  which,  nineteen  times out of twenty, 
he does not want, or if  he  does want it, it fa& to answer the 
purpose  for  which it was  purchased. 

The reader will not fail to notice the sly  allusion ‘to the 
outrages in lieland when the gun was rejected ; the flattery 
used in introducing the pocket-book ; nor the extravagant 
assertions  respecting the  attracting and r e p e k g  powers of 
the telescopeequalling almost  any-thmg of the sort that has 
been importedfrom beyond the Atlantic. The answer to the 
boy  also  was a piece  of ready wit, which  gome  of these men 
seem  always to have at their tongue’s  end ; indeed,  flash 
slang, low wit, droll  sayings,  double  enténdre, and sometimes 
a  really  rich  pun, m y  always  be  heard  wherever U Cheap 
John ” hm got a U pitch.” 

Should this description tempt anyone to stop and listen, 
this little piece  of  advice will not be, in all caes, meces- 
s q .  Take care  how  you are induced to buy,  for the article 
purchased may not be what you expected it to be, and also 
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take care of your  pockets  whilst  you  stop.  Cheap John” 
is not the only  person  who haa a  design  upon  them. Pick- 
pockets are always  busy in these  crowds. 

I 

HAND-SELLERS” OF BOOKS. . ,  

Having described s e h g P  by hand” in another  place, I 
need not repeat the description  here. It should  be  borne in 
mind that bookselling Li by hand” is quite a Werent business 
to tht carried on at the old  book stalls in the streets and 
market places. The stall-keepers deal  honestly with their 
customers, and never attempt to sell  a  work  for  what it is 
not, or  push  a book off by  praise,  clamour, and lies ; but 
leave the selection and choice to the knowledge and option 
of the purchaser ; but the former deal only in such books as 
are fit €or little else than waste  paper.  Blanchester, and 
indeed the whole  of this part of the kingdom, haß  been 
supplied  principally  from  Dublin, but some  have  come  from 
Belfast, some from  Bristol, and some also from ‘ London. 
There have  been  immense quantities of  these  books sent 
from Dublin, and nearly all from one  dealer there, at twenty 
shillings  per  hundred  weight ; but there has  been  very little 
done in them from that quarter for some time past, in con- 
sequence  of the parties refusing- to send any more at  the 
price  named, and the buyers  here standing out against an 
advance.  These books consist of odd  volumes of all sorts 
and sizes, and printed in almost all languages,  intermixed 
with old  pamphlets, tracts, and treatises, on all subjects 
except interesting ones, stray numbers of magazhes, super- 
annuated LLDirectories,” Books of Roads,” &c. &c. &c. 
But they are seldom  sold to  the public  for  what they really 
are; all sorts of  names and titles are given  them  by the 
“ handsellers” t o  obtain purchasers-hundreds  of  old Dublin 
Directories  have  been  sold for Bistori@ of Ireland ! Born 
t h  is effected will  here be seen. 

The seller  &xes his temporary rostrum at some street 
corner, UPOR some vacant ground, or, if allowed, in  the 
Market Place, and by  bawling out and making  a great noise, 
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’soon obtains a “pitch,” when he  immediately  offers  one of 
his best  looking  books (introducing it very  much in the same 
manner as that practised  by the Cheap John ” fraternity), 
and coming  down to a low figure, seldom fails to effect a 
sale. He then selects another, and if it has not got a taking 
title, he gives it a  new  one,  generally  mixing up  its real title 
with a more  popular and unreal one,  as in the following 
instance :- 

L i  Now, thin, gintlemin,  here is a  beautiful  work, an illigant 
book, such as you  wouldn’t get in any shop in Manchester 
for less nor haE-a-crown. Let me  see what it is  (pretends 
t o  read from the  title page). This, gin tlemin, is the works 
of  Ovid,  consiElting  of all his  poethry,  tales, anecdoterj, 
thravels, discoveries,  resarches, and bon mots, and all thrans- 
lated h m  the original Greek into good English. Now, 

I. who’ll give me two shillings for it-eighteenpence-one 
sbïlling-who’ll give me  sixpence 3 Here ? sell I will,  for I 
have  a large library to  sell to-night, belonging to B ccebrated 
litherary character,  upon  which there is no r e m e ,  %S the,, 
gintlemanh dead, and his  widdy  can’t read, more’s the pity, 
and  the poor crathur wants money ; now, if there’s anybody 
here can read, Ill take fourpence for i h o l d  again-thadcee, 
sir, you’re a  sinsible  young man ! ” 

By permission  of the purchaser I examined the book, and 
found it to be A translation of $he first book of Ovid’s 
Tristia, in heroic English verse, with the original text. By 
Francis Arden,  counsellor at law.” It ww published in 
New York, and was minus a few  leaves. The lad that bought 
it wm sorely disappointed at  the absence  of the U tales, 
anecdotes,  thravela,  discoveries,  resarches, and bon mots,” 
which had been  ascribed to Ovid, and which he very reanson- 
ably thought he was purchasing  a copy  of. It‘wU be  seen 
that this obliging d d e r  not only added  imrneniely to the 
vemtility of the genius of the author, but also changed 
him from Latin to Greek ! But however  much a p u r h e r  
may be disappointed  by  these  misrepresentations, no money 
i returned. . 

I 
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I will give another instance, both the place and the dealer 

are  the same as in the last case ; the seller  was  holding up a 
goodly  sized  volume, and, pretending to read fiom the  title 
page,  bawled out- 

‘‘ Here’s a  nice intheresting book ; it contains  a  histhory of 
all the great French robb?rs,  thieves,  murtherers, and male- 
facthers of the last century, and will last ye many a long 
winter’s  evening. I’ll go bail ye’ll not get through it in a 
hurry l Now, I’ll not ask ye a long rambling  price  for it, 
cos I know ye’ll not give it-. shillin-nine-eight-who’ll - 
give  me  sixpence  for it ? ” 

A young  man  purchased it at  the last-named  sum, and 
djourned to a shop  window  opposite to examine it, but 
immediately returned and demanded his money  back. 

What for ?” asked the seller. “1 cannot read it,” answered 
the purcher. “ Well ! that’s  good,  be-dad,  anyway,” cried 
the impudent  impostor, to expect me to give  a book like 
that, and find  ye  eddication and all for  sixpence,  ye  onraison- 
able  fellow,  go  home  wid  ye and larn.” ThiFJ cawed a 
general laugh at the expense of the young  man, during which 
.he  bashfully retired from the scene. I followed him and 
requested to be permitted to examine the book ; he  handed 
it to me,  when I found it was entirety in the French language, 
and might have been, for anything either  buyer or seller 
knew, a ‘ I  history ” of anyhhing,  or  anybody, or no history 
at all. 

The only truth the seller  gave utterance to when he was 
6‘ pattering,’’ was  when he said that  the book  would last the 
buyer many a  long  winter’s  evening,” and that he wodd 

not get through it in a  hurry.” I have  seen a great many 
similar  impositions  practised by these  fellows. The only way 
to  avoid $em b, to purchme nothing from  them ; but if 
you want a  second-hand  book, to go to an old  book  shop, or 
stall, you will then have the advantage of  being  allowed to 
examine itbefore purchasing, and not be &ed an  unremn- 
able  price  for it. Many very valuable and scarce  works 
have been  picked up at a trifling charge at the old book stab. 

i ! \ 
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> I believe a  genuine ‘‘ Julia Bernem ” was bought at  a stall 
I I in London, for  a  few shillings, and sold  immediately after- 
1 wards  for  as many hundreds of pounds ! Bank notes have 
c . aIso been found occasionally in old  books, but such  notes,” 

although  a great deal more interesting than  any inserted by 
either author or  editor, are also  more  scarce. H all are 
not prizes,  however, you never  meet with the disappointment 

seller.” 

old  books in the streels and marketa of Manchester ; latterlx, 
however, the trade has been carried on more in shops; Some 
of these stalls were kept by  very intelligent men. Elijah 
Eidins, one  of the “Lancashire Poets in Humble  Life,’, 
and author of “ The Village Muse,” kept a stall for many 
years in Shudehill,  Manchester, and many of his  rhymes 
mere  composed  while he sat at his stall waiting for  customers. 
\Vmt these stalls offer a  ready medium for obtaining a 
book, they are also  a sure market for  persons  who  have  books 
t o  dispose  of. One of the most  respectable of the stall- 
keepers  informed  me that it was  almost incredible the 
number  of  books  offered for  sale that had been dirshonmtly 
obtained. Circulating library volumes are very frequently 
offered,  even with the name of the library, or proprietor, 
stamped in them.  Bibles,  Testaments, Prayer, Psalm, and 
Hymn Books, are regularly offered  for sale to  the stall- 
keepers on Monday  mornings, having been stolen from 

. churches and chapels  on the previous day. ‘ I  These:’ my 
informant  continued, I L  of  course, I never  purchase, and I 
know  many that refuse to do SO; but they are bought, 
without the seller  being  asked  a  question.” This will pro- 
bably  account for the books alluded to being so numerous in 
the old  book trade. The persons  who steal them cannot be 
paid  much  for  them, as the dealers  offer them at a very 
cheap rate. 

with great bargains, I will relate an instance that occurred 

i 

I There used to be a great number  of stalls for the sale OP 

r of a  blank, as in  the case  of the young  man and the I L  hand- 

I 

l As a proof that these  dealers in old  books  sometimes  meet 
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to a dealer in old  books at Manchester, in the purchaser’s 
awn wordEl :- 

‘‘ h the early part of 1819 a man of the name of John 
Webater,  who kept a shop  for the sale of second-hand 
clothes, in Turner-street, came to me at my stall and said, 
‘ James, I understand thou buys old books.’ I answered, 
‘ Yes, I do.’ L Well,  then,’  said he, L I know  where there I [ 
is a lot they want to get rid of badly. I bought all their 
.old  clothes  yesterday, and had as many as almost flled my , 
shop for a trille.’  How many books have they?’ I asked. 
‘ O, many  thousands,’  he  replied, ‘ and they can be bought 
.at your own price, as the woman in charge of the house is 
anxious to give up the key.’ At this time a man  of the 
name  of James Crook  kept a paper  shop close to my stall in 
the market place. We were  on  very  friendly  terms, and I 
went and told  him of the bargain I thought I could get if I 
could  raise  money  enough. 80 it was  agreed  between  us 
that he  should  find the whole of the money required to pur- 
chase the books, and I was to  allow  him  five  pounds for the 
use of it, the principal to be  paid as soon m the books  were 
re-sold.  Accordingly,  he put forty pounds in his pocket, 
and we all three went to  the house  where the books  were. 
The house  was in Oldham-street, next door to  the chapel. 
We knocked at the door, and a young woman  answered, 
the same that Webster had  bought the old  clothes  fiom. 
Webster having introduced me as a buyer of old b o o b  she 
said she  was glad we  had  come, and at once  showed us into 
the room  where lay the old books. The number quite 
startled me ; they lay in a heap in the middle of the room, 
many of them good  books, and in excellent  condition. I 
began to think we had not brought money  enough t o  buy 
them,  for up to that time not a word had been said about 
the price, 30 I broke the ice  by  saying, ‘ what is your in- 
structions respecting  them ?’ She said she had no instructions 
at all, more than that she  was to dispose  of them  for  what 
they would fetch ; and that she  was tired of stopping in the 
house done, and that she  was  anxious to sell, that she might 
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get away. I did not b o w  what to bid, so said it was no 
use us stopping if  she  would not put a price on them, and 
turned to  go away. When she  saw this, she called out, 
‘ Will you. give  five-and-twenty shillings for them?’ I ww 
completely stunned, and could  scarcely  believe that I heard 
aright. Thinking, however, that she would probably take a 
even  pound, I bid her’F3eventeen shillings  for  them, and t o  
my still further surprise,  she  said, L Well, give  me the money 
and take them away.’ I gave Crook five  pound  for  coming 
with the money (although it was not used), and I gave 
Webster a pound  note-all he asked-for the introduction. 
Webster was afterwards in Lavender’s  police. He is yet 
living, and keeps an old iron stall, opposite the R;ising Sun, 
in Swan-street. The books I sold far considerably  over a 
hundred pounds. There was a mystery attending them, 
when I purchased  them,  which I could not underatand, and 
which time has not embled me to solve.” 
Two of the most noted  dealers in old books of late years in 

Manchester  were Jacob Williamson, commonly known as 
Old Jacob ”-he  began  businesa in the spring of 1817, and 

his  name has been  mentioned by more than one  local author 
n n d  Nathan Moore,  whose  shop  was  opposite the Llangollen 
Caskle, in Deansgate. He began  business on the  1st of 
January, 1830. Both have  now  passed away ; they both 
died in the same  week, and both with their shoes on. 

There is another class of ‘‘ booksellers ” whose practices 
are worse than those  .of the “ handsellem,” for, whilst the 
latter sell only books that are simply  meless, or nearly so, 
the former  deals in those only that are disgusting and vicious. 
I allude to a lot of fellows  who prowl about the streets, 
without exhibiting anything openly  for  sale, but who, when- 
ever they me a young man, or a lad, that looks likely to 
become a purchaser,  approach him, and draw from an inside 
pocket a small bok, opening it so as to show a most dis- 
gusting and highly-coloured  picture, and aäk him to purchase 
it. These  books are of the most a t h y  and obscene de- 
scription,  and  fetch, in some instances,  most extravagant 
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pricw. The fellows  who  sell them generally carry a hymn 
book, or a  ready  reckoner, with which,  by I‘ ringing the 
changes,” they deceive  suspicious  questionem and unsophis- 
ticated policemen. They also deal in ‘‘ French Prints,” 
painted cards, and bawdy songs. They carry on their trade 
in such an artful and, cautious  mannFr, that there is great j 
diftlculty in detecting them ; but whenever the magirrtrates , 
see them in  the dock for this description of offence, it is 
visited, azr it ought to be, with just punirjhment, if sending 
them to prison  for  a short time can be  considered a just 
punishment  for  such offences. For, when  we  consider that i 
the principal  purchasers of these thingEl are young lads, who I 

are tempted to part with their money  for what can  only  have 
a vicious and contaminating  tendency, and that such thipgs 
are frequently shown  by  these lads to young females, as well 
as to their own  male  companions, parents, at least, will 
come to the conclusion that scarcely any amount of punish- 
ment would  be too great for those  villains who circulate 
them. 

1 
HAWKERS, ST;REET DEALERB, 

WATCHSELLERS. 
These  men &o get rid of their goods”  by U handselling ;” 

and of all the  cheab I have yet mehtioned,  or  have to 
mention, I cannot allow any to bear off the palm,  for  down- 
right roguery,  from  them. They deal in watches  which, 
like the Jew’s razors, are l‘made to sell,” their value, as 
timekeepers,  being  nothing, and as old  metal, not one  penny. 

these  men at eight shillings and ninepence each. They are 
made up as follows  :-The  works ” are such as have  done 
duty in old-fashioned country watohes till, like,  probably, 
their original owners, they have  becorrie  worn out and 
superannuated ; and, having  been  purchased  by the dealers 
for ‘‘ breaking up,” they are stripped of their cases and 

sent to Coventry ” (literally, of  course), there to receive 
-like the poor  old  broken-down agricultural labourers in 

They are made  principally in Coventry, and are sold to \ 
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some of our union workhouses-a  most humiliating and un- 
English drm, albeit an imposing one, too, for  they-the 
watchworks, not the paup-re there fitted into German 
silver cam and condemned to work, if they c m ,  for the 
remainder of the term of existence in their new but worth- 
less attire. Now, we  have read of refractory paupers who, 
not liking their dress, refused to work in it ; paupers who 
were past work, obstinate  paupers who  would not march to 
time,  who  persisted in being  too  fast ” or too slow,” and 
of paupers whose “ works ” have  stopped  never to  “go” again. 
Well,  these  watches are always like one or the other of these 
paupers. Their cases are, as I have already stated, made of 
German silver  (which  means no dver  at all), or of block- 
tin,  but are sold as red silver, and to aid the deception, 
there is an imitation hall-mark ” stamped on the inside. 
Having described the watches, I will attempt to portray the 
watchsellerrj. They are generally dremed in the manner 
known as shabby  genteel,’’ and all have? to  an observer of 
physiognomy, the indescribable  look of ‘‘ a sharper ” stamped 
on the face. A slight, but unmistakable,  brogue,  which you 
detect m soon as they begin to ‘‘ patter,” proclaims them at 
once natives of, or near, the capital of “ the Sister  Isle.” 
They generally,  when carrying on business, have  one or two 
accomplices about  them, to k t  them in their deceptions ; 
they carry their stock-in-trade’’ in their pockets, and, 
when not selling,  make no show ; an arrangement which, at 
times, they find  exceedingly  convenient,  for  sometimes  a 
victim will return-haa%lg  discovered the impositîon  prac- 
tised  upon  him+nd then, if  he  becomes turbulent, “ the 
game is up with that I‘ pitch.’’ 
A great many of th-  watchsellers  now,  however,  t&c 

out an aactioneer’s  licence, m they k d ,  by selling by auction, 
they obtain better prices ; but, both as U Handsellas” and 
“ Auctioneers,” they resort to the most artful tricks for the 
PurpoEe of making a sale. I was an eye-witness to  the 
following,  which  took  place in Manchater a few months ago : 
A fellow WM standing on the head of an empty flour barrel, 
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attempting to dispose  of a watch. His “ pitch” consisted of 
about Hty or sixty persons,  who  stoodclosely  packed around 
him. Suddenly there was  a  scuflling  amongst  them,  caused 
by  a  well-dressed  young man reeling about and endeavouring 
to push his way up to  the flour barrel ; he  appeared to be 
very drunk, and taking from his fob  a bright, glittering, and 
good-looking  watch, and from his neck a3ashy gold-looking 
chain, attached t? the watch;  he  stammered out, ‘‘ Here, Mr. 
Auctioneer-Quccup)-I’m hard up ; d-d hard up-@c- 
cup,-I’ve  been on the spree  a  week, and have spent all my 
money-@ccup)-and now I’ll sell  my  watch+hiccup)- 
and guard-(hiccup). Pes, sell ’em-sell ’em.”  Some of 
the bystanders  laughed,  others  said, “ What a  pity.” I‘ Mister 
Auctioneer ” remonstrated with the gentleman  on his folly, 
and tried to persuade him to go  home-the foolieh gentle- 
man ” was  inexorable-was determined to ‘( raise the wind.” 
The auctioneer, finding this to  be the case, took the watch 
and guard, examined them, and then reported  favourably of 
their quality and value. Turning to  the inebriated owner, 
he  asked,  Well, what must I ask for them, sir ? ” The 
answer  was, O,  anything, d-n them, sell ’em, for I want- 
money.”  Several  persons  now  pressed forward to look at  
the articles, and the man on the tub asked, in a  loud  voice, 
!L l3 the guard solid  gold, sir 3 ” The answer  was equally 
loud--L‘That I’ll warrant.” I e x a h e d  the guard and found 
it to be  such as are sold to the dealers at one shiZEng each, or 
ten shillings Q dozen ! The watch was  one of the sort I have 
described, a ‘g genuine ” eight and nine ! 1 And in the &un- 
ken  gentleman, who  was so anxious to part with his watch, 
I recognised  a  confederate of the watchdealer’s, an ex-quack 
doctor ! ! ! A  market  official, who had been  looking on unob- 
served, now came up and spoiled the plant,” which  had the 
effect  of instantaneously  sobering the =-quack, who, as well 
as Mbter Auctioneer,”  marched off, leaving the flour barrel 
to take care of itself, and many of the audience, indignant 
at the unwarrantable infringement of the liberty of her 
Majesty’s  subjects, in not permitting a tradesman to  exercise 
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his U calling,”  a  gentleman to sell  his  property, and themselves 
to  pay,  probably,  more  pounds for the articles offered than 
they were  worth shillings ! 

One  dealer, whose name  figured  prominently in a police 
case at Leeds,  some time ago,  travels  regularly though these 
districts. He has an auctioneer’s  license, and when s&g 
he  has a sheet of paper  pinned to his breast, on which is 
written his name and an addrm, and,  suspended &om a cord 
round his neck,  a  number of watches of the description be- ’ 

fore  named, to each of which an old  chain is attached, having 
at ib end an old  coin, a  small  shell, or something of the sort, 
to give the watches a genuine  second-hand  appearance. He 
always  describes his goods as being  a large pawnbroker’s 
stock, which must  be  sold without resarve ! ” I have h o r n  

* him  sell  several  watches in an hour, at prices varying from 
fifteen to twelaty--ve  shillings, each of which has cost eight 
shillings and ninepence ! Lads,  generally,  have  a  desire to 
become  possessed of a  watch, and many a one has been 
tempted to lay out three or four weeks’ earnings with these 
impostors  for  a  watch that has proved of no use whatever. 
On Saturday mornings these  watchsellem  place  themselves 
near a market for the purpose of catching comtey people, 
who are frequently the best  customers. A large fair, whether 
in town or country, is sure to bring them  a rich harvest. 
When in the act of selling, and the bidLhas been ten or twelve 
s’hïllings, I have  heard them say, ‘‘ VKhy the cae  is worth 
more  money.” I have also heard  bystandem  remark,  when 

. a watch  has  been  knocked down” for a pound or lm, 
Why, I could  pawn it for more  money ; ” but they are 

greatly mistaken  when they think SO, for  pawnbrokers,, 
knowing what they are, will not take them in at d. 

In the winter, when the meather h become unfit for the 
itherant watchdealem to carry on their business out of doom, 
when it has become too cold to get pmom  to stop long 
enough to form a pitch,” they get rid of a great many o f  
these  watches  by e t i n g  public-houses and beemhops, and 
using merent stratagem. They will go to a house  where 
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mechanics or factory hands congregate, and by telling a tale 
of distress, induce  them to raffle the watch which they (the 
dealers,  have in their fob, and if they are succemful they soon 
replace the watch so disposed  of, with another ,of the ame  
sort. Three or four of them will also unite, in the winter 
sewn, aqd take a  shop in some principal thorougrne, and 
OPHI it as an auction room ; they then deal in other kinds of 
goods such M mock  jewellery, painted trays, china ware, 
hardware,  cutlery,  cheap  glass, silk and cotton  handkerchiefs, 
slop  clothing,  woollen  cloth,  &c.  &c.  These  goods are 
generally of the most trashy -description, and the places 
where they are sold are called “mock auctions.” Little 
more than a  superlicial  observation is sufticient to distinguish 
the ‘‘ mock ” from the genuine  sale.  They  generally  have 
large bills  posted  outside of the shop, and in the windows, 
announcing the “ sde of a large bankrupt’s  stock ; ” a  man 
is placed ouhide the door to shout, and arrest the attention 
of the people  passing ; this man, in the slang of these 
itinerant traders, is called  a “ barker.”  Inside, beside the 
principal, there are thee  or four  confederates,  whose  business 
is to praise  every article that is offered for sale, to bid up to  
a  certain  amount, and to use their wits wherever they see an 
opening. A gang of this sort was indicted for conspiracy at 
Liverpool  a short time  ago, and punished ; this seems to be 
the only way to put a stop to their nefarious practices ; not a 
day pasqes but they render  themselves  amenable. These 
mock auctions  have  multiplied  exceedingly of late, throughout 
the manufacturing  districts, and it is really  astonishing that 
ownem  of property v e  found  willing to let their shops to 
such  rogues  who carry them on; but I suppose they are 
tempted to do so by the high and advanced rent which these 
men offer, and which they pay in advance. When speaking 
to the owner of a large shop, situated in one of the best 
streets of Manchester,  which  he  had let to  a gang of this 
sort, he said, Why, these people are paying me  double 
rent, they have  already  paid me as much extra rent a~ will 
pay  for  a  new front when they go away.” So, then, money 
is the root ” of this ‘ I  evil ! ” 

I .  
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I have  previously  said that these  mock auction ’’ places 
are easily  distinguished from the ouhide ; and in addition to  
those  named, there are other features t o  go by; frequently 
the name of the auctioneer does not appear in the bill, and 
the window is dressed out in a  manner  never  seen  when  a 
genuine  auction  takes place. If you step inside  you will see 
the auctioneer’s  name  pinned to a  piece of green  baize  which 
hangs in front of his rostrum ; if he is not selling when yoy 
enter, the next moment  he will begin. The three or four 
gentlemen  you  found there, looking at the goods  when  you 
entered, will bid and endeavour to persuade  you to do the 
same ; one  will tell you in an under tone, and coddential 
manner,’that he hm had such and such articles knockecl  down 
to him, at very  much under their wholesale  value ; another 
mill complain to you in a  familiar manner, of the hardness 
of the times, and instance aa a proof  how the poor bank- 
rupt’s  stock is being  sacrificed, acquitting himelf for par- 
ticipating in the s a d c e ,  by  remarking that if he didn’t buy 
the goods, somebody  else would! All are remarkably 
courteous, and all are occasionally  bidding, till at length you, 
or some ot-her  person  who  has  entered  since  you, and been 
treated in  the same manner as yourself, are induced to make 
it bid, and then most likely-certainly if a price is arrived at 
worth their while-the lot is knocked  down, and the purchaser 
finds, too late, that he is in possemion  of an article he did 
not want, or, if he did want it, could  Bave  purchased it at a 
respectable  shop  for  a great ded less money; therefore, it is 
advisable t o  never  enter a mock auction ” shop. 

Stepping into one of these  man traps, a short time ago, in 
Manchester, I found, over and above the ‘‘ stock  company,” 
about two dozen  persons  assembled, for the most part decently 
dressed working people, on their way, d o u b t l e i t  being 
Saturday night-to or from the market. The auctioneer  was 
in  the act of selling  a short length of  woollen cloth,  which 
W=, after being  examined,  praised, and bid for by  one  of 
the decoy  ducks,  ultimately  knocked  down to a mechanic f a  
about  double its worth. The cloth having been delivered t o  
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its new owner, and paid for, the auctioneer was about to 
descant  upon the beauty and value of a fresh  piwe, when in 
mhed  a young xqan having the appwance of l L  the boots ” 
of an inn, with a watch in his hnd. Addressing the prmiding 
genius of the place, he bawled ont, Auctioneer, will you 
sell th% watch? ymder’s a gentleman at our place,  who has 
set up a shot, and he’s got no money, ‘so he wishes his watch 
to be  sold, and he thought €his  the fairest way ; you  can 
charge your codmion.” Auctioneer: IC Well, I don’t like 
my saleB to be interfered with in this way. I’ve a large stock 
here that I mm$ sell to-night ; but under the circumstances, 
and as I suppose the poor gentleman’s in pawn, by p d s i o n  
of the company I will offer <it.” Sience on the part of the 
company was taken for consent,and the watch ww put up. 
I mas not near  enongh to examine its quality, or I should no 
doubt  have found that it was of the same description as the 
one offered by the drunken gentleman  before  mentioned, 
especially as I had already recognised the same drunken 
qentleman in l L  the boots ” who had brou-qht it ! I did not 
stop tïU the watch was sold, but have no doubt that, horn  
the manner in which the whole thing was l‘ got up,” some 
person present would  secure the bargain ! ’’ 

I think it does not require a profound  knowledge of the 
law to enable  one to come to the conclusion that  the above 
business offered a good foundation for an indictment for 
.conspiracy, for  conspiracy it muredly was. 

t 
CHAP!I%R IV. 

DODGES i”J?OLD AND 
i VBRIQUS. 

SYNOPSIS. 

I 
THE Bres DODGE-BIRDS THAT WON’T TALK-BIRDS 

- THAT CAN’T TALK-A CANNY SCOTCHWOMAN-A 
- 

. _  L A ~ K - W I ~  FOWT-HOW TEEY BRE DOCTORED- 
- - 

C c  FINE MUSHROOM CAT SUP"--^‘ FINE NEW HONEY 

m s  L ‘ D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ” - T ~ ~ ~ ~  DRESS AND ABDRESS- 
THEIR GOODS-THEIR VICTIMS-A COUNTRY CON- 

UNLUCKY SHARK, HIS FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD 
APPEARBNCE, AND DISAPPEARAXCE-TEE NEEDLE 
DODGERS -THEIR GOODS - -EKR PROXITS - JAG= 
SMITX, ms FORTUXES AND MISXOETUNES-‘~ A DIS- 

MORPHO SIS-^^ A DISTRESSED CUTLER FROM SHEF- 
FIELD”-MIRAGULOUS INCREASE OF SMITHS-DEATH 
AND RESURRZCTION-FLYING STATIONERS-THEIR 
FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD EDITIONS-SPECIMENS OB 
GALLOWS POETRY - EMBELLISHM~TS - JAMES 
GREENACRE - SETTLED”-THE &BNINGS - RE- 

STREET BALLADS-STREET SINGERS-WEIGHING 
CHAIRS --E ÂMBRICAN SPIROMETER - STRIJCCNG 
~ C H I X E S  - LIFTING MÄCHINES - NICROSCOPEB- A 
NITE, A FLEA, AND A FROG’S FOOT. 

T - lL TURNPIKE SAILORS,” . ALIAS LL LAND SEL~BKS,” 

BTABLE I S  DONE-” COUNTRY COUSIN DITTO-AX 

TRESSED NEEDLE  lMkEER FROM REDDZTCH”-&TA- 

I 

PORTING BY kFïTICIPATIOX - SHIEL’S MISTAZCE - 
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T m  “BIRD DODGF.” 

Say,  have my birds grown sulky with the king ;. 
My thrushes, linnets, L A R ,  refused to sing O 

Da. WALOOT. 

O what a tangled web we  weave, 
When first WB practise to  deceive ! 

SIX WALTER SUOST. 

MANIFOLD and various are the ways and means resorted ta 
by itinerant dealers in birds, for the purpose  of catching 
gulls-not of the feathered race. Parrots, both green and 
gray, ~ r c  put  into showy gilt cages, and sold,  sometimea for 
large prices, but invariably for more than they are worth. 
‘rhese parrots are purchased from the dealers at Liverpool, 
and other seaports, at a small price,  for not having the very 
qualification  which the itinerants recommend them for having 
in abundance, viz., the power of talking. Very frequently 
the persons  who  offer them for sale are made up” M sailors, 
and say they have just landed from U the hgia,” and have 
brought this parrot with them,  which they are very ~ o r r y  to 
part with, “ Cos its sich a good talker,” but having been 
robbed by land &arb, they are compelled to part with it ; 
but they would not sell it to anybody, O no, only the lady 
looks as if  she  would be kind to it, and take care of it ! It 
is the best talker that ever was hemd, but a little &y at first 
of speaking  before strangers ; if she will buy it, they will 
take something less, as they would like it to  be used well, 
and they want to get to Liverpool (Hd, or some other 
port), to get a ship ! A great m y  parrots are sold in 
this way to ladies, who, partly out of pity for the poor 
mariner, and partly out of a desire to  POS” so good a bird, 
become the dupes of a set of  fellows,  who were never at sea 
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in their liva, except (i.. some cases) in crossing the Irkh 
channel.  These  fellows in the maritime dress usually conhe ’ 

their dealings to parrots and other foreign  productions, but 
there me others who deal in all kinds of singing birds that 
will not sing, and,  occasionally, in a rjpecies that were never 
known to sing, for sparrows are painted, and sold a53 foreign 
gems of nature! Sometimes the sedge  warbler is sold for 
the nightingale, which bird it very  much  resembles in shape 
and plumage; it also gives utterance to a note very much 
like the nightingale, but not so loud and clear ; the sedge 
warbler, however, is smaller than the nightingale, and by its ~- 
notes not likely to deceive the ea~ of any one who has 
sojourn ed 

‘‘ Midst Surrey’s pleasant hills and  groves.’’ 

One of the most artful piecw  of deception I ever  knew 
practised in connection with birds, was in a case  where I 
was myself one of the victims.  Being  told  one day tht a 
person wanted to speak to the master, I went to the door, 
where I found a rather respectably  dressed young woman, 
who irrumdktely commenced, in a broad Scotch accent, ‘‘ a 
tale of  woe.” The  pith of her tale was, that she had come 
over fiom lL Ghsgy ” in search of her husband, who  was a 
carpenter, and who, she  understood,  was  working in Man- 
chester, but, upon inquiring at  the place to which she wag 
directed,  she  found  he had left upwards of a month, and 
gone, no one  knew  where ; that, in consequence,  &e  wzs in 
a state of great destitution ; but had not come begging, no, 
she hoped she would  neder  come to the like o’ that,  but she 
WS ‘‘ sairly ” off; that she had parted with all her  worldly 
goods to enable  her to get to Manchester, with one  exception, 
a d  that one exception was- Lark, which she  declared she 
had had for  years, and which  she  had kept through wed and 
woe ; ‘ I  and it grieves my heart sa;irly to part wi’ it e’en now, 
for,”  continuedshe, the wee thing sings so beautifully, and 

’ comforts me, and reminda  me o’ happier  days, that I know 
not what I’ll do, but I canna  pay for my lodgings the night, 
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reach it, are quite withered, frequently entirely gone with 
long keeping. So many “ dodges,”  however, are now  resor- 
ted to by itinerent dealers, and n science ” has reached so far 
down the social  scale in these days, that I should not be  much 
surprised to hear, that dealers in stale wild  fowl-finding that 
purchasers  had opened their own eyes to the condition of 
those of the birds-had  provided them (the birds) with glass 
ones ! Should  such be the case, purchasers  must not trust to 
the judgment of their own ; under any circumstances, it is 
better to  go to a  respectable  dealer, than to run the risk of 
being disappointed in your dinner, in order to practise a 
little false  economy. 

These  same  hawkers of wild fowl are &o, at another season 
of the year,  dealers in catsup. ‘( Fine Musbroom Catsup 
they call it ; they sell it in sealed bottles, but carry a  small 
sample bottle, for purchasers to taste the quality. The fine 
mushroom catsup ” is .mclusively conhed  to this sample  bot- 
tle, the stock  being  composed of th, diluted juice of the outside 
shell of the walnut, boiled with a good deal of pepper and 
salt. It is sold in wine and porter bottles, which are care- 
f d y  sealed to prevent too  early a discovery.  Of come “one 
trial is SufEcient,”  as the pders say they never  effect a 
second sale to the same  person. 

These  men  also  occasionally  sell jars of honey--“he new 
honey,”  which is, except  a layer ou the top, more than one- 
hnlf sugar and flower, reduced with water to  the conaistency 
of the article it is to amalgamate with ! 

TURNPIKE SAILORS,” ALIAS “ LAND SHARKS,” 
ALIAS DUFFERS.” 

Hibernia, fam’d ’bove ev’ry other grace, 
For matchless intrepidity of face.--CHuacnII&. 

These  men  formerly  confined their operations to seaports, 
where they preyed  upon Poor Jack ;” but of late years they 

have infated all our large tom, where all is fish that 
comes to the net,” and those caught invariably belong to the 
species called &t ! ” 

These  victimisers: deal in various  articIes,  generally  those 
that can be represented as having been smuggled-such as 
.silk handkerchiefs,  cigars, &c.  &c. The silks they say they 
have brought from India, and the cigars from the Havanna, 
.but  bot3 goods and men are entirely innocent of  ever having 
been at either place. To make “ their tala of smuggling 
more  plausible, and in order the more readily to  cheat the 
unwary, they dress in the garb of sailors ; the “ make-up,” 
,however, is generally  over  done, the habiliments  being more 
flashy, and ‘‘ chamcter ” like, than those of the genuine salt 
water ‘‘ tar,” and, therefore, their appearance may not be 
.inaptly termed, uZtramarine. There is nothing left undone 
by  these  fellows that they consider at  all likely to give con- 
amrency to the character they aim at imitating. In fact the 
attention paid,  by  some of them, to the smallest  details of 
the ( I  make-up,” the language they use, and the manner  hey 
exhibit,  would not disgrace  a T. P. Cooke, or any otheq 
J‘saïlor” that has  mutinied at  the Nore “to crowded  houses,” - 
any number of nights, for the last fifty yeaxs ! 

The  silk^^ which they sell are purchased in Mancheher, 
and ase of the most  flimsy  description, and it is really 
atonkhing how  people can  be persu+ed to purchase  them. 

I have known persons to purchase  handkerchiefk, of these 
men, at three shilling and sixpence  each,  which  have  cost 

. the seller  one shilling and threepence; shawls for thirty 

draper’s shop for ten or meen shillings, and waistcoat pieces, 
I called silk, but, in reality, only faced with a  very  small quan- 
tits of that article, for seven or eight shillings, which might 
-be bought in &chester, for one shilling and tenpence! 
The wrapper in which the goods are carried, as well  as the 
clothing which the proprietor  wears, is regularly sprinkled 
with a small quantity of  creosote, to give  them the smell of 

. a ship. This may be said Go be going a stage farther than 

t 

l shillings, and two  pounds,  which  could  be  purchased at a 
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L L The Stage.” For whoever heard of an actor appealing to 
the nose? NO, this is a rehement which, I believe, has 
not, at3 yet, crossed the foot-lights, but is confined to  the- 

partrs” perfirmed by  the gentry known by  the mmes a t  
the head of this subject. Time was when the eyes only 
were  made the fools of the other senses ; now, howem, it 
appears, the nose is made to ta.ke a promillent paxt in the 
art of deception I 

‘‘Disguise, I see thou art B wickednew, 
Wherein the pregnant enemy d w  much? 

Some of these ‘men asm themselves with a hawker’s 
license, but it is by no means general among the fraternity ; 
it is those only who travel h m  town to town, fiom village 
to village, who take this -precaution, for it is found-why it 
should be so, cm how it mises, I h o w  not-that country 
constables are much more expert in detecting evasions of the 
Fedam’  Act, or a t  least, more frequently set the law in 
motion against the evaders, than their  brethren of the large 
towns and cities are  in  the habit of doing. 

I  TC heard m mccdote of one of these Turnpike 
Sailors,”  who, fortunately, for nunself, had a license. Going 
i I I  Lr 1 ¿L puliic-houso in a r;rnall village, a few miles from Man- 
<-!-,.L::r, I IC ~ L L I Y  two or t l~rce  illen snugly seated by the tire- 
t&, and lmnlecllately set about endeavouring to trade. 
~<T-,-, i h c s ~  s1lm-1 c c  tars “ invariably make me of nautical 
l.:v*x3eology, to match their garb; so, addressing one of 
tilex, hc cornmc11ces, Cold the day, Uap’n.:‘ Lb Y&, 
Y I <L:r.*’ wrss tile reply. i r  .Bid a bit as coicl here. either. ;Is 

;>cane f11n.m Iwts I’ve thravelled,” resumed the first 
, vker,  - thong11 thc last was warrum enongh, any way : 31 
,J,:~J- kin1 hol~lc last week, and, by the same  tolien, li’s that 
: ::?!ces me so chlliy ; buti thank Jabers, I didn’t kim home 
nidout something wid me ; if I did I’d now  be as hard  up 
3s a sivinty-four in a dead  calm, fur I got alongside o’ the 
x-inches when I kim ashore, and they cleared me out intirely, 
:’.S near ES malm no rna;e;twr, so now I must sell these few 
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handkerchers, that I brought over  wid me for the owld people 
and me frinh.’’ 

From this self-introduction of the Shark,” d his busi- 
neas, it is evident he intended to convey, and doubtless did, 
that he was a sailor, and had landed, the week  before, h m  
o voyage from the East India ; that he  had been rolicking, 
sailor-like, amongst the women ; that he  had brought home 
with him, from hdia ,  some handkerchiefs, as premnb to his 
parents and relations, but, being short of money, intended 
to sell them. But did he really tell them so? No ; how 
wary are his words, he commits  himself to nothing. Any 
one that has read the  natural history of the s h a r k 4  mean 
the amphibious animal-must be struck  with its great 
powers of jaw, and which it uses to secure its prey ; -the same 
means are wed by he of the land ! Now, it chanced that 
one  of tha  party OUT hero ddrmed had, a short time pre- 
viously, been sworn in ” as constable of the village, and 
had, with the zeal usually attributed to a U new broom,’y 
threatened the terrors of the law a g a k t  offenders generallr, 
and-being a small shopkeeper himself--unlicensed hawkers , 
in particdar!  With this explanation, I must t&e the 
reader back to  the point where I commenced this digression. 

The handkerchiefs are prodinced Îrom a smaH bundle on 
the poor  mariner‘e --the cudable m d s  a m& ! Here 
IS a fine chance for him to dish@ hmself’ above all  the 
Bumbles and Dogberryà that have preceded  him, and retired I 

from businesg and beadledom to  the shade of the old yew . 
tree m that quiet churchyard. “ Hawkï% without a license, 
’tis an olfence against the laws of my country, a penalty c m  
be iniiicted, too-phew f I wonder if the ïdormer gets a 
portion of it ; but, stop, I am forgetting, the  fdow has no 
money, he will have to go to prison, poor fellow 1 But 1 
must not let my feelings get  the better of my duQ, I’ll do 
it !” With this meditation and mental determination of the 
constable the  busines is resumed. “ What do YOU want a 
piece for them?” U Twinty-four &ïDim, air.” The com- 
pang are amazed ; the  intendhg purchaser says, Lb The man 
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must be mad.” ‘LMad, no sure,” he  replies, “it’s your 
honour’s  mistake, I want twinty-four shillins for the pace of 
sivin, or three-and-sixpence  aitch.” The expense  of so good 
a cme, in perspective, is thought to be  reasonable, and 
Dogbemy  buys one, before two good  witnesses, too, and then 
-but let them  speak for themselves. Dogberry : “ Now, 
owd mon, dunna yow know ? if yow dunnut, yow ought for 
t’ know, as how  yowd no reet to go an sell  these  here t e g s  
about no license ; it’s throw sich  chaps m yow, as a  man as 
pays his way coma live.  I’se take thee  afore  a magbthrate, 
and he’ll soon larn yow as yow no reet to do as yow liken, 
tho yow  do  come fiom th’ say !” With this elegant  address, 
he laid his hand on the “ Shark’s,”  shoulder, who, knowing 
himself to  be on the right side, but @hing to have the man 
of law on ” a bit, commenced  bdgging for mercy, in a 
whining tone. Shwe, Cap’n, dear, you wouldn’t yard-arm 
a man  because he happens to be  poor ; shure  I’ve  done my 
duty  to my comthry,  an ye wouldn’t  go an run me  down all 
at wonst.” Here Dogberry was for taking him off, when 
the ‘‘ Shark ”-turning the small bundle  round on his m- 
displayed a patch of leather mith a name and a  number 
legibly  inscribed  thereon, and also the words40 terribly 
fatal to this ‘‘ case”-cL LICENSED .HAWEER,” and then, 
drawing a small leather case fiom his pocket,  he  produced 
his license l Consternation seized the constable-confidencs 
inspired the hawker,  who  commenced, ‘‘ O ye charitable, 
elever, and marcifu1 man, the devil  help the likes o’ ye, but 
shure it is clever  ye are, Is it Bow-street  ye are from? 
Ah ! but I’ll warrum ye, betther nor that  fie,  to go an  take 
up an harnest, dacint man, Jollyin his thrade and payin  his 
liceme for doon it, bud its good I’ll do for evil ; I’m ~arc i fd ,  
m I’ve  done  enough at ye  widout bringin an action  agen ye 
in the coort. Pue  sowld ye a handherchey for three shillins 
and sixpence that I bought this mornin at Phillupses, at Man- 
chester, for tinpence ! ’’ 

So, as it wil l  be  seen, the Turnpike Sailor,” alias Land 
Shark,” had much the best of the &air, and, I confess, 
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I never  knew a  single trading transaction with the fraternity 
which had not a similar result. 

The cigars  which  these  men offer to dl, and which they 
pretend they have  smuggled, arenot tobacco at all;  the only 
thing of foreign  production about them is the wood  of  which 
the boxes are made which contains them ! In  provincial 
towns the ‘‘ Land Sharks ” prowl about railway stations, and 
all p h e s  where they are likely to  meet with people from the 
country. In London, the vicinity of London  Bridge is a 
favourite resort  for  them, as many country people are con- 
tinually arriving, both by land and water. The way the 
business is introduced is, generally, in this manner :-Having 
fixed upon  a  likely-looking  customer, the ‘ L  Shsbrk ” goes 
alongside of him and says, in a low  voice, ‘‘ I say, Captain, 
will you buy  a few  boxes of smuggled  cigars ? hush ! ” The 
moment an answer is returned, whether it be  favourable or 
otherwise, he says, Hush ! there may  be  some  exciseman 
lurking about, and these  cigars  have paid no duty ! ” The 
victimiser soon discovers whether it ip, or is not worth his 
while to  persevere ; if he thinks it is, he  walks  along by the 
side of his intended victim, pr&g the quality of the cigars, 
and telling how  cheap he can  sell  them, as he has smuggled 
them out of his  ship, and wants to get rid of them. If a 
policeman is met, the “ Shark ” separates  a littlê from the 
other  person, and endeavours to look  extremely  unconcerned, 
for the police frequently put peopfe on their guard, and 
thereby  spoil the sport, when the game is all but bagged, 
consequently the police are more dreaded than the  exhe. 
Having gained the person’s  consent to just go and look at 
the  cigars, the ‘I Shark ” lea& him to some  low beer-home 
in a back street, and, if he once enters that place,  money is 
extorted from  him in some  way or other. There are others 
of the gang ready to receive the victim, and as soon as they 
get him into the  room-ahnost invariably a back, dark 
place-the  door is locked, “ t o  keep out the excise ’I they 
say, but, in reality, to keep the customer in. The sale of 
some cigars now becorns a t h g  of secondary importance- 
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the prhzxry one being how they can best get his money. If 
the cigars are purchased at, or near, the price put upon 
them, the purchaser is permitted to depart and take them 
with him, but sometimes there  ase no ci introduced-oy 
rather produced-notwithtanding all tha g”$ bas been said in 
their praise. Befare the door h opened, however, the vil- 
him must have some  money, but they always give something 
for it, either a watch (a Coventry mes, previously  dea- 
mibed), mock jewellery, silk handkerchiefs, an oil painting, 
or a F o t , ,  the respective artidea being of the most worth- 
less description. T h  is done to give the d a i r  the colour 
of a trading transaction, although the purh+i f  purchase 
it can be ealled-is comp~&ory, and  the sale effected through 
intimidation and  thseab, occat3ionally  of the most abomable 
description. Many people,  however, part with  their money, 
to thae  fellom,  without much ado, believing them and  their 
goods to be what is represented, and purchase, not so much 
hecawe they me in want of the article offered, but becans? 
: I q -  think it an excellent opportunity to obtnir, something 
’:,Y less than it is wo~t,ll ; and, 1 may here remark, there is, 
Yxobably, more monc?y,tboZed away under this idea than any 
dher .  

The following incident is, doubtless, a fair sample o€ many 
:hat occur in the Land Sharks’ ‘’ practice. It was related 
to me by a fiend who  resides in London. My friend  had ;L 
-‘ country cousin,” who  came to town to see him : he  (the 
2ountryman) had scarcely  emerged from the railway termini 
at London Bridge, when he  ww acco8ted by one of the gen- 
try I have described,  who endeavoured to sell him “ a box o€ 
first-rate smuggled cigars.” The countryman, knowing his 
cousin was fond of a good  cigas, thought this an excellent 
qqortunity of making him a very fittkg present, ao he 
accompanied the Shark to his gloomy retreat, and soon 
left it with a box of tra& under his arm, for which he had 
paid twelve shillings, having been fortunate enough to induce 
the vendor to  reduce the price uo that amount, fiom fifieen, 
which he first asked. Having secured the intended prment ’ 
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on such advantageous t e r n ,  he  trudged off with it to his 
rela-hives, and, in presenting it, related the  circumtances 
under which it came into his posswion. Before he  had 
half told bis tale, the Londoner knew his benevolent kins- 
m m  had been imposed upon ; the box was opened, one or 
two of the c@ were broken in two and examimd, and 
then  the whole lot, box and all, w a ~  thrown behind the 
kitchen fire, .the c h e y  being c o h d e r d  the fittest smoker 
for such trash I * 

Q The following, taken from a, London newspaper, February 24th, 
1856, is confirmation, strong as Holy Writ :”- 

Ax I N N O ~ ~  ANOBOEIT THE WIcKm-Martin Breen, twenty- 
eight, was indicted for fraudulently obtaining, by false pretences, 
from George Argent a, watch and chain, and  the sum of one pound 
five shillings and sixpence, with i.n&ent t o  cheat and defraud him 
thereof. The prosecnter lived at  Np. 30, Nelson-street, City-road, 
and on the  4th of the present month, as he was  proceeding  homeward, 
he  was aacosted by the prisoner and another man. The prisoner 
said to him, ‘‘ Ymng m&, we hm just come ashore, and have got 
with us e few nice c í p s ,  and 88 we axe in want of momy we will 
sell yon them cheap, if you like.” mey WH’6 h thegarb of S t Z i h S .  

J& them he did not smoke, and diil not, t h d o r e ,  require cigars. 
The prisoner then said, ‘ I  If you will crofls over the way, we have 
got some mwe %kings we have brought €rom abroad, which we want 
t o  se& as we are hard up for money.”  One of them pulled out a 
ch&+ which he said was gold, and mrth $4 10s. by  weight, and 
the other produced  a  watch, which he asserted was a chronometer, 
worth $6 10s. Afier some further conversation they induced him 
t o  go  home, and get  some  money, and they dl went into a public- 
horxae, where they had same drink, and Me man not in custody pro- 
dnced  a  shawl,  which he said cost 16s. 6d. duty per ounce, to bring 
it h e ,  and was made of camels’ hair, and worked  by  Chinese 
nuns. The-shawl done, they mid, was worth $5, but  BE^ they were 
hard up they would sell him the shawl,  chronometer, chain, a d  all 
for b6 10s. The prosecutor mid he had not so much as that, and 
after some bargaining i t  was  agreed that  he should give them Ki 
own watch, a silver hunter, and guard chain, andB1 5s. 6d. for the ~ 

watch, ,&awl, md chain they had shown him. Be did so. The 1 

i 
I 
! 
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The whole  of the Land Shark” fraternity are a set of 
sad villains, and that they stick at nothing, the following 
will prove. 

I was  passing along Hïgh-street, in the borough  (London), 
one night, some  years  ago, and when I had got just opposite 
St. George’s Church, I saw,  before  me, a  well-dressed  woman, 
reeling drunk. She  fell  down, and immediately  a C L  Land 
Shark” came from the opposite  side and lifted her  up. 
Knowing that  the woman  had not met with a  very  good 
Samaritan, I proceeded a dort  fitance, and then stood to 
watch the result ; in a  moment I saw the fellow snatch the 
woman’s  shawl from off her back, and run down that well- 
known street, that receptacle  for the vicious  of every  des- 
cription, called “ The pint.” I gave chue, calling out, 

Stop thief,” and immediately-notwithstanding a certain 
modern  proverb  may  prejudice the assertion-had the satis- 
faction of seeing a policeman-or rather his lanternnome 
jogging up towards me. We  thus had the thiefbetween us, 
when  he ran  up a court which, fortunately, had no other 
outlet, and we found  him,  crouched  down in a  corner, with 
the shawl at his feet ! 

I appeared  against him, m a witnm,  the following day at 
Union Ell, and he was sent to  prison  for three months. 

Standing at the door of Goodman’s  Coach  Office, in Castle 
Square, Brighton, about a year after, I wa,a addressed by the 
same individual  with, “ Will your  honour  buy L good pen- 

guard chain of hie  watch  alone  was  worth S4. The  articles  he 
received in exchange  were  proved to be almost worthlerss,  and the 
shawl,  instead of being of Chiese manufacture,  and  made of carnel~’ 
hair, was rz mixture of wool and  cotton, and made in  England. It 
was worth about six shillings ; the chain was a brass  one gilt, and 
the watch was  one of a description  which  could  be  bought by the 
gross, at about seven shillings each.  The  prosecutor gave informa- 
tion to the police of the fraud, and the prisoner was traced out and 
apprehended  by  Inspector  Brennan.  The jury found  prisoner 
“Guil~,’’ and Xr. Witham satenoed him t o  dx months’  hard 
labour. 

t 

! 
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knife? ” What for ?,I7 I asked. To cut an acquaintance 
contracted in London last summer ? ” Re seemed neither 
to understand my meaning, nor to recognise  me,  sa I added, 

How  long is it Bince you  were at  Union Hall? ” The 
whole  business  seemed to flmh across his memory, includ- 
ing my  connection with it, for he turned on his  heel,  suddenly 
exclaiming, ‘ I  Bad  luck to  ye for that same ! ” 

Some time afterwards,  probably three or four years, H was 
in Birmingham, and stood gazing at Nelson’s  monument in 
the Bull Ring-a sure sign of the stranger, and well under- 
stood as such  by the U sharks,”-when I felt a  touch on the 
shoulder, and which was  accompanied by these  words, I 
say,  captain, will you buy  a box or two of  good foreign 
cigars? ” I turned round, and beheld  before  me my friend 
.of  London and Brighton! I laughed outright, and the 

shark,” this time  recognising me,  wallced off, saying as he 
did so, with a cunning shake of the head, and with great 
emphasis, “ Ah ! do you think I didn’t  know you? ” Now, 
I do not believe he did know  me, until I turned round, for I 
am sure he  would not have  endeavoured to renew an acquaint- 
ance commenced  under-to him-such unfavourable  circum - 
stances. 

But our acquaintance did not end  here. Pasing by the 
Cathedral, Manchester,  a  year  or two after the Birmingham 
recognition, I saw the same  man walking on the opposite  side 
of the street, seemingly in deep and coddential conversation 
with a young man, who,  from his dress and appearance,  was 
evidently fiom the  countq. Being desirous to h t r a t e  his 
designs on the young man, and also rather wishful to witness 
the ef€ect of my sudden  appearance on the scene, I turned 
back, crossed  over the street unobserved, and meeting  them 
Ml in the face,  I-looking hard at the ‘ L  shark ”-called out 
in a  loud voice, .L‘ I say, captain, will you buy a box of  good 
foreign cigars ? ” I was  immediately  recognised by one of 
the two, I need not say which, and had I fired a 4O-po~der 
close to his ear, he would not have  been  much  more  astonished ; 
he stared at me for  a  moment, and then, as he  walked  away, 

H 
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a small board and a small hammer. On the former he lays 
a copper coin, and  with  the  latter he drives a needle through 
the coin, into  the board, to ehow the bystanders the  quality 
and temper of his goods. But  the needles with which he 
performs this trick are of the best description, a packet of 
which he procures purposely, and for which he pays two- 
pence halfpenny ! This packet, or one from it, he hands to 
m y  person  who &S to be allowed to examine them, so that 
the best judges get “ laken in and done for.” 

When business begins to flag in one spot, the portability 
of their goods enables them to remove to another with very 
little trouble. If anything occm which makes it undesirable 
to remain, such as the discovery of the imposition practised, 
or the interference of the police with- their “ pitch,” they 
gather  up  the box, handkerchief, or paper, containing their 
atòck, and walk jauntily off, frequently leaving the people 
they had gathered about them in amazement at the sudden 
closing of the business. The spots chosen for the pitch 
are generally near a market, where country people pass, who 
are their best cwtomers. Their customers, however, I need 
scarcely remark, never come a second time, and as nearly au 
the careful housewives and “ domestic economy ” people, in 
these &trick, have been served  once, the game is  getting 
stale, and  the dodge ” is reduced to only a very few profes- 
sors. The one I have taken for my model-and whose ad- 
clress to his L( friends ’’ I have given verbatim-% a fellow of 
thc I ~ R M C  of Jack Smith; hc, however, has partially bccome 

f saw him-his face having become too well known m be- 
longing to ;I climc?wcc2 neetlle maker-he w.vl-ts macle fi>r, 
alln txking tlw character of, ‘S a distresscd mcrking cutler, 
f n J l k 1  $hcffieltl,” ancl was selling cast-won scissors (hls h i  ow11 
make,’’ of course) at threepence n pair. He represented to 
the bystanders that he had “ six s d l  children, without a 
mother! ” The metamorphosis from the “ needle maker ’’ 
t o  the working cutler ” was certaidy clever, but  the ad- 
clition of three small children to  his family, and the loss of 

;L73sOrbH1 lllto othcr clodgas. T h C  last time but ont? t h n t  
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his wife in the space of B month, was B “ heavy blow and 
great  discmagpent.’’ Probably the poor woman su& 
under the efforts to increase and multiply ” the number of 
Smiths-a trio of Smiths a t  a birth! Need we wonder at 
the patronymic almost monopolking our Directories ? 

If any of my readers, however, are sympathising with Mr. 
Smith for the loss of his better half,” or pitying the poor 
little Smithß for the lose of their mother, let them at once 
extend  both their sympathy and  pity  to those illused creatures 
we read of in heathen mythology also, for the  little Smiths, 
in th3 case, I know were myths ! And as to Mr. Smith, his 

dear departed ” was, by some wonderful agency-which, we 
were taught to believe, hml ben deferred till the h t  day- 
restored to him, safe and sound, for I saw them  both  together 
st few  weeks after, hawking keds ; çoral b e a d s 3 . ”  they 
called them, but probably that WEM some error of f‘ descrip- 
tion,’? for they were? bone dyed red? ~ , . 

>*.> 

” .  
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B p e s  were pressed into the service, not, however, for the 
purpose of making np thenumber, for that, in many words, 
seemed to be quite a  subordinate  considmation! 

The second edition gave U some ” account of the  trial, and 
the sentence.  ‘The third ,&+ion always gave the execu- 
i d ,  lad dying apee&, and ccm€&on, together ,mkth an 
afkatjng copy of &c,, h., and wa.s invariably em- 
bellished with a wood cut,mryr.udely executed, representing 
a-body suspended h m  a..gdlm. 

Thefallcrwing S a spechen.of %he poetry d orthography 
af ’William Corder,  together  .with a sample of ,&e type, and 
ability of his printer, and also the genius of his7&%t :- 

“‘Ny n q e k  William Corder3a you i dB=deolere 
S murdered  &e Martin BO beutiful and fare 
I murderedY Martin the truth you soon wilL1anr 
4nd I berried her all in of the Bed- Barn. 
I took her in t o  the (barnand then I shut the door 
I murderd her and berried  her all under  the Barn flore 
But fate it; soon d e  known what I m e  abont 
AU ;though i -thought I Never doiild a been found out.” 
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verse without  shedding  a tear of  sympathy for the unfortu. t 

nate author, why, there must  be  some mistakecthey cannot ’ 

be l L affecting ! ” 
1 had better state here,  however, in order that credit may 

not be  awarded tu the wrong party, that M i .  Corder  was not 
the author of the above elegant composition, and, also, that 
the late celebrated Mr. Catnach, of The Dials,” was not 
the printer ; no, he would  have  been heartily ashamed  of the 
work. It was a p r o ~ c i a l  edition,  published in 1828, and 
had an extensive  sale in the manufacturiIíg  districts,  yet  here 
are our  statesman still annually  quarrelling aq to hozir the 
people  shall  be  educated ! 
1- must  here  claim  indulgence  for  a slight digression to i 

record an incident anent education, of which I was an eye ‘ 8  

and ear witness. Standing at  the door of the Manchester I 
Free Library a short time ago, I observed  five or six young 
fellows  coming up the street, who  appeared to be artisans 
out of employment. When they got opposite the door,  one 
of  them  said, lL  I say  chaps, let us go In and  have  a  read.’’ 
All immediately  agreed, and turned to enter the building,, 
except  one.  Seeing  him lag behind, the first speaker  said, 
‘6 Come,  Tom, wont you go in? ” He replied,  with-  evident 
shame, l L  What’s the use,  yòu know I canna  read.”  The- 
others then entered ; Tom  eyed their figures  as they receded 
up the stairs, then took his departure with an expression of 
countenance that claimed pity for his condition;  probably toq 
while  away his time in some  neighbouring  beer-house, whilst 
hk  companions  were so rationally en joeg  theirs.  Possibly 
they might have  done the same, but for the existence of the i 
Free Library. Bu. honour to its founder ! I say with &wer, 
(Second part, Henry IV.) 

“ I thank you, good Sir John.” 

h 1837, Greenacre  astonished the country  with his crime, 
and it was thus he  mas  handed  down to posterity, by the 

Flying Stationers.” The account,”  like that of  Corder, 
was headed with a repraentation of L body swinging on a 
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gallows. These ‘ L  Pictorisil Editiom ” remind  one Of the 
illiterate bricklayer, who, although  hè could draw, Was 
unable to write his name, and, therefore,  always “ Settled ” 
h% accounts by placing at  the foot of them, the f i p e  of a 
gallows, with S body  suspended  therefrom. This would, 
doubtleq convey the idea,  of  being settled ” to the “ m m -  
est  capacity ! ” 

O My  name L Jas Gireenacre  the truth t o  you ru tell 
I am condemnd to die-I Hear my toiling  bell 
I am cut off at la0t in the middle of my sin 
I murdered  Hannah Brown all with a rolling Pin.” 

Most  poets  deal in fiction to  some extent, and so does the 
writer jut quoted. The first and last lines, however, are 
tolerably  correct,  being  borne out by the evidence given on 
the trial ; the first half of the second line the sequel left no 
doubt  about, but if the latter half of it be true, Jas ” 
deferred taxing his literary abilities tillalmost the k t  thing, 
and the fact will, in some  memure,  account for the Faulty 
construction of hie verse, for no man can  be  expected to 
study deliberately with the sound of hiFl own  passing  bell 
ding-donging in his ears! 

The Manningd business, in 1849, was a, rich  harvest  for 
the flying stationers,’’ and there was a great improvement 
in their nheets, the accounts  being  copied  verbatim fkom the 
London  daily  papers ; indeed, the latter, with the aid of the 
locomotive,  have  been the means  of Musing correct in- 
formation among a class of persons  who  were formerly 
f l e d  with the inventions of the ‘ l  fl@g siationers,” and 
their printers, to a great extent.  Not that  the class of 
persons  alluded to ressd  Che  newspapers  more now than for- 
merly, but the retailers of news h d  it cheaper to copy, now 
that they have the opportunity, than to fill in the details 
from their own imagination, as they did when  news  was two 
days in being  conveyed hom  the metropolis t o  the north, 
and no d d y  paper  was  published in the provinces. In 
those days, it not dequen t ly  happened, that a  certain  day 
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&“The United Kingdom Alliance 9’ are doing their best to 
counteract the €ormer, and the French-me they not o w  
faithful ally ? ” There axe  several  amongst  these  ballads the 
subject of which  is the great Boney ; ” and although one or 
two are cqmplimentary, all the rest  have a deciddy  pupa- 
cious  tendency towards lepetit corporal. h Lancashire  these 
stocks of ballads me  profmely  interspersed with some in its 
native dialect,  amongst the best and mmt  humorous of these 
are Johnny Green’s Wedding,” and Description of Man- 
chester  College.” There are, comparatively  speaking,  very 
few of the old English  pmtoral  ballads,  such as are yet  spread 
over and sung in the purely agricultural districts ; of course thk 
is quiet natural, the Werent occupations of the peoplemake 
it so. “ The Woes of Will the Weaver,” would be &S much 
out of place on the south downs,  where a loom is unknown, 
as ‘[ The Gentle  Shepherd” woiild  be in  the weaving  sheds 
of Lancashire. If you were to listen to GileB ainging at his 
plough in the Weald of Sussex,  most  likely  you  would  heas 
the following :- 

‘ ‘ Aa I was wall-king one  morning in May, 
For t o  hear the birds whistle and see the Iambs play, 
I heard a yomg damsel so sweetly sung she-he 
‘Down by the green bushes he  thinks to  meet m-e.”’ 

Now, travel into the adjoining  county of Hants, to Ports- 
mouth, and h ten  to  that female  voice that issues  from the 
taproom  door of a water-side  public ; ” the voice is  not very 
feminine-the song is not the most  delicate, but quite 
characteristic of the place and the people.  Gentle reader; 
don’t  be  afraid, only one veme :- 

“Oh, its when I lived  a sarvant in Rosemary Lane, 
I gaida  the good will of my master and his dame, 
Till at  length a young sailor came there for t o  lye-i, 
Which  was the beginning of my miser--ry.” 

Now return with me to  Lancashire, and the *t merry 
company you are in, you will probably  hear  some “ native ‘P 
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set the table in a roar” with Jone o’Grinfield,” the 
.greater part of which  would  be L‘ double Dutch ’’ to the 
Southerns  aforementioned. 

TherJe  ballad  dealers  have rhymes  upon  almost  every con- 
.ceivable  subject, but the professional street singers who  sell 
ballads know what  subjects wïU suit certain neighbourhoods, 
and work” accordingly. In the districts where  weavers 
most  abound a song  upon anything or anybody  connected 
with the ldom h& its best  market, and by the same rule 
Irish songs are sung and sold  where they are sure to( be 
appreciated. Many of the latter  are extremely  comic, and 
are sure to attract a crowd of listeners ; and many that are not 
comic are also great favourites. None more so-if the 
neighbourhood  be  well  chosen-than L‘ Father Tom  O’Neale.’’ 
It is a very long one, and tells how three dashing sQns of a 
widdy  did  agree,” that the eldest ‘‘ a ckgyman should  be,”- 
how that he  went  from his house in  the county of Armagh L 

to college,-how that he there soon attracted the attention of 
the Rev.  Bishop  Brown,”-how, through his own studiom 

conduct and the influence of the gentleman named,  he  was 
very soon ordained,-how he then went home ‘ I  bis friends 
for to see,”-how, and here  poor Father Tom’s troubles 
begin,  by the mual agency too, for 

4‘There was a rich man in this place, as rich as Duke or Knight, 
He  had  an only daughter who  was a beauty bright. 
B e  said unto her father, I’ll go th is  young man for t o  aee, 
For before he went to  college he was a  schoolboy  along with me.” 

’The  result of this visit was that she  tumbled  over  head and 
ears in love with Tom ; but I am overrunning the history.- 

-¿‘ She waB brought inta the parlour, where they drank both ale 

She says, ‘You are a clever young man I would have you t o  re- 

What made  you a clergyman yon know you are astray, 
A alergpan must xise  by night and travel  all  the day. 

and wine, 

sign, 
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Take some nobldady %hat her ,fortune may be grad,  
And you will have your man t o  wait on JOB, and be &@?ntlem&n,, 
Take myself just as I stand, you know mg fortune’s great, 
1 have one thousand pounds B year; and a t  d-eath a whole 

A. classlicd author (Ifoxget w3m) sap :-&G Were it not for 
Ceres and Bacohus, Venus would freeze ! ’’ Xotwithshndinng 
arm couple- “ dm& both ale and: e e l ’  Apollo remain& 
cold ; for,he,anxvered the-hold b e a u t y  
G‘-my Banonred lady, p u  needkot exphin purmin$ ~ 

estate.’ ” 

Por h&yau I t e a  times mm, Inever m d d  rea@’’ 

So she talm means of obtaining revenge,-not  a+ all an 
unwual course, I believe, in Buch  casw-by  buzzing it about 
that ahe ie insa certain predicament; and th& Father Tom is 
the cause. of. th diwter. Poor Törn, dark-clou& are gather- 
ing o’,er-thy-hea& The linris set in motion. Tom is the 
dtx€bn&nb:, wbt-lie ia-cbar@wit& U m y  be bet6r imagined 
t&wx deacriljed;” fdrtlte songSay&h not. 

The morning of his trial it grieved our hearts full sore 
To think of hi old motheq it grieyed her ten times more, 
To say she had B son, a clergyman, his age but twenty-three, 
~thewouldbecastdownallinhisprhethrough‘cursed ‘perjuree.” 
The cruel Judge says, c Fafher Tom, why don’t you marry th‘í=. 

I’m sure,she is m equal for a Wibt or-any Squire ; 
What are yow but a widow% son ? a d  I believe. boa poor and 

Pön might think it L great honour meh a hay to  obtain.’ ” 
But Father Tom spoke up boldly, and told tbis com- 

promising Jùdge that he was innocent-thab he wauld not 
have this bright beauty-that she should  never  be his wife. 
whereupon the Judge, with the savagery of a Jeifries, pro- 
ceeds t o  pass  Etentence. 
“Naw, Tom, since you won’t ma- her, we give p u  for to. 

understand, 
For seven. lang years we will transport p u  into K Q ~  foreign 

land.? 

fair 

meatt, 
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this knowledge is guaranteed to you for the d charge. of 
one m e n n y ,  by one of “ Wormsley’s Patent Jockey 
Weighing Chairs ; ” fourteen of  which are kept by one  man 
in Manchester  alone. But if you are satbfied with your 
weight, you  probably  have  some misgivings about your wind. 
Then, why  keop yourself in a state of  suspense,  when this 
knowledge can  be dg. and cheaply obtained? Not by 
breasting a hïil at the  rate of six miles an hour, with the 
probability of taking cold, m a consequence  of the perform- 
ance, but by simply  stepping into the streets, and taking a 
blow a t -  

&‘THE  AMERICAN  SPIROMETER,  
IENENTED BY LOUIS DRECHFR, 

OF 

NEW YORK.’’ 

C L  This spirometer  indicates the state of the lungs by  show- 
mg how  many  cubic inches they contain,  according to the 
age. The average  rising *of the meter  %-Boys  from 12 to 
3 5  years of age, 60 cubic  inches ; 15  to 18 years of age, 80 
cubic  inches ; young  men from 18 to 25, 100 cubic  inches ; 
men, in their prime of  life, from 25 to 45  years Of age, 120 

~ 

cubic inches.’’ 
But wait  a moment. The instrument is  for the moment 

engaged by a  young  gentleman, about fifteen, whose  face is 
swelled out to the roundness and size of a  very large plum- 
pudding ; the eyes projecting like two immense uncut raisins 
on the surface of the pudding. Having blown within an inch 
of his life,  he  hastily  withdraws the mouthpiece, bis cheeks 
collapse to their mud size, and by a long-drawn inspiration, 
he renders himself  more at ease by inhting the lungs  he has 
BO severely tested; whilst the Proper-rioter ” of ‘ L  The 
American  Spirometer ” bawls out “ Seventy  cubic  jnches, by 
the hokey.  Well, I’m blest, a few  sich as you would a 
How’d up Sebastepole ; you’ZZ niver  die  while  there’s  a  blow in 
ver. Now. who’ll take a blow an’ try  th& lungs at the 
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all. the horsepitbles in London. Be this instrement the 
doctor tzia the lungs of their patients, an’ which you can 
try yourselves for the low  charge  of  one  ha’penny.  Lads, . 
from 35 ta 18, blows 80 cubic  inches;  young  men,  from 3.8 
to--; thankee sir, now take the mouthpiece, put it into yep 
mouth an’ blow till you  can’t  blow no longer-blow-blow 
hard-keep on ” (puff-poop-pooppupper). ‘ ‘ That’s 
it, a  hundred  an’ meen as I’m a sinner, an’ not bad neither; 
who’ll  have the next ha’porth at the ’Merican  Spyrometer, it 
tells y q  the %act state of your lungs. Boys,  from 12 to 15, 
blowà60 cubit  inches,  &c., &c.” Well,  your  wind having 
proved sattisactory,  your spirits rise, you feel that you are 
strong enough for anything, even to strike down to $he 
earth the &mg& of the garrotting fraternity, if he would 
only face you like a man ! You think so ; why not prove it 
by stepping over the way ? Don’t you see  something at the 
corner ofthe street, surroundd by  a  crowd  of laughing boys . 
and pugnacious-looking men? Well, that is--“ The very 
la&  new Patent Striking Machine, warranted to tell yer the 
%act force yer can strike to an ounce.  Machines like this 
here,  ladies and gentlemen, is kep  be all the fightin men in 
London for the purpose  a trainin and tellin on ’em their 
strenth, an how ther gettin on, by  wich  means they knows 
wot they can do. Try yer strenth, me lad, you’re a rare 
bilt un, an some on em ull know it some day; only a ha’penny, 
that’s it, now hit it hard, that’s it, my eyes, 210, I told yer 
so.” Away the boy goes, looking as proud as if he believed 
he could knock “ 210 ” down with a shilax blow to the one 
he has just recorded on lL  the very last new patent.” But, 
why  enmurage  such t h ings?  Why pay a hapenny to 
practice that which  you ought never in reality to pepform? 
No, kiend, your occupation is a peaceful and hboriom one, 
and the strength nature has given you m u t  be  expended in 
lifting and removing  heavy objeck Now, if that machine 
would tell you what  weight you could &J?, it would  be worth 
while trying it, it would  only cost a ha-- ; what  have we 
here ? “NOW, who’ll try the new hventd Double-patent 

I 



“Whs;t, ~ 8 9  so &e, w b t  m r U y  wit so ware, 
AH t o  diicry the crafty cunning traine, 
By which Receipt dotb maalce imViFJour $be, 
And cast her  codonra  died  deep in graine, 
To Beem like Truth, who shape she well can f~ne, 
And fitting gestures t o  her purpoae frame, 
’!The guiltless man with guile to eat&taine ?” 

S m m 2 ~  c c F m ~ ~  Q~IW.’’ 

ITINERANT Dders, body, * e  certaidy L shazpwi~ed 
set of fellows, and many of them pmms intellects which, if 
they had been applied to proper objects,  would have made 
bright and useful men of them. But  the majority have 
been thrown on the world in thair clùl&oOod, to seek a living 
for themselves, and, in many wes, others of their fhdies, 
in the best *ay they e d i l 3  wiibhmtl dua%hn or mord 

o€ mymrt ; ata it bes-wmdmd at,- t+, if they 
2 2  
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seek that living in my way that presents itself? And  mix- 
ing, as they do, early in their career, with older  persons 
than themselves,  who  never think cheatery a transgression, 
but only look  upon it as an attribute of their profession, and 
who  give  praise and credit  for any sha* trick that is prac- 
tised-measuring the praise  according to the cunning and 
ability displayed in the transaction-will, in a great mea- 
sure,  account  for the great number of knaves, and the very 
few  fools, that are found among&  them. Indeed a dullard, 
especially if he  were  honest  (and such pemons usndly are), 
would  have no chance with them in the race of competition, 
So proud are many of these men of the vasious ‘ l  talents ” 
they display in their businas, that it is by no means an 
uncommon thing for them to quarrel for  superiority. When 
they are not U at,  work ” w h e n  they meet at the houses  they- 
frequent, to  drink out the money  which they cannot save- 
the conversation  very hquently turns upon how they have 
done their customerst One will swem he “ never  seed  one a& 
could  touch ” b e l f  for  slumming,”  another-not liking 
his abilities, in that line, to be so summarily set at nought- 
will offer to bet a gallon of ale ” that he has “ sold more 
pecks out of a sack of  peas,” or, that he has sold fewer 
ounces to a pound of cherries than  any one of the lot ! ’’ 
But whether the bet k made, or whether the subject in 
dispute merely  passes off in  the vapours of the braggarts, 
the “ ale,’’ or something  stronger, is not wanting, and thus 
matters go on, till the disputants, becoming  chivalrous with 
their potations, and annoyed with the number of claims 
advanced  for the premierdip of cheatery,  very often settle. 
all claims and diaputes in a general fight. 

N U T S E L L E R S .  

A great many hawkers and stall-keepers, whendrip h i t  
Q out of season, sell nothing but nuts ; they sell, generally, 
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by measure,  sometimes  by  weight, but not often; but 
whether they are sold  by weight  or  memure, the purchaser 

I never gets what the seller  professes; their pints are very 
I little more than half-pints, their pounds  very little more than 
J .  half pounds.  Some  use fahe scales and weights, and others 

$rue ones ; but it does not follow that the purchaser gets the 
groper quantity from the latter, on the contrq, those  who 

i 
i 
I 

I 
I 

keep just ’weights and measures are always the cleverest 
hands at ‘ l  slumming ” (this term is applied to cheating in 
quantity, by  either  weight or measure). I h v e  known some 
of the sharpest  give only as many nuts m would lay on the 
bottom of the measure  when turned uppermost ! But this 
can only be done  when the purchaser  requests the seller to 
put them into his  coat  pocket. The cleverest at ‘ l  d~mnging,~’ 
however,  have a way  of cheating,  which is seldom  discovered 
at  the time it is done ; it is makged by thrusting the mea- 
Bure into the heap of nuts with one hand, and pretending to 
heap  them on to  the  top of it with the other ; the measure, 
however,  remains empty, or nearly SO, and all the buyer gets 
are those only which he has seen  heaped on the  top of it. 
This way of measuring is so dexterously  performed, that few 
detect it ; some certainly return and complain that they have 
not got their proper quantity, but never get any more,  being 
told that they were  measured  before their eyes, and U ex- 
amine the measures, are they not proper ones?” 

At Manchester  Races, a few years  ago, I stood  watching a 
nut dealer L‘ slum’’ some lads ; when  he  had  served  them I 
began to praise his activity, for  he  really did it very  cleverly, 

mon as I showed him how he h d  done it, he  began to speak 
of the  art of slumming” quite meser~edly. But lord, 
sir,” he said, 17m nowhere at slumming  side o’ some 
on ’em; now, just you go-green-lige--to that chap with 
the blue  barrow, and ax him for half-a-pint, and ax him to  
put ’em into your coat  pocket  behind, and then you  walk 
away and count ’em.’? I did SO, and found  upon  counting 
them, tht I had got just twenty-four.  nuts,  being about i 

~ ~~ 

l in the manner last described. He fought shy at &t, but as 

L 



complain& 
of the cheat. - U  My memure is hone&, sir,” he sg&, U M 
a.ny on the g ~ o ~ n d ,  and it’s  stamped too, and that’s  what you 
won’t find among many on ’em ; you mu& have  a  hole in 
your pocket ! ” I assured him I had  not. 6‘ Why you  see, 
he added, “there’s so many d 4  young pickpockets 
about, and they’ll take any mortal $hing! ! ” I pretended 
to accept this e x p h t b n ,  and walked away; but from a 
remark bawled out by the man I first spoke to, the second 
was  made aware that, in this case, he had “pitched the 
gammon ” to little purpose. 

There are ~ar ious quditia of nuts, ‘ l  Barcelona3 ” being 
+he best, and Smpnm the worst, that aresold. Turkey 
FilbW7’ are af a quality  and priee  between the h o ,  A 
great m m y  of th B r d s  nuta that ape sold in the &mets and 
f a h  are old ones, and m be p u r b e d  for 7s. 6d. per cwt., 
whereas new one aze worth about 27s. per c h .  S o m e h s  
the retailers mix the two qualities, the old QIES being dl bad 
But whether it be Sm- ” or OldBrazlls ” are 
offered, r d y  gwd ana m procured, split in two, and laid 
temptingly on $he top of the stock W B sample, so the pur- 
chaser is invariably c c  done ” either in quantity or quality, and 
generally in both, 

But dkhcmest ~ n s  are the dealings of the nut -bmm men, 
they are commendable  when  compared with the doings of 
another set of fellows who profess to sell nuts. I dude  
to &hase vagabonds who visit beerhouses and the taproom 
of the lowest public-houses, with a small basket  containing 
nuts. Their stock aezdom consists of more than half a peck, 
but, small as it is, it lasts them a long time, for they do not 
depeucl upon the sale of it for their gains ; all of them carry 
gsmbling  instruments  about them, which  generally conElist of 
a box and dice, and a U Teetotum.” Tl& latter instrument 
is a sexangük block of bone, or ivory,  with a spindle, of the 
same m a t e d ,  through the centre. On thee sides of the- 
block there are high numbers, and on the remainimg b e  
low ones, This instrument is generally in2lroduced  when. 

I 
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! people are incline& to bet money, and, to 
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the uninitiated. it 
I 

1 
would  seem the chnces are equal; but it is in the power of 
ih master to make it turn up either  a  high  number,  or  a  low 
one ; the Teetotum ” is loaded, and by pressing the spindle 
one way (previous to spinning it), high numbers  come upper- 
most, and by pressing it the contrary way, low numbers are 
produced ; this can  be done imtantaneoudy by its owner, 
without  being  perceived, and is always done-I need not say 
-to suit his purpoae, for he either bets himself, ur has an 
accomplice planted ” far the purpose.  Thme  men, dso, 
generally carry a turning-board,” but thia is the m& 
harmiie&g of the  whole  gambling  implements ; the villains, 
. howevez, frequently accomplish their purpose in a much less 
ceremonious mamer than by using either one instrument or 
the other, when they find their victims too faz gone in drink 
to gamble. 

The following desmipiion of one will ans- for a gr& 
number of  them:-Sleeved waktmats, of either cord or 
tain, trowsm of the same materid; yellow or blue birMeye 

. the brea&. The head is surmoanted by a iLBendigo,” the 
hair ia cut close behind; a corkscrew-cul ornamenk each 
temple, and a black eye iEC l‘no object.” The basket k 
carried under the arm, having 110 handle. It contains, beide 
the nuts, one d tìn-cup, which  holds a quantity not 
mentioned in the list of standard measures. 

There remains t o  be noticed, under this head, another h- 
gemious set, bu$ which embraces only a  very few individuals. 

their bad cocoa nub, the Qnid of which has Md up, and 
€he nut h o m a  ahgether bad and light ; but to make thm 
h ~ ,  n d  appear good, the ingenious  vendor  bores a hsle in 
one end, puts in a quantity of water, and stops the hole  up 
with a piece of cork and blackens it. The water, besides 
giving weight to the nut, makes it appm fresh, and of good 
4dV,  t&kg the phce of the milk, by which the quality is 
judged. They me then taken amongat the factory lada on B 

fogle,,’ tied with a sailor’s knot, and the ends hanging down , 

l These  purchase, for a very S& sum, of the dry Mt dealers, 

e- 

r 
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enables  them to ‘‘ cry ’, the goods at B price which is sure t@ 
bring customers,  who are generally of the working classes ; 
but there are always “ careful housewives ” amongst the 
middle  class that are on the look out for “ cheap  bargains,7r 
which, in reality, they never by any chance get. It will, 
probably, ’be asked,  why  do the poor people put up with sueh 
swindling-why not insist  upon  having the quality they saw, 
and the  quantity they paid for? Insist ! It is much  more 
easily tillzed about than accompliihed; the uct of  cheatery is 
performed-the  remedy has to be sought. If the measure is 
disputed, the answer is, L‘ It i~ a regular stamped mwure, 
and you had i€ fdled before your eyes.” If the quality is 
objected to, they say, ‘E Did you expect first-rate stuff at  the 
price ? 77 Then what can the purcher  do ? Resolve never 
to be imposed upon again, which  he  has prohbly done  before, 
and which he will soon have  occasion to do again, by being 
caught under mme other guise? 

The regulax hawkers who have certain rounds, and carry 
d c l s  af a good quality, do not at all like these ‘LD0110p~,7’ 
as they always injure the rounds they go though,  the prices, 
they call  out are (30 much  lower than  the regulars  can afford 
to  take, and their customers  use  them as a weapon to beat 
clown the  charges : beside this, those  parties  who  have  been 
cheated,  not  being  able to distinguish between the Dolloper” 
and the regular lmwker,  condemn  each  alike, and refuse, for 
R while, to purchase  of either. 

The L -  Dolloper ,’ deals in almost anything, and, therefore, 
might, with much  more propriety, be  called a  general jobber. 
I heard one of the most noted  remark, “ 17ve always a few 
pounds to  lay out, if I can  see a guinea to be got ; ” and, it 
must  be admitted, their perceptions  seldom  lead to a  different 
conclusion. But, then, how the guinea is got may be judged. 
by what I have  recorded  concerning  them,  and,  from  obser- 
vation, I am  enabled to say, that they are  very frequently 
€ound in the immediate  vicinity of the imagimry line h m  
between what is legal and what ~ illegal, and often with, at 
least, one  leg  on the wrong  side. 
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Bs an inatmce of the extent to which shaming is some- 
times camid, I will just mention the following :- 

A man of the name of Jemmy Duthn gained  a preca,rious 
livelihood by h w h g   m d .  In h% roun&, he  had made 
the acquaintance of a benemlent old lady in Greenhep, and 
so strong did he pitch his tale of diEtrea4 to her-how that 
his wife  was on a sick  bed, and haw  khat he had five  smalI 
children  depending on bis sand-that she told him he might 
call every time he came into her  neighbourhood.  Jemmy 
was not slow to obey ; he did call, and so certain was the old 
lady to purchase, that  the closet  under the ~tairs soon con- 
tained a larger stock than Jemmy himself had ever  possessed 
at   me time.  One day he wanted to “ raise the wind,” and 
the thaught struck , h i m  that he might pokbly be enabled- 
as Providence had not been very bmtiful t o  him-ta aid 
himself by i n c r e k g  the widow’s  store.” So off he set, 
with one  bushel of sand, direct to +he kind old creature’s 
house, and asked h e r d  he had a most  pres&g and inme- 
diate necessity for money-as his wife had c‘ got her bed,* 
and there was nothing in the how”-to be h d  enough to 
take aU he had left.” With little persuasion,  .she  agreed 
to do SO, but said iht she was almost afraid he did not give 
measwe, &S there was not so much in the closet as she thought 
&e had bought, so it was arranged that as Jemmy passed 
dong the lobby on his wag to the dark receptacle, with his. 
p,& m m e ,  he should call aut at  the old  lady’s  door and 
show it. U one ~E-UXU,” “ two marm;’ “ three m m , , ’  cried 
Jemmy, he passed as many  times with his measure,  well 
heaped, and so he kept on, till the old M y  was afraid she 
would  be  obliged to countermand the order ; she had no 
idea,  she  said, that he, had SO much, but the poor fellow 
pleaded so hmd, said he had had a  bad day, and that there 
was i‘ not much  more,” that he was allowed to resume, and 
~oon ,  according to  the seller’s count, and the purchmer’s 
tally, a dozen pecks had been  deposited. As the m m r e  

* Local term for being confmed in childbe& 
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was correct, and the count indhputable, it was soon paid  for, 
with a deire, on the old  lady’s part, that he  would not call 
again for  some time,  for  she  would not want, and she could 
no t  be  always buying sand. The desire,  however,  was quite 
superftuous,  for Jemmy hd-according e0 his own words- 
“shut that shop  up.” The measure,  which  appeared to be 
so j a t ly  flled, was  inverted,  and the sand heaped on the 
bottom ! 

“ I was a fool for doing it though,  for the soft old creter 
was  always  good for  a  job,” was Jemmy’s concluding remark 
on the buainess. 

Whether the kind old woman still Eyes, to be  imposed 
upon, I know not, but Mr. Dutton hm certainly repaid 
“ mother earth ” with his own ‘‘ clay,”  for the merchandise 
he got from her. As Byron says of Youthful Auan,” 

IC His smd is done, 
His glass is run, 
No more will-” 

he abuse the kindness of the benevolent. 
From what I have  said  respecting the dealings of these 

people,  phrenologkts will, no doubt,  conclude that few  of 
them are remarkable  for  a large development of the organ of 
conscientiousness. I must certainly sag that I never  knew 
any of them sufFer from that organ being over “ active,” and 
althugh a fist-rate judge of human nature, namely,  Shake- 
speare,  says, ‘ L  There’s no a,rt to find the mind’s construction 
in the face,” and B first-rate poet,  namely  Moore, sings- 

U In vain we fondly strive t o  trace 
T h e  sod’s reflection in the face,” 

some  of the &CM, of which I have  given  a  pen and ink 
sketch, are anything but prepossesidng, and m a y  persons 
would be  able to ‘ l  trace ” in them quite enough to convey a 
disagreeable and unfavourable  impression,  especially in those 
of the Land Shark ” fraternity. But as all are not intent 
observers, few  phpiognomiElte, and fewer still  phrenologist^, 
.the  bearers of these  faces are enabled to impose on the public, 
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and also, as I have shown, to laugh at, and boast  of, the 
clever manner in which they manage it. 

I have  before  alluded to the witty and dry sayings that are 
prevalent  amongst  these  ‘‘travellers.”  One of the best 
similea that I remember to have  heard was by  a  man  who 
had ventured to take his atall some milm into the country, 
to B small fair, and, in answer to  the question of an ac- 
quaintance, Did you  do any good?” he  replied, Not L 
ha’portll ; I was stuck in a corner,  nobody  came  near  me, I 
was as solitary as a milestone.’’ Solitary  as  a  milestone ! one 
cannot conceive anything more  solitary, €or it kseldom, in- 
deed, that there is another of its kind within a mile of it. 

I remember  also hearing one of these  men  give utterance to 
a truism which no one could dispute. Two of them met on 
the steps of a  public-house ; the one coming out was ad- 
dressed  by the one  going in, and the following  colloquy 
ensued :-‘g why, Mickey, I thought you was T. T.”- 
‘‘ Well, so I was, sure, eleven  good months all out, an wud 
ha’ been naw but for Stockport fair, to the did wid it.”- 
‘‘ Why, what had that t6 do with it, Mickey To do 
wid it, is it 3 Sure ev-hing ; wasn’t the cowld ayst wind, 
blowin the nose  aff ivery did iv US ? An didn’t Wumble’s 
wild bay& roar wid the cowld ? St. Pether b e l  couldn’t 
ha’ stood it, an so I bruck the pledge, but did a bit o’ 
harm iv  that was the wmht ; I’m bruck an all mysel !”- 
U Brokeyomelf?”--cL Ah, bruck up Clane, rump an stump, 
divil a thing cud I sell  on the stall, so I sowld the stock, 
stall, an au, to a penny dang f d d  from Leeds, an I’ve 
been drinkin iver since. Ah, sure, there never m sich bad 
Gmes.”-it You’re a fool  for  doing yomelf UP now, anyway, 
just as all the good fairs and races are coming on, after 
keeping off the drink all through the dead  of the winter 7 
and as for bad, times, the t ima axe as good as ever they were, 
for al,! the money in the world belongs to all the people in the 

* A ( 1  Penny Slag M is L s t d  UPOR which every artide is solcl’ 
at t% penny. 
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world, and always did!” This staggered  Mickey, and he 
took his departure, muttering and shaking h% head, as if he 
doubted the &at, or that if it was true, the mid money was 
aery unequally divided. 

Many of the (‘ dodgm ” noticed in t h  book  have  been 
practised  for yeam, and yet there me almost m many vie- 
tims to support  them now as when they were first introduced, 
although one would suppm th+ some of the most sm&ful 
schemes  had  used up ” all the ‘ L  kind j?kmls ”-that they 
had all been served, and, consequentily,  served out,” for, 
generally  speaking, u one trial is-sufficient,” and K it is not, 
-customem shofld be keated in a similar manner to culprits, 
when they have a second trial ”-the pwidrment should  be 
inereased.  ispeaking on this subject to one  of the moat 
noted of the fraternity, he said,  Recollect, there’s a fool 
.born every minute,’! arnd fi companion immedhtely added, 
U Yes, and more nor one half on ’em lives !” 

There are, howeveq oGc&onally,  indeed I may say he- 
quently, new  modes  of  imposition jntrodnced, and, like 
new  pieces at our theatres, some have ‘I a run,” some  be- 
come (‘ stanhds,” and some are at once ’( damned ” and 
withdrawn. 

There are many w%ys of detecting impositions ; but cër- 
tainly the most summary method 3 ever  heard of was in the 
case of a man who was dumb, through having hadhis tongue 
cut ou$. He was selling small books, which contained a 
narrative of his many and dreadful suiTerings in various parts 
of the world, and he communicated his wants, and his 
wishes, by writing them on a small &te,  which  he carried 
for the purpose. In course uf his  rambles  he  had the ill luck 
to enter a public-house,  where there were  several jolly 
spirits,” ready to hold out the hand of charity to the seally 
unfortunate, but where there was, &o, one, at least, m 
ready to detect kaposition. Through somethhg that trans- 
p h d ,  the suspicions of the company  were  aroused, and 
whilst the unfortunate sufferer was  being  pestered with 
innumerable  questiona on hk álate, and making horrible 
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noi=, such as the dumb only canmake, one of the company 
suddenly thrust ampin into a fleshy prt of hifi person. The 
effect waa instantamou and miraculom, the porn  fellow’s 
tongue,  which-if his books  were true-M left its proper 
phce many yeam before, and was suppod to be quietly 
reposing in Algiers, or somewhere else, cmddenly retuned 
and resumed its functions. h doing so, it at  once  bekrayed 
the part of the world  where it had first wagged, and its 
owner’s imposition, by bawling out, O&! bloody murther 
-Who done ut ?” 

The sequel to this discovery waB, the books were taken 
fkom the fello,w and burnt, and the distinguished author was 
forcibly  ejected fiom the house,  receiving as he departed, 
from the €oof of the landlord,  a lusty kick on the sasne part 
of his person that had already suffered, m ai s+iptie for the 
puncture ! 

A simila,r miracle ta the abope, was performed On the per- 
son of a begging imposkx, in one of the nurthern prkom. 
€Fe had  been taken into cmtady for begging, and pretending 
to be dumb. He W= taken before the mslgliatates, and 
sjaatenced to a term of  imprisonment, preserving bk mute 
U character throughout the business ; but  the officer who 
amested him, howtug him to  be an impostor, his persever- 
mm av&d him nQthing. However, the prison officers 
pefiorned for him that which the magishates had failed to 
do, fir, on arriving at the gad, a bath was prepared  for h% 
reception, of the unwual depth of eight  feet, but which  he 
waB made to believe was three feet only. h he  went, and 
down he Popped, but soon came up a g h ,  spirting like  a 
whale, and roaring liké a bull, h d h g  time, however, to call 
lustily md intelligibIy t o  the warders to save him ! 

There are a grnt many laq feUo,Wa eoniimdly prowling 
about -&.e country, with a few mallwares3 or other trifing 
d c 1 s  for  sale, who represent themselves as spinners, or fac- 
t o r y  han& of some sort, fiori Laneashire ; but few of them 
have ever  worked in a factory in their lives, and the only 
J‘ yarn which they spin, is that which excites tke rgmpathy 
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of the charitable. In order to carry on this imposition, they- 
go into the southern and other counties situated far from the 8 

manufacturing districts, or their total ignorance of factory 
labour would frequently be discovered. A few years ago, I 
was a t  a vïllage in Surrey, and two ablebodied  men  came to 
the house I WM in, with b a s  of cotton, and  repraented 
themselves as cotton spinnem from l\danchester, thrown out 
of work by the badness of the times.” Knowing the cotton 
trade  to  be very brisk a t  the time, I put some questions to 
them, and soon learned, fiom their answers, not ody  that  
they were totally ignorant of cotton spinning, but  that  they 
knew nothing whatever of the  top they said thes came 
from ; indeed, it waB pretty evident they had never  been in 
the l1 cotton metropolis” in their lives. To these may be 
added, a number of  men  who have really been fkctory work- 
ers, some of whom have taken to itinerant life! in the outset, 
from the depression  which occaaiondy taka place in the 
cotton manufwtmes, and others from l1  strïkes, ’’ and “ turn 
outs.” The latter  are very proIífic  sources of itinerancy ; 
many of the hands fmding it hard for so many to live in one 
district without working, disperse  themselvm  over the m d  
counties, and, partly by begging, and partly by a little d d -  
hg, a t  first, just manage to eke out a living; but as they 
proceed, becombg more practised in the bu&=, and mixing 
with  itinerant dealem and l‘ dodgers” of all so*, they  gradu- 
ally become absorbed into some  of those deceptive practices, 
by which IK) maay travellm h e ,  and, finding they have 
more liberty, and at least as good living, they eventually 
become so enamoured of a wandering, loose  life, that they 
never return  to  the fáchry. 

Probably, the cotton factory people me  the most unfit of 
all others to turn their hands to any other work-more  especi- 
ally out-door occupations4f they  are deprived of that by 
which they have previously carped their livelihood ; and -to 

hct may be attributed, in a great measure, the  utter 
f a i h e  of the O’Connor Land Scheme. The manufacturing 
districts a~pplied nearly all the f3haraholders-I max call 
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them the victims+hctory workers and mechanics  were the 
successful candidates for a life of “ rural felicity ; ” conse- 
quently, men,  who  never had either a spade or a hoe in their 
hands in their lives ; men,  who  could scarcely teIl a carrot 
h m  a cabbage stalk, were fortunate enough to become en- 
titled to cultivate a  piece of  hand, which they did not know 
how to- dig, weed, or crop, and upon wbich, consequently, 
they could not live. And for this privaege they not only 
paid‘ a considerable s u m  of mney, but many left employ- 
ment which they did undmtmd,  and which brought th- 
in fiom  twenty to   Hty shillings a week. The scheme, no 
doubt, would have had a much better chance of p~osp+g,~if 
l1 dotmenta” could have been strictly c o h e d  to agricultural 
labourers, but 

6‘ IU faxes the lad, t o  hmtening ills a prey,” 
if men who have no knowledge of rural labour whatever are 
sent to cultivate it, and ill fares,” also, the unfortunate 
people so sent. 

My space being almost “ used up,” I will conclude with 
briefly noticing the doings aad dodges” of a set of men, 
some  of  whom, most likely my readers have seen, In their 
walks through  the streets. I allude to hawkers of  cheese, 
and .though last they  are certainly not least, if measured by 
the ingenuity they practise in their business. The cheese 
they sell is called, in the b g  of its sellcrrj, ‘‘ Wangby,” 
01: ‘ L  Wang,” an app*tio# that w a ~  &t coderred in 
Yorkshire, and which has become pretty general. The 
worst sort of U Wang” comes fiom the Duchy of Holstein, 
and in t h e   w h o l d e  trade is called Dutch Canter Cheese ; 
why it should be called Canter I know not, certainly not 
from any running q d t i s  that it possagses, but I believe 
it is a very sharp race, as to quality, between this  and 
some that is made in  Westmorland;  both are made fiom 

5 milk that haa had all the cream taken from it for the manu- 
facture of butter, and  is hard as gutta percha, and about 
.as &ne in &vorn. Indeed, if both it md the  latter sübstmce 
-were exposed to,‘‘‘ €ire,” the f m e r - \ w o d  .,certainly show - 

d . .  
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most  hardihood,  for,  whilst the gutta percha  would run,” 
the cheese  would burnJirst ! Who would buy  such SM as 
this ? you  ask. No one, certainly, if they knew  what it was 
they were  purchasing, but this is the way  these cheese- 
well as those  who buy them-are sokd. The  seller,  always 
carries  a tasting iron, and, before  you  purchase,  you  wish to 
see it used ; the seller  therefore thrusts the iron into the 
cheese, and, withdrawing a fair sample,  offers  you, apparently, 
the end of it to taste.  You are surprbed at the good quality 
of the article, and, as the price has already  tempted you, you 
purchase it. AU ie done so openly and fairly  before your 
eyes that you suspect nothing wrong ; but what will you 
think when I tell you .that you  have not tuted the cheese at 
all ? and of  which  you  will  be  convinced  when  you try it 
yourself, that is, however, if you are able with your  carving- 
knife,  cleaver,  or  saw, to cut into it ! The piece you tasted 
was  good  Cheshire ; ” it W= concealed in the palm  of the 
left hand of the seller, and dexterously  conveyed to  you as if 
it came  from the end of the tmting-iron. The cheese  used 
for samples is kept loose, in small pieces., in  the side  pockets 
of the coat  or  smock  frock of the vendor. This method of 
cheating is called “, Giving the Bite.” There is another 
method yet to be  described, and this is worked”  when 
the seller  offers  half a cheese ; many persons will purchase 
a half, that wovld not a whole  one. I need scarcely say that 
this ch&e  never  crumbles, or oks rough,  like  those of good 
quality, it is therefore  ingeniously cut open and made to 
look well  before it comes into the street ; a few  small  pieces 
of  good  cheese,  of the same  colour, are also stuck on to the 
cut surhe ,  and it is one or two of these pieces that an 
intended pupchaser always gets a8 sample, and which, 
generally,  lead to a bargain. This is called The Wildfire 
Dodge.” If the ‘f .wildfire”  should I p b i f f i o r n  any &cum- 
stances the extrinsic  sample  cannot  be  brought into play- 
the tasting iron is used,’ and then, whether its user digs into 
the body,  or  scoops  a  piece from the suphce of the mticle, 
the cmtomer .geh $he  bite ! ” ,But theae hawkm do not 
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always  confine  themselves. to the above sorts, they occa- 
sionally  sell “ SuBolk  Bang”-whicli is a shade better than 

Wang”-and the “ Gouda” cheese,  shipped to this country 
from  Amrjterdam. They &o get some  of a  very poor quality 
from  Montgomeryshire. When the “ Wang ” and ( L  Bang” 
are intended to be  sold  whole, they are frequently steeped in 
water all night, and after being  superficially  dried,  bacon fat is 
rubbed on to them, to give  them  a  mellow and rich  appear- 
ance.’ The cannon ball shaped  cheeses that are imported 
into this country, are called ‘‘ Edams ; ” sometimes the 
itinerants sell  them, but not often, as they do not; afford so 
much profit a53 the “ Wang ” and l1 Bang.” The l‘ Edams” 
are d e  in Holland, and are extensively exported to South 
America, and the Eat  and West lidies. Those intended 
for these  markets require to be  well  dried in stoves, and in 
the procws many show spots of decay, and are then sold as 
damaged,  or  inferior,  for the home, and also the English 
market, by the name  of ‘ I  Edam Specks.” 

As a specimen  of the cool  impudence  which these itinerant 
cheese  dealers display, I may  mention the following anec- 
dote :-A porter was cleaning his employer’s  windows in 
Market-street, Manchester,  when  one of thae fellows  came 
up to him with a cheese under his arm, and‘ tapping the  in- 
genuous servant on the shoulder with his tasting-iron, the 
ingenious trader thus addrmed him, Guvner, will yer buy 
a chme; I’ll take five  a  pound  for it ? ” Now, it so happened 
that the porter’s  wife was mistress of a  small  providon  shop, 
in Salford, and her master thought thia an exGellent  chance 
of adding to her  stock, so he  asks to  be  allowed to taste the 
chme. Such  a  reasonable  request  was instantly granted, 
and the quality found to be so satisfactory that  the cheese 
was  purchased. Reaching home with it at  night, ita new 
owner  proceeded to  cut it in half, not a very easy  proceas to 
perform, but, when  accomplished, it was  discovered that a 
deception  had been practised. It was  a- Wang ” of the 
very worst sort. How it had been  palmed on him was a 
mptery  to the purchaser ; of course, it was ‘( worked ” by 
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giving the bite ! ” Some months afterwards, the buyer 
espied the seller in  the streets, and going up  to him, upbraided 
him with his villainy. The fellow said, cc  Well, gumer, I’m 
sorry if there was  a mistake. I don’t  recollect what sort of a 
cheese I sold yer ; you say it W= a bad un, but did yer 
properly try it ? ”-“ Try it I why, we tried to  eat it, but 
couldn’t, it w u  so hard; we tried to toast it, but it wouldn’t 
melt.”-LL Oh, ah ! I recollect  now, I sold yer a Biler; 
what a  fool yer waa yer didn’t bile it ; if yerd wanted a 
toaster, why the devil did’nt yer ax me for one ! ” and off he 
walked to seek  a fresh nibbler for his bait. 

It is probable there are many philosophic  admirem of “ the 
gentle art,” who sit on the banks of our beautiful streams, 
luring the finny tribe  with their sham baib, who  lithle dream 
that their own species are being constantly taken in,” by 
precisely the same meam as the fish are taken out. The 
scaly inhabitant of the water that takes the bite, irJ no more 
certain of being “ done ” than the ‘‘ scaly ” housewife,  who 

B thinkEl of getting a cheese, worth ninepence a pound, at half 
the money, and the angler in each case deludes his victims 
by Giving the  Bite ! ” 
If the reader bas had quantum suf of these nunquam dornzio 

gentry  and their dodga,  and if, as &he old proverb says, 
“ Enough is 88 good as a feast,” surely I can ask for patron- 
age on the score of economy ; although ‘‘ gentlemen who 
dine in town ” may do it for less. A feast ” cannot be 
considered dear at a shilling, especially  when it is considered 
that my patrons have so many and such various  dishee set 
lwfore fhe~n:-the unusual privilege of f in i skg  with half-a- 
cl oz cl^ d 1 f f ~ w n t  sorts of c1~~~c‘sc--all~I wit11 full  llberty to con- 
smnc the ~vllolc at, oncc, or by macks ill the ‘ h s ,  011 thc r d ,  
or by their own fireside ! 
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